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Track 1

Could I start by asking please when and where you were born?
I was born in a nursing home in Putney, London, on the sixth of November 1927.

Thank you, and could you tell me something of the – something of your mother?
My mother … maiden name was Ethel May Armour … she was one of – I think it was
seven siblings, she was the penultimate one and … she was born I think in 1890, that’s a
thing which I could look up and check, about then, she used to live in Kingston Vale on the
edge of – of Richmond Park where her father was the publican of the local inn, her mother
died when she was two of food poisoning, contracted after eating a shellfish at – at I think
Great Yarmouth. Her father married again, in fact he married his barmaid and so my
mother was brought up in that household. She went to a school called Ryde House School,
she then worked in various places, she got to know somebody who was related to I think
the Whiteley family of the store but he was killed in the First World War, she worked at
The Times office which was where she met my father who also worked at The Times office.
Was father was exempted I think on health grounds from service in the First World War, so
survived. Is that the sort of thing you want to know about her?

Yes, perfect, thank you. And could you tell me something of your – of your father’s
parents, you’ve told me a little bit about your mother’s.
Yes, my father’s parents were Arthur Wallington Glen and Laura nee Tilly who were I
think second cousins once removed, my grandfather was a builder, he had a house in
Davey Street in London and a country house rather oddly known at The Cottage ‘cause it
was quite big, at Virginia Water … my father as I say – well he went to Archbishop
Tenison School and he worked at The Times office, in my childhood, when I went up to the
office and things like that, he was the day publisher of The Times newspaper, that is to say
he was the person who arranged how the paper got out to the wholesalers.

This is your – your father was it?
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My father, yes.

And your – your parental grandfather, he was – he was a builder?
Yes.

Your paternal grandmother?
My father, I know he was – she was just his wife.

Ah, okay.
[Laughs] I don’t think married ladies had professions in those days.

And did you – did you spend time with these grandparents to any extent?
Only one of them do I really remember, my maternal grandfather died when my mother
was twelve leaving her with her stepmother … I’ve already said that his – his wife died
when my mother was two and her younger sibling was a half sibling, and my grandfather
died – I’m not quite sure how old I was but about three and I – I don’t now remember him,
though I do remember an occasion when I visited my grandmother who lived with her
daughter who had a private hotel in Queensborough Terrace off Bayswater Road, London,
and being apparently distressed at seeing my Great Uncle John and thinking it was my
grandfather who I knew was dead, and I’m told I was distressed, but I don’t remember
grandfather myself. So there was only one grandparent whom I really remember and that
was my paternal grandmother, Laura.

What could you tell me about her as a person or about time spent with her or …
Well there’s a picture of her reading a Beatrix Potter book to me, sitting in the garden of
our house, at that time we lived in Barnes. And as I say, she lived in London with this
daughter of hers who ran this – a private hotel. After that there was a fairly awkward time
because I think the family wanted my parents to – to have her in their house and I think my
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mother was reluctant to do that and she in fact lived in rented accommodation near us until
she eventually died.

Do you remember being read Beatrix Potter to or –
No.

You simply remember the photograph –
Of course not.

Of it, yes.
I remember a photograph of her doing that.

Yes.
I do remember I talked to her and she gave me various bits and pieces about family history
and so on which I still have and have used to try and trace back family history, so, you
know, and I remember her talking about things like Dickens’ death and things like that,
yeah.

Thank you.
[06:11]

Could you describe your mother sort of physically as a – a – as a person as – in terms of
dress and appearance and style?
Well I mean … she was when younger quite – quite pretty, I can actually show you a
photograph of her, these are their passports in the – in about 1920 [flicking through
papers], there she is.

Ah.
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In 19 – about 1920.

Yes.
In her twenties.

I see, thank you. And is – presumably that is how you remember her as a child, is it or –
Well, no, no, she was a bit older than that, obviously, this was 1920, I was born in 1927.

Oh yes [laughs].
But I remember her as – yes … the fashions of that time were not all that helpful were
they, I mean cloche hats and things like that which I remember her wearing, that’s [flicking
through papers] my father at the same time …

Uh-huh, thank you.
I’ve obviously got other pictures but those are the ones which are immediately to hand in
the study here … [looking through something in background].
[07:41]
I’d have a suspicion that my mother was always under this sort of impression that my
father was the second best, I think after the First World War with the large number of men
who’d been killed, there must have been a feeling that you had to take [laughs] what you
could get.

Hmmm, how did you get that impression?
… By attitude and of course also by her feelings about this young man who’d been killed
in the war, but I mean I’m – I think they were relatively contented – marriage, but I – I just
got that impression, that’s all I can say.
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Hmmm, okay thank you.
[08:32]

And could you tell me about time spent with your mother before the age that you first went
to school, so the sorts of very early relationships?
Ooh, I – my – I don’t have many memories of that sort of time, I’m – mainly what I know
is what I’ve been told of what I did, if you see what I mean, I think I just about remember
going to the nursing home, Miss Read who ran the nursing home I was born in was
actually my godmother, they made – asked her to be my godmother and we kept
continuously in touch with her and indeed she was at my marriage, and when we’d finished
with the pram we gave it to her nursing home and I – I sort of remember travelling in the
pram for the last time, I’m told we had neighbours opposite, a Mr and Mrs Best, Tommy
Best was an accompanist for recital singers and I was – they had a big black dog called
Nipper and I – I as a child, sort of pram aged child, was given dogs – biscuits to feed to the
dogs and after we’d got home they discovered I’d kept all the black ones in the pram
because I thought they were rather special, but what can I remember about … I can
remember going with – walks on – along to – to Barnes Common which had sort of
resonances with me with the sort of A.A. Milne, Winnie the Pooh stories when – sort of
trying to locate them in that common, and I can remember walking past some tennis courts
and being aware of tennis nets being far taller than me, you know, so it was a surprise
when I grew up to discover that tennis nets weren’t the height of badminton nets.

And do you remember the – interacting between you and your mother on those walks?
Not particularly, I mean she was a very loving mother and I was very fond of her, but I
can’t place specific things. I can remember going to – to birthday parties of other children
and things like that, but I find it difficult to – to remember things … as a reaction between
– specifically between me and my mother, no I can’t, sorry.

That’s okay.
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[11:21]

And you mentioned the – the Barnes Common, I wondered whether there were other local
landscapes that were significant at this very young age, other places?
No, you’re saying before I went to school and that’s what’s making it a bit tricky for me.

We’ll move on in a bit, I just wondered whether –
Yes, I – I mean I know they went on holiday with me to Hayling Island because we’ve got
photographs of it, but I have no memory of that whatsoever …

Do you have any other memories of the common from a – from a very young child’s point
of view, apart from the – the tennis nets that you walked past and the association with
Winnie the Pooh, do you remember what it looked like?
Well to me it looked exactly like I thought A.A. Milne was describing in – in Winnie the
Pooh, house at pooh corner … you know, sandy bits and shrubs and gauze and so on. I
can’t remember any other particular place we went to at all regularly, I think that’s where
we commonly went.

And –
I can remember going into London by bus and it was in the days when there pirate buses as
well as London General Omnibus buses and the pirate buses – at least this was the
impression I was given, used to try and overtake the regular buses if there was a queue – a
big queue ahead. I’m also told – but you see this is what I’ve been told by my parents
subsequently, that the first time I went into London by bus, when we were coming back I
refutably pulled my mother’s sleeve and said, ‘This is the wrong bus,’ she said, ‘What do
you mean?’ and I said, ‘It isn’t the same driver,’ but stories I’ve been told rather than mem
– remembering saying it obviously.

Yes, thank you.
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[13:21]

And at this very early age do you remember spending time with your father and if so what
you did?
Not so much because I didn’t see him that much, he came home after I’d gone to bed when
I was that sort of age and so I really only saw him at weekends, I mean there was a … we
used to live in the dining room and kitchen and there’s a sort of saying, tea in the lounge
with cakes and daddy … weekends and holidays was when I saw my father, at – I’m
talking about this age you’re talking about now.

Yes. Do you remember going out with him at this age in the way that you went out with
your mother from the house on walks?
No. Holidays yes, walks no.

Hmmm. And –
I’m told he once … took me to church, I was baptised as an infant, but otherwise my
parents did not go to church, but they appear to have taken me once and my reaction to that
was to come home and put all my soft toys round and have a pretend service at home.
[14:38]

But at this age do you remember particular things that you played with or particular ways
in which you passed the time?
It’s this question of preschool age that makes this difficult, I had a fort … which one got
out and put up the bits and I suppose had toy soldiers … no, I can’t say that I can at this, of
course I’m – I can be fairly particular about this because after I’d been to a – a sort of dame
school, Miss Wright’s, for one term my parents moved house so of course you are asking
me for – very specifically to remember things I did at the Barnes house, rather than at the
house we moved to at Ewell in Surrey.
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[15:32]

Do you remember anything of the Barnes house as a physical place, as –
Yes, just about, I can remember the road, I can remember what the house – vaguely what
the house looked like, and the houses opposite, Mrs Best I’ve mentioned and the Aires
family down the road, I can sort of remember the garden but I couldn’t reconstruct it
properly.

What do you remember of the road, which was the first thing –
Well it was a cul-de-sac in the form of something which came off the main road and then
had two spurs like this [draws/demonstrates] and we were nearly at the end at this end.

Right, okay. And a vague impression of the house that you have, its appearance?
I think it was an ordinary three bedroomed semi.
[16:20]

I think then what we’ll – if we could then move you to the – the new house.
Yeah.

And could – perhaps standing at the front door, would you be able to take us on a tour –
Yes I would.

Of that house?
Yes I would.

So this is the – the second house that you lived in.
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Yes, now this was a detached house, 74 Cheam Road, Ewell in Surrey, it was a new build
and they were still building others on the site when we moved in, it – unlike the Barnes
house it had a garage, my father did have a car while we were at Barnes, but it had to
garaged somewhere else, we had to walk to where the garage was [both laugh] to get it, but
the Ewell house had a garage which was on the left of the front door, to the right of the
front door was a sitting room which as in the previous house was only used really on
special occasions. Behind that was the dining room, where we often sat in small chairs
which is why I’ve always been a bit confused as between dining rooms and sitting rooms.
Straight ahead down that corridor was the kitchen, to the left of which was a scullery and
then behind that a sort of conservatory type of thing. Upstairs there was a largish room
over the sitting room, in which we had a not full size but fairly large billiard table, the
room behind that was my parents’ bedroom, then there was a bedroom which one – at one
time I occupied, then there was the bathroom and back over the garage was a room we
always called the garage room, which again was one we frequently sat in.

Were there particular times when you sat in the dining room in chairs and when you sat in
the garage room?
I think probably before the war we tended to sit down more in the dining room, after the
war we sat down more in the garage room. In the war … we did in fact sleep under the
stairs, my mother and I with my father across the end … as air raid precautions, until later
in the war when we had a Morrison shelter, you know, those – a sort of steel dining table
and after that I think we slept in that.

What date did you move to this house?
Well I was five, ’27, ’28, ’29, ’30 … 1932. Do I mean – or 1933? It was either ’32 or ’33,
I was five. The question is whether we moved before or after January [laughs] and I can’t
remember that.

Do you remember that there being anything in the house that you regarded as being
modern or – I don’t know whether you would have used that word then but sort of –
technical or –
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Yes. There was a hatch between the kitchen and the dining room … which was novel to us
and I think was a fairly recent … design …
[20:06]
We did have a maid servant who came in daily when we were at Barnes, but the one who
was with us when we moved came and actually lived in for a while when we were at
Ewell, but she’d left by the war.

What were her – her duties? I was wondering whether there was a – a childcare element
or whether she was merely …
I think there may have been with some of the earlier ones, one of them my mother taught to
type and she went onto get a – another job and we kept in touch with her until she was
elderly, indeed she at one stage moved up to Birmingham and we visited her in her old age
in Birmingham, and her son became a medic, so I mean … my mother had been –

That’s a good social –
Material in moving her up. The one at Ewell was not at all as satisfactory, I mean I
remember her being told off for doing things like licking spoons instead of washing them
up, so I don’t think they would have entrusted her with childcare.
[21:23]

And so that now we’ve – we’ve probably reached an age when your memories are a little
more complete in terms of –
I think you’re right.

You know, sort of doing things as a child.
Yes.
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Perhaps we could talk about your relations with your mother at – as you’re – as you’re
becoming an older child, what you can remember of things done with her, things talked
about?
I find that difficult to remember I must say … we obviously discussed a lot of things but I
can’t now remember in any details that I could tell you what they were, obviously as I got a
bit older I saw somewhat more of my father because I probably stayed up later … I don’t
think I can be very helpful on discussions with mother, no, I can’t.

That’s okay. Did she read with you for example or …?
At that age I don’t know, I certainly read for myself. I mean I could basically read before I
went to school so I think I probably read my own books. We did – yes, we did – in –
particularly in the war we read things like Agatha Christies while lying together in the
Morrison shelter …

As a whole family?
Probably.

Do you remember, was this each person reading a book or reading in –
No, I don’t think so – I think one reader.

Hmmm.
I can’t remember whether it was father or my mother, I think it was probably my mother.

And do you have any sense of how you came to be able to read before you went to school,
in other words how you were supplied with books or who was promoting that if anybody?
Oh it must have been my mother, must have been my mother, and I think it was sort of
little strip cartoon type things. Plus the fact that she read to me and I would look over her
shoulder.
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And is this the A.A. Milne you think that again –
Yes, probably and Beatrix Potter. Other sort of books of that type, The Little Wise One,
various books, Thornton W Burgess, but I read those myself to myself.

Do you remember where they – where they were in the house, were they in your room,
were they – was there a library, was there was a collection?
There wasn’t a library and I do not remember where they were in the house. The Beatrix
Potters were in a little wooden thing called … I think the Peter Rabbit Bookcase, which
we’ve still got, it’s upstairs.
[24:10]

And now that you’re at an age where you say that you’re spending more time with your
father because you were seeing him when he got home from work as opposed to being
asleep, could you tell me about relations with your father as you were growing up?
Well fairly straightforward. From time to time he would take me into the office of a
Saturday morning and I used to go into The Times office in Printing House Square, sit
there and pretend to be doing things on a comptometer and he’s also show me a bit around
the office, that was interesting and I enjoyed that.

Sitting there could you describe what you saw in this – The Times office of this period?
Well an office with I think two desks in it, about half as large again as the room we’re in at
the moment. Hmmm …

Which is how large because – as it’s a recording?
Hmmm, is it about four metres by three, something like that.

Hmmm hmm.
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And with things like typewriters, comptometers and lots of files.

Could you say what a comptometer is?
Yes, it was an adding up machine.

Do you remember what it looked like, how it worked?
Yes, well I don’t know exactly how it worked, but it had a keyboard with lots of – of sets
of numbers from one to nine, I don’t know why but it did, but as I say it was a larger
keyboard than a standard typewriter.

And do you remember the output of it or the –
No, I don’t.

[Laughs] No. And you say that your father showed you round?
Yes, so we did walk around other places and did go down to the printing – see the printing
machines and the readers’ rooms and things like that.

And did – could – could you remember anything of the sort of relationship between you
and your father, the sort of interaction, the sorts of things you talked about, the sorts of
things he was concerned with and this sort of thing?
Hmmm … not so much, I mean we mainly – I mean when – when we were talking about
the office obviously we were talking about the office, during the war I remember being –
discussing with him what was really a rather peculiar exercise based on the assumption that
the London office had been knocked out in an air raid and we were having to distribute The
Times from emergency printing in Kettering, but the only thing you could do to assume
how you did it was assume roughly speaking that the railway system was as it was before,
which was all pretty improbable, but I suppose one had to make emergency plans and I
remember discussing that with him and thinking at the time that if London was knocked
© The British Library Board
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out, the chance that the trains would still be running elsewhere was remote, but obviously
they had to do something to get the paper out.
[27:10]
The Times had a great tradition of ensuring that the paper came out. I don’t know if you
know but during the general strike the government – I think it was Winston Churchill,
attempted to get all the newsprint, all the paper, for giving out the government’s official
journal and The Times resisted this and on one day it was reduced to distributing itself on a
single sheet, known as the little sister, and I’ve got a whole lot of copies of that in there.
But – and then on the second day they produced this but they managed to produce a – a
proper paper as well and get it out. My father was in the office during the general strike
and indeed was given as a thank you offering afterwards a little silver cigarette lighter
inscribed with the Latin motto, Icte Mihi Utilis Est, ‘My strike is useful.’

And what was his view, did he – do you remember him talking about the strike, his view of
it?
Well obviously he went in and worked.

Hmmm.
[28:25]
They were always Conservative party supporters. Indeed, my mother used to think, when
we got these books of members of parliament with their pictures and then – that she could
tell who were the Conservatives and who were the Labour parties by whether they had a
nice face or not [both laugh].

Really?
Yes [both laugh].
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Presumably – so she – she felt that the Conservative party candidates would be
recognisable by having a nicer face?
Yes.

Were – what was their sort of political engagement apart from voting and newspaper
reading?
None as far as I’m aware, my great aunt was a member of the Primrose League and we
used to get Primrose League diaries.
[29:10]

And the – the religious beliefs of your parents, what …?
Well as I say they didn’t go to church.

Hmmm.
I – my first connection with religion, other than a) being baptised as an infant and b) being
taken to that one service which I’ve already described was when we ran into the Children’s
Special Service Mission on a holiday in North Devon at Woolacombe, and I went to those
and subsequent to that went to Crusader meetings in – in Sutton … and we haven’t started
talking about my schools yet, but eventually I got confirmed at school, but I mean this was
me, it was nothing to do with my parents.

What – can you remember what attracted you to those – those groups?
I don’t know really what attracted me to the CSSM … probably a certain amount of
camaraderie I suppose, I don’t know, I don’t – I don’t think it was any very deep religious
conversion that – if it was I can’t remember it and I came later to rather dislike the very
evangelical approach, but that was certainly how I first personally met religion, no doubt
about that.
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And what age were you on this holiday in Devon where you first …?
Hmmm, seven ish.

And when you say you – you encountered them, how –
They had a – they were on the beach, you know, having meetings on the beach, that’s what
the Children’s Special Service Mission did.

And so you were on holiday there on the beach with your – both your parents.
Yes, and we ran into them.

And then you –
I went to their meetings.

And what did they consist of, the meetings?
Well, singing choruses rather than hymns, I’ve got a book of CSSM choruses somewhere if
I could dig it out and, you know … homilies I can call them now.

And then could you explain how this link with this society developed and then with the later
one?
Well they put you in touch with the Crusaders. They were – Children’s Special Service
Mission was a – a seaside mission, it didn’t function other than that way, I don’t think,
until they put you in touch with the Crusaders which – and I went to them for a number of
years in Sutton, of the – once a week.

And could you tell me what happened at those meetings, weekly meetings at Sutton?
Again the same sort of thing, singing choruses and homilies, you know, not – I’d hardly
call them sermons but that sort of idea.
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And do you remember any particular people at those subsequent meetings, significant –
I don’t – I don’t, that’s rather curious but I don’t, they did not serve as a method of
recruiting friends as far as I can remember, no, that’s a bit strange come to think of it.

Because you said that it was camaraderie you thought that –
Well maybe, I just don’t know, it – I find it difficult now to answer that question but I
certainly didn’t form any lasting friendships from it.

And do you have any sense – you said that you came to dislike the evangelical approach of
the early group.
Hmm.

Do you have any sense of what – what appealed to you about the meetings at the time, for
someone whose parents is – it’s quite a – it’s possibly quite unusual isn’t it for someone
whose parents weren’t themselves particular –
Maybe, I don’t know. Obviously it didn’t seem unusual to me because it – one’s own life
never does.

No, I wonder whether there was something about the singing or about the stories or about
the world view that appealed to you then and if so why?
I can’t answer that because I don’t know it and I don’t now have that feeling about it at all.

Yes, yes, I see, thank you. And so when did this interest in this group come to an end then,
if it did with the Sutton –
Well it obviously did but I can’t remember when it did, I think possibly when I moved onto
public school.
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Hmmm.
But it might have been earlier than that. What I can’t remember is whether it survived the
war in any way … well no, that’s the same statement because I went to public school very
– very near the beginning of the war, it probably was connections with the war on the one
hand and changing school on the other.

I see, thank you.
[33:52]

And as we’re now at this older age, do you remember anything about the relationship
between your mother and father into the way they behaved together, the things they did
together, the way they spoke to each other, a sense of that?
Well I think they were – they were generally fairly [laughs] civil, though they did – though
they didn’t share a bed, possibly that’s because – I was born by caesarean section and I
believe my mother was told that it would be unwise to have a further child, at least that’s
what I’ve been led to believe, since I know lots of people who’ve had more than one child
by caesarean section I’m not sure whether this is a change in attitude with time or whether
it was just a story that was – I was told to explain why they didn’t have a further child or
what. Hmmm, as I’ve already said, that I think in some senses from time to time my
mother did look down on my father a bit, but she would have – was very keen on keeping a
happy family so that would only have come out in, you know … she would try to suppress
it.

What age – what sort of age were you picking up upon that do you think?
… [sighs] Again difficult to say but certainly in my teens.

And what might have been the – the grounds for that, given that he seemed to have been
very successful in – looking at it in one way in terms of his –
His job?
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Employment, yeah.
Yes, I think possibly the fact that he’d not been serving in the First World War and that she
had been very attached to somebody who had and was killed.

Did he himself talk about his exemption from service?
Not to me, no. But he wasn’t of – he would – he didn’t look a particularly healthy man,
and he lived to a good age.

In what - in what way did he look unhealthy?
A bit weedy [laughs].

Hmmm, okay.
[36:08]

And can we talk then about your first school, which I gather you went to a very first school
–
For just one term.

Okay, which – any memories of – of that?
Yes, of being surprised that we weren’t sitting down and doing anything, I think I said
when are we going to start? [laughs] But the fact that I could already read meant that a fair
amount of what they were doing was rather irrelevant to me. I can just about picture the
room.

What do you see when you picture it?
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Well I mean it’s a fairly square shaped room in a first floor of a building right on the edge
of Barnes Common.

And to what extent had you interacted with other children before you went to this –
Only through things like birthday parties and them coming round to tea.

Hmmm. And then if we move to the – your first school that you would have gone to since
moving.
Yes, which was Park Hill School in Ewell and [laughs] I was there only for a couple of
years, I think I’ve got it down here, yes ’33 to ’35 …

What do you remember of Park Hill School?
It … had a big house and then some classrooms which were in a separate building … I can
remember that the only lessons in biology I’ve had in all my education were being taught
plants – parts of plant in one of the places there. Don’t remember awfully much about that,
I remember I had a friend called John Parkinson who I went to his house, he came to mine,
you know … don’t remember very much more about that. I do remember being … upset at
some stage and being sort of consoled by somebody in the big house … and I think – I
think I had special lessons in elocution.

For what reason did you have those?
No idea, mother wanted me to have them I suppose.

Is there a reason why you – thinking of your mother and in terms of the sorts of things that
she valued, can you think of any reasons why she would have wanted you to have those
lessons in particular?
Well I expect she wanted me to speak properly.

Okay. And do you remember how the – the parts of the plant were taught to you?
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Oh the little – drawing little diagrams with petals and sepals and so on.

Not dissection of flowers?
Don’t think so, no.

I know I’m asking quite a lot [laughs], memories of your very first school but –
Yes.
[39:16]

Okay, and when you – John Parkinson came round your house and you went to his, what –
what did you do, do you remember how you played and what –
Train sets, things like that.

Did you have a train set?
Yes. I had – first of all I had a Hornby O gauge and then subsequently I had a Trix twin,
which is an electric train which enabled you to run two engines separately on the same
track.

What other toys did you have at that age?
Quite a lot of soft toys still, I mean plus my – I don’t suppose I was given any at that stage
but they were still there from previously, I’ve already mentioned the castles … there was a
Noah’s ark, bricks … sort of thing.

Thank you.
[40:14]
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Do you remember anything else about the teaching at Park Hill?
No.
[40:19]

And we’ve – we’ve –
We’ve got up now to 1935 by which stage I am what …

About eight?
Eight, hmm.

And at this sort of age at the age of eight, are you doing particular things out of school,
either on your own or with your parents at the weekends on your own or with your
parents?
I think the Crusaders I’ve mentioned is the only thing that I can remember.

Did you visit anywhere out of doors, significant outdoor places?
Difficult to know whether that was in the ’33 to ’35 period or the ’35 to ’39, ’40. But I
mean –

We’ll – we’ll –
We had holidays, we frequently went to Swanage, went back to the same boarding house in
Swanage for a number of years and we went to various other places as well, including of
course Woolacombe which I’ve mentioned.
[41:25]
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And thinking of this period, were there any particular landscapes that stand out as being of
interest to you or – or –
Well yes, I mean the cliffs round – the chalk cliffs round Swanage and the – and Poole
harbour and that sort of area, one of the things which was told about me [laughs] is that
I’ve reputed to have said, as we were going near Poole harbour at one stage, ‘What a divine
view,’ which I must have picked up from some adult.

[Laughs] Thank you.
[41:59]

And at this time do you have any sense of what – the sorts of things that your parents
encouraged in you and the sorts of things that they wanted to sort of restrict, in other
words that kind of personal morality about how they wanted you to grow up, what sort of
person –
… Certainly my reading I’m sure was encouraged … I had a bicycle and I used to cycle
about, again very difficult to put at which ages I was allowed to do what, and I’m probably
straying into the ’35 to ’39 section now in saying –

Let’s – let’s do that, yes.
That I went off with a friend and sort of we used to play around the … foundations,
remains of the banqueting hall of Nonsuch Palace which is between Ewell and Cheam and
we used to make little sort of houses and things, little things like that, things I suppose
boys do. And, I mean compared with the way children are allowed to go off and disappear,
the way it’s frowned upon these days, I’m actually surprised that my mother did allow me
to go off and do these sort of things, to the extent we did. I mean I used to go on cycling
all over the place and they didn’t seem to be worried as to what I was getting into.

What were you getting into, apart from building houses in –
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Nothing, but I mean I can imagine if it were nowadays that parents would be very worried
by primary aged children going off for hours and hours.

Hmm.
[43:58]
And my mother was an essential worrier, I mean one of – you asked me features about my
mother, one thing she did do was worry.

And what sorts of things and how did you know?
Well I mean there were places where she was really quite frightened to be in the car,
sometimes she would sort of hold her hand over her eyes and things like that.

What sort of places?
Symonds Yat.

Why?
Didn’t like it going down steep hills and round hairpin bends, and didn’t like going through
villages where she thought people were peering at you.

Really?
Really.

Did this – did that level of anxiety strike you then as unusual, or just as –
Yes, yes.

And did this kind of anxiety manifest itself in other ways – other – other –
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Well that’s right, well I’m surprised it didn’t manifest itself in worry about what I was
doing.

Hmmm, yes.
Thinking about it it seems odd. But I’m glad she didn’t because I mean it would have
hampered me.

Yes. Just around the house then did your mother have particular concerns or worries or
…?
No, I don’t think so particularly, no. I mean the war was a worrying time obviously, but
that’s a bit later.
[45:23]

We’re getting to – coming to the next school then if you –
Yes.

’33 to ’35 you were at the – at Park Hill?
Park Hill.

And then –
’35 to ’39 I was at a school called Homefield which was a preparatory school in Sutton.

Do you remember that as a physical place that you could describe?
Yes, yes.

Yes please.
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It had two lots of buildings, one for the very junior classes on one side of a – of a road and
then its main buildings on the other side of the same road with some playing fields, and
obviously one moved from form to form there and I can remember being in the very early
classes on the other side and I can remember being in various classes as I went up through
the school on its main site.

Which sciences were taught there at the prep school?
… I don’t think any sciences were taught because when I went to my first physics class at
Epsom I remember I didn’t know what physics was.

Natural sciences?
No, I don’t think so, I can’t remember them.

Nature study?
No.

Geography?
Yes, I think probably geography although I don’t remember it.

Did – were there significant – significant teachers that you remember from this school?
Well I remember a dear old chap called Mr Blow who I remember once gave me a penny
because I’d done well and I kept that penny, I’ve probably still got it to this day. Another
teacher there was a Mr Darling who in fact appeared on the musicals with Jack Warner in a
turn called Warner and Darnell in which they did something based on First World War …
and I remember Mr Darling, who gave me as a nickname chick which I had through my –
from then on through my school times, and through one or two people later, we may come
onto that, I don’t know why he called me chick but I remember – he once put two little
dots on either side of my nose [both laugh].
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Okay, and any significant friends or relations at this school that you remember?
Well I can remember various friends but I’m not still in touch I think with any of them, I
remember a – a boy called – now was that at that school, yes it was, Pat Boyd who I once
went camping with a friend – in the garden of a friend of my parents, Mr and Mrs Leonard
in Wokingham and we had a sort of little quasi – like a scout camp in their garden, me and
Pat Boyd, and we’d cycled there and we’d cycled back.
[48:47]

And outside of school at this time were you – had you engaged with science at all?
No.
[48:52]

Could we then talk about the next school?
Well, there’s another one which I again only went to for one year, in-between Homefield
and going to my public school which was Epsom College, and the reason for that, I might
perhaps mention to you, it was that I actually can remember hearing the front doorbell ring
and the father of a friend of mine calling on my father and talking to him and afterwards I
discovered that he had said that there were strong suspicions of a paedophile nature about
the headmaster of Homefield.

Ah.
And I was taken away from school.

Who was the headmaster of –
I don’t – should I say that now, is it safe after this time or could there be legal implications
of saying a name?
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Well it – perhaps we’ll close it if we think that there are –
He was a Mr Walford.

And what were your impressions of Mr Walford when you were …?
An avuncular character, he never tried to interfere with me, I can tell you that.

Hmmm, and do you remember your parents’ reaction to the visit of the –
Taken away from the school.

And what did they say about that to you, at that age?
I – I’m not sure what they said at that time, but I think they probably said there was
something about Mr Walford and – I think they probably asked me if he’d – he had
attempted to interfere with me so they must have told me, yeah.
[50:38]

And then the next school that you were at for a year?
Cuddington Croft.

Any teaching of science there?
No, well not that I remember. Don’t remember terribly much about it, I was only there for
a – one year.

Any significant teaching or – or learning or teachers?
No, why we remember it is that you were – as the school where they changed their shoes
because they were taught in one block, they had meals in another block and we had to wear
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indoor shoes inside and wear outdoor shoes to move from block to block and then change
to indoor shoes again [both laugh]. Hmmm.

And all of these schools were just day – day schools presumably were they, you weren’t –
Yes.

Yeah.
[51:18]

And so I gather then that Epsom College is going to be the first school not only at which
you just encountered physics but science in general?
Yes, that’s right. And I went there in 1940, rather early because of this business about
schools, they weren’t very very happy with Cuddington Croft and I was I think the first –
in the first group if I was the only – I don’t know if there were others like me, to be
allowed to take the entrance scholarship examination after I’d actually joined the school,
which I did and I did get an entrance scholarship to Epsom.

And which sciences were taught at Epsom and then I’ll ask you about them individually?
Well Epsom College is a school which was founded for the orphans of medical men, and
as you know sons of medical men often go into the same profession, so a large fraction of
the school was aiming medicine so that obviously it taught physics, chemistry and biology,
but unusually I think for a school at that time, it taught botany and zoology separately. I
never took biology myself but when you got to the sixth form there was a literary sixth, a
thing called science 6a which was people like me doing physics and chemistry and maths
to a – to a higher certificate, and then there was what was known as science 6b and science
6c which were aiming at the medical thing, for one year, and then they went – went into
medical 6a and medical 6b in the next year in which they took zoology and botany
separately, so out of six sixth forms at school, four were aiming to train people for
medicine.
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Before we get to sixth form then –
Yes, of course.

You – physics and chemistry I gather then are the sciences that you were taught?
Yes, yes.

Could you tell me how physics was taught in the early part of Epsom College?
Yes, I suppose considering the circumstances reasonably, this was the middle of the war,
all fit [laughs] science teachers had been called up and because we were a bit more sensible
in the Second World than the First, were mostly doing scientific things, it was even worse
of course for languages but particularly German, so I was taught physics by somebody who
had been called back out of retirement.

Who was that?
Ooh gosh, what was his name? I may be able to remember it but I can’t immediately put
my finger on it, but boys tend to play up an elderly teacher, so it wasn’t as brilliant as it
might have been but it wasn’t bad, can’t have been [both laugh].

And yes – and do you remember any particular aspects of physics that he taught you?
No, well I mean we went through standard sort of syllabus. Later there was a – a physics
teacher called Mr Ashurst who actually wrote a book, well books, a series of books, I’ve
got them somewhere, on physics for – at that level and he tried out obviously the examples
he was going to put at the end of his chapters on us.

What were they, do you remember those?
Well I mean they went through, you know, heat, light, sound, magnetism and electricity,
properties of matter, usual – usual sort of stuff.
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You say that this was the firs time that you’d encountered physics?
Yes.

The first time you knew it existed, do you remember your impressions of it as a subject, its
sort of –
Well my immediate impression was rather disappointing because he got us to work out of
the value of pie by measuring a – a circumference and a diameter, but it got a bit better
after that.

In what way?
More interesting [laughs].

Did you do physical – experimental work?
Yes, yes.

Do you remember –
Yes you had to for the school certificate examination.

Do you remember any particular experiments that you could describe?
No, but I mean they were the usual sort of things, wheat stone bridge and so on.

What is that for – remembering that people listening to the recording may not know
anything at all –
Well that’s okay.

About physics so it would be interesting –
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That’s where you set up an electrical circuit in order to try and find the value of the – of a
resistance by measuring it against known resistances … but I mean I – I only quoted that as
an example of a typical school physics experiment.

Rather – yes rather than a particular memory of that –
Rather than a particular memory of that one I’m sure –

Yes. And – and do you remember the room in which physics was taught and perhaps any
of the equipment that it contained?
… Not terribly clear, I remember the – the classrooms a bit better than I can remember the
laboratories, but I think they were pretty standard sort of laboratories with laboratory
benches and apparatus which were brought out by a technician to put on the bench for
whatever you were doing that day. I tend to remember the chemistry laboratories a bit
more clearly perhaps because they’re more particular, you know, they’ve got sinks and
Bunsen burners and things all sort of sitting ready.

Do you remember it clearly enough to imagine yourself sitting in the chemistry laboratory
and –
Yes.

Say what’s around you?
Well you’re – a bench, there’s a stool, you’re there, there’s a – a sink, there’s a tap coming
over it, there’s a Bunsen burner over on the left and a sort of triangular topped thing for
putting beakers on if you’re heating them and so on.

And do you remember any of the physical sort of experimental work you did in chemistry at
Epsom?
Not specifically, no.
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Hmmm. And the chemistry teacher?
Well I think there was probably more than one. I can remember – I think it was a Mr Freer
if I’ve got the name right, I wouldn’t like to be called in a court of law to say that that was
his name but I think it was.

And do you remember anything of the teaching of maths at Epsom?
Yes, I remember that – Mr Thomas, another elderly teacher, wartime, being pleased with
the way I had been taught maths at my prep school in that I knew how to set out a
Euclidean proof for example, I can remember him being agreeably surprised that I came in
with that degree of rigour of understanding of Euclidean geometry.

Do you remember how you felt about Euclidean geometry?
Well it was one of the things one did in the syllabus, but I mean …

And the teaching of geography at Epsom?
Don’t remember much about that, I did not take that to school certificate so it was probably
only in the first year or something like that, if then and I can’t really remember much about
that at all, no.

Do you have specific memories of the teaching of science in the sixth form?
… Well I was probably talking about that when I was talking about how it was just now.

Yes.
… I can’t specify how it was different from the fifth form, no.

That’s fine, thank you.
[59:21]
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And friends and relationships at the – at Epsom?
Yes, I was very close friends with a chap called John Kibble who was a couple of years my
senior and I think it was probably he who was my reason for choosing the college I did
choose and going up to Cambridge, and I met him I think primarily because I attended a
youth club round by St Andrews, Cheam, which was Church of England church but I went
to its youth club and later to its Sunday evening Fellowship of Youth activities and I think
– I don’t know whether I went there because of John Kibble or because I got to know John
Kibble better because he went there, but that was certainly involved in that. And I
remained friends with him until he died a year or two ago and indeed his – the chap he
shared rooms with in Cambridge was also at the school but in a different house – house
from us, I was in the same house as Kibble, Chris Andrew, what I knew there and I knew
when I was up here and he was my best man and he was therefore here Saturday before last
when we had our golden wedding.

Hmm. And do you what – what do you remember of Desmond King-Hele?
Well he was in another house too, I was in a day boy house, so was Desmond King-Hele
but there were two day boy houses and he was in the other one I was in Crawfurd which is
C-r-a-w-f-u-r-d and the other one was Rosebery and King-Hele was in Rosebery and I
really only therefore – primary knew him of course we attended the same classes, not
because – I mean obviously we were in different houses so we didn’t mix socially and
when we were in houses. Chris Andrew was in a boarding house, Granville.
[01:01:29]

And at this time, at home – when you got home from school and at the weekends, what
were you doing when you weren’t doing homework or – what sort of thing did you do as
sort of pastimes or interests?
I don’t know really, I mean again one had some of these sort of same sort of toy type
things like the railways, but I don't know if I did very much with them. Now this was the
war of course and things were tricky … we did still have holidays though they were
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peculiar, if you got an AA route all the maps were blacked out, for fear they’d fall in the
hands of the Germans I suppose, and so holidays were rather peculiar, I can remember one
which we had in Torquay and we were down there when – was the Baedeker raid on Exeter
and I – the train stopped at an unusual station to pick up casualties on our way back, so
even going on holiday was inclined to produce things like that … I think we tried to do
things as normally as we possibly could but this was difficult, obviously we didn’t – we
weren’t still able to run the car because petrol was unavailable, went – that’s why we went
to Torquay by train, I think – did we have a small amount of petrol ration, I find it difficult
to remember that, ‘cause I think we must have had the car on the Isle of Wight I don’t see –
I don’t see how we moved around the Isle of Wight without it. Difficult, I can’t actually
remember that but things were all very funny and some things you could do and some
things you couldn’t.
[1:03:31]

Do you remember what your parents were saying about the – about the war while it was
on?
Well, in fact some American relations asked if I wanted – or I don’t know whether it was
me or me and my mother to go to America but they decided they wouldn’t – they wouldn’t
separate, this is distinct from my wife who in fact did go to Canadian cousins in the war
thinking that they would be there for a much shorter time than they were, she in fact came
back while the war was still on, partly because she went with cousins who were becoming
of military age and they came back on a Portuguese ship, but I – I – we didn’t go over. So
that’s one thing that my mother felt about the war was that she wanted us all to stay
together …
[1:04:26]
What did we do? We used to go out and things, I think we still went up to London, I think
we still went to the London Zoo from time to time, sort of thing I did probably about once
a year.

With both your parents?
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No, with my mother, being – well my father was at work, it would have been a weekday.

In school holidays?
In the school holidays.

Yeah …
I’m not being very helpful in this but I can’t remember much more.
[1:04:58]

What else do you remember of the – the sights and sounds of war, you’ve talked about the
wounded getting on the train on the way from –
Yeah, there was a large – I think probably a landmine dropped not that far from our house
… and I know my mother was making green tomato chutney at the time and all the
windows were blown in and glass went into the chutney which had to be thrown away. A
bomb landed somewhere between me and the school which I think killed – if my
memory’s right, killed a parent and one of the children at school. I can remember the
flying bombs, the doodlebugs, I can remember playing cricket at Epsom … when there
were these things coming over. I can remember doing an exam, I think ironically it was a
German exam for the school certificate when we had to get down and get under the desks
because the alarm had gone off. Those are the more dramatic things that I can remember
about the war. Then there were things like one found bits of shrapnel or bits of an old
barrage balloon and put them in a treasure box … and I think my father got some souvenirs
which … he passed on to me [reaching for something], the sort of thing one did, let me see
if I can find this quickly [looking for something], if I’m right it’s in here. Oops … wonder
if I’ve got this right [pause]

Ah, where did he – this is – could you describe what we’re looking at?
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What you are looking at are two pieces of notepaper, one of which is in Gothic script and
the other in normal block capital script saying, ‘Der Chef Der Kanzlei Des Führers Der
NSDAP,’ which is of course the Nazi party which has a Nazi symbol above it and both are
labelled ‘Berlin, W8 Den Voss-Strasse 4’ and then a couple of telephone numbers, and this
is I think a bit of iron cross medal ribbon which somebody had picked up towards the end
of the war and handed round as souvenirs and my father obviously was given a copy, I
mean he didn’t pick it up obviously ‘cause he wasn’t in Berlin.

So did this prob – this perhaps came to him at work did it, this notepaper?
Yes, I should think so. Yes. Or just after the war obviously, but I mean samples of things
which turn up [laughs] …

And do you remember what your parents were – ooh hang on – do you remember the sorts
of things that your parents were saying about the war, I mean there’s a – there’s a war
going on, there’s bombs dropping, there’s the parent of a – of a child at your school killed,
I wonder what they were saying about the – about the fact that this was happening?
Well everybody was pretty upset about it, I mean [laughs] – I mean I still occasionally
mutter under my breath how I hate Hitler … it did disrupt our lives, affect people we knew
and our relations, I mean I have a cousin who was in the army in Burma … all these sorts
of things.
[1:09:05]

Could you tell me a little more about the – the – the religious clubs that you mentioned
attending while at Epsom College that your friend John Kibble also went?
Yes, well I mean this was – it – primarily the first thing I went to was not in itself religious,
it was a youth club run by the church but I did subsequently go to its more religious ones
of a Sunday evening, yes, and this was run by the Presbyterian Church of England as I say.
I was confirmed at Epsom College and I went – I went to my local parish church in Ewell
regularly, I think probably about once a fortnight, when I was being prepared for
confirmation they said, ‘Try and get into a routine that you’re likely to continue, don’t go
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so off and – that it’s going to become a burden and you’ll stop,’ as a result that I didn’t go
to communion every Sunday and I continued actually doing that even if – when I went up
to Cambridge, until I got to the stage where I was going to an Evensong every day and the
only day I didn’t go to church was every other Sunday and I thought this was rather silly so
I then stopped and went every Sunday and have done ever since. So I was a member of the
Church of England, I was attending Ewell Parish Church, but I went to this youth club
associated with St Andrews Presbyterian Church of England in Cheam and I went to its
Fellowship of Youth on a Sunday evening.

And the Fellowship of Youth, what was involved in those meetings?
Well that had sort of … discussions on religious topics and was run by an elder of the
church, with a surname of Menzies who was always known as the Prophet Menzies and
therefore an abbreviation as Prof which meant prophet not professor and I think he was
quite an influence in my religious thinking ‘cause I think he was a very good prophet.

In what way influential?
Well I think he had a sensible idea about religion, I think he was a – had been a former
Roman Catholic who’d moved to the Presbyterian Church of England and he was just wise
about, you know, religious issues and we went with them and visited other groups around,
I remember going over to Kingston with them and things like that.

And what was your parents’ view of your developing interest in …?
Well they tolerated it, it didn’t make them go to church. I had various attempts like buying
my mother a prayer book with the modern hymn book at the back of it but it – it didn’t take
as it were [laughs].

Are you able to say – and people listening to the recording, there’ll be people who are
religious and people who aren’t, but would you be able to say specifically in your case
what attracted you to faith of this kind and – and worship of this kind?
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Well partly it was a feeling that … I wanted to try and understand why the universe was
here and it seemed to me more plausible to think that it had a creator than that it didn’t.
That of course doesn’t get you immediately to Christianity, but that did seem to be the
most likely one on offer at the time and possibly I even thought, well, if there is it’d be a
good thing to be in it and if there isn’t it doesn’t matter.

Hmmm. And do you remember having discussions perhaps at Epsom College with people
who didn’t believe?
No, I don’t remember having such discussions.

And presumably some kind of worship was part of Epsom – Epsom College routines
anyway?
Indeed it was, you went to chapel, regularly, yes.

Hmm.
The was more responsible I suspect for getting me into classical music than into religion.
Though of course I was confirmed there so it was fundamental to my religion.

Thank you.
[1:13:39]

Now you mentioned that John Kibble had a role in the selection of the particular college to
which you –
Well he went to Clare and so when I had to choose a college I think I probably chose
Clare, I can’t see why, I – you know, had to choose something.

And do you remember anything of the decision making in terms of which subjects you
wanted to – to read?
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Well you – colleges and subjects are unlinked at Cambridge of course, you can read any
subject in any college.

Having chosen Clare how did you decide to study what you did?
I find it difficult to remember that now, except that when I was asked, probably in about
fourth form, or fifth, what my career idea was I know I said, ‘Actuary quantity surveyor or
engineer,’ and of those engineer was the one which seemed most akin to the subjects I was
taking, which was physics, chemistry and maths and additional maths, and I applied for
engineering in Cambridge.

Why do you think that you were interested in being a quantity surveyor or an engineer at
that age?
I don’t know, I expect I asked my father what would be good things to do, I don’t know.

Do you remember what sense you had of what being a quantity surveyor or an engineer
involved at that?
I think I had a better idea of what an engineer involved than quantity surveyor to be quite
honest.

Hmmm, and what was your sense of what an engineer involved at that age?
Building things, roads, bridges, machinery.

I wondered whether there were any sort of particular kinds of engineering project that
were new at that time that –
No, I don’t think so.

No.
No.
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So it wasn’t a kind of being inspired by a particular?
No, it wasn’t. And as you’ll see from my subsequent career it wasn’t [both laugh] what I
was destined to do. But I did go up to Cambridge to read mechanical sciences tripos, this
is what it’s known as … and I went up in 1946 as one of relatively few straight from
school, because although you then could do that before national service, there were a lot of
people who were being demobbed and the majority of undergraduates were coming back
from the forces, and there were in fact only three of us taking the engineering course in
Clare College in my year and I’ve remained friends with them, Ian Manning and David
Oxenham are their names and, as I say, we were the three straight from school ones in that
year and we tended to stick together. But by the end of my first year there I was already
being attracted to the idea of doing physics and so in my second – the engineering course
in those days, it may have changed since, you could either go three years to what was then
part one, or you could do part one in two years and then a part two, or I think there was an
engineering studies course which led to an ordinary degree, and I was on the fast course
and so in principle I could take what was essentially an engineering degree at the end of
my second year and therefore it was possible for me to think of going and doing something
else in the third year, and in order to see whether that was going to be a viable option I
went to such part two physics courses in my second year engineering course as the
timetable allowed, and that convinced me that this was do-able and was what I wanted to
do and I asked to be able to change over to do it and I was allowed to do so. I don’t think
that would be possible these days.

Did you then take the engineering degree after two years and then do physics in the third
year?
Well you can’t take a degree after two years in Cambridge, you have to do three years.

So did you – so you switched to physics?
I switched to physics.

In the second year?
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Yes – in the third year.

The – the start of third year, okay.
Yeah. And I … I’ve never regretted it.
[End of Track 1]
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Track 2

Could you tell me about the teaching of mechanical sciences in the first two years?
Yes, I could say a certain amount about it. It was quite a good course. I particularly
appreciated that the maths lecturer, recognising that people came in with varying degrees
of facility in maths, always started each lecture by giving a little problem that those who
already knew what he was going to be talking about could think about [laughs] while he
was giving the lecture, which I thought was a – a very bright thing to do. I enjoyed also
the materials lectures, it being a relatively new subject to me and in fact bought quite a
number of books on that following up the various metallurgical things and so on. And I
think, you know, the civil engineering and mechanical engineering were all pretty
competently taught. I think one which I was least happy with was mechanics and
machines whose lecturer seemed to write everything down on the board and you got the
impression you could arrive after ten minutes and if you could write fast enough you didn’t
miss anything, but it was quite a good course. I mean I didn’t change because I didn’t like
the teaching and the course or anything like that.

Who were the lecturers in – in mechanical sciences, for example materials?
Oh gosh, I’m not sure I can remember his name. Webb was the mathematician I was
talking about. Davies was civil engineering I think … I can’t remember all their names,
I’m sorry.

And given that you go onto work for much of your career on a particular material, do you
remember what interested you about the teaching of materials at the time, you’ve
mentioned that you bought a number of books on it, what was it about that?
Well I think it was a subject I didn’t know that much about and I felt I was interested in.
Yes. But of course they were the metallurgical materials that we’re talking about.

And do you remember any particular sort of images or ideas or aspects of the teaching of –
of metals that occurred in – in these two years?
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… No, I mean it was a pretty general course, it wasn’t just metals, I mean there was a few
lectures on timber for example, I’ve still got a book of Bolton’s who did the lectures on
timber, found that very interesting as well. I was … yes, I think I was generally interested
in – in the subject and how one could analyse materials and I was interested in how you
could apply tensors to … mechanical problems which affect things like the behaviour of
metals which are not simply cubic and materials like wood which are very different in
different materials, or for that matter cloth.

Could you describe for the recording, bearing in mind that the level of maths and physics
in the listener may not be high, what you meant by a tensor and its –
Try, not terribly easy. The point in a sense is that a material which isn’t uniform in all
directions can have very different properties, perhaps an easiest example to think of is cloth
because most people know about cloth and if you cut it on the bias it’s very different from
going parallel to the fibres in that it’s much more stretchy, if the fibres can change angle
relative to one another, then if you’re pulling along a fibre and to describe that
mathematically you have to use a thing which is connected to the various directions and
that is mathematically a tensor. It’s … simply the mathematics of dealing with things
which are different in lots of different directions, put it like that.

It’s almost like a –
Is that clear enough or …?

It’s almost – so it’s a – it’s a method of – it’s a mathematical technique which is a kind of
three dimensional calculation –
Yes.

Because the – ‘cause the –
Yeah, in the case of cloth it’s two dimensional but in the case of a lot of metals it is of
course as you say three dimensional.
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And this is a – is it like a kind of three dimensional matrix in – in some –
Well it can be represented in matrix form, yes. I mean it is the next complicated thing after
a vector but I’m – don’t know whether the people you are talking about would know what
a vector was so I didn’t start from vectors because that wouldn’t help if they didn’t know
what a vector was, but it is in the same sort of mathematical area as a vector but going a bit
further.

And do you remember at that age of eighteen or nineteen, what appealed to you about a
kind of mathematical analysis of materials through tensors?
Elegance … I think it’s simple as that. Ah, that’s how it’s done. Which is I think what is
satisfying in any branch of mathematics.

And elegance in terms of being able to …
Understand clearly what’s going on.

Is there any – was there any link between your interest in exploring a kind of meaning of
the world through religion and an interest in the materials from which the world was made
up?
I’ve never thought of it as such, no, no, I wouldn’t have said that was a – an important
feature, no. I find it difficult now to remember exactly why I was so convinced that it was
a good idea to move from engineering to physics, I obviously was, and I think at the time I
thought that perhaps I might go in for nuclear engineering, you know, reactor physics and
all that sort of thing, though I never did, but it was a thought that I wasn’t necessarily
burning my engineering boats by learning more physics.

Yes, I see. And you said that in the second year you – timetable allowing, you explored
some of the physics being taught –
Correct.
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As a way of deciding whether you indeed wanted to choose –
Well not only wanted to but could.

Yes.
Yes.

Could you say whose lectures you attended and – and what you saw?
Yes, I went to Mr Ratcliffe’s lectures on electricity and magnetism, certainly I – not quite
sure which others I – I went to, I think I went to Professor Burcham’s on nuclear physics
but I’m not sure … I find it difficult now to remember exactly which courses I did do twice
as a result of this and which I didn’t, because of course these were the people who taught
me the next year when I went through it again. I also went to some of the part three maths
lectures and I can’t remember in which year that was, people like Kemmer on nuclear
physics who I found actually better and … I did go to Fred Hoyle’s lectures. I mean these
weren’t the only lectures I went to which weren’t either – which were either engineering or
physics, I mean I also went to some other lectures like one on Eucharistic liturgy, I went to
some on the medieval town, you could do that in Cambridge in those days, I don’t know
how easy it is still to do it.

Could I ask you then whether you could describe the lectures of Kemmer on nuclear
physics that you went to?
Well I thought he did it in a rather more rigorous way, he was talking about all the – the
various types of forces and so on, it was – I – I found it easier to take in than the other one,
yes.

Was there any sense in those lectures of –
I also went to Dirac’s but I couldn’t make head nor tail of that.

Oh, could you say what you remember of not making head nor tail of it, what did you see –
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Well he essentially read out his book and I believe, though I wouldn’t go to it, that on the
year that he was on a sabbatical Eliezer came in and read out Dirac’s book [laughs].

Hmmm, and how did he appear as a –
Who Dirac?

Hmmm.
Tall, rather sort of remote person, I was on the committee of the Cambridge University
Physics Society for a number of years, including my second year when I was an
engineering student, and we were always trying to get Dirac to come and talk but he never
would.

And what do you remember of Hoyle’s lectures that you mentioned also?
Oh they were quite fun. This was on thermo dynamics, hmmm.

Do you remember how he taught thermo dynamics – what he showed and what he –
I–

Sketched up or said or –
I can’t remember that it – how different that was from the physics ones, no. I think he
went in a – more things like the third law and so on, but it’s difficult to remember now
exactly.
[10:16]

Now you’ve said that changing to physics wasn’t necessarily a rejection of mechanical
sciences.
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That’s right.

But having said that, could you say what – what attracted you to physics, both to deciding
to take it and you mentioned that you were on the committee of the physics society, so this
is something you joined.
Yes.

So what – what was it about physics that appealed to you?
I just liked the subject, I had done at school and I still did.

Is there – is there –
And there were lots of developments happening. I mean for example – I’m jumping a bit
ahead, but I did go into the metal physics group and Egon Orawan was the head of that and
he had fairly recently discovered some things about how dislocations could multiply and
things of that sort and indeed the whole idea of dislocation as a method of deforming
materials, crystalline materials, was relatively new and was developing quite fast.

Were there any other developments in physics at the time that sort of attracted you into
physics?
Well I was very interested in low temperature physics, by which I mean, you know, liquid
helium and super conductivity, again developments were happening in that fairly fast at
that period, it was all rather exciting.

Did you have any sense then, being at university in 1946, of physics being applied during
the war, was there any sense of that coming through at Cambridge, any awareness?
Well we knew it had been, we knew that people had been working on the Manhattan
project, we knew that various people had obviously been over there doing that, Frisch was
in Cambridge – was one of the originators of the ideas of Frisch and – one knew that the
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atomic bomb as it was then called had been a major determinant in the war, so one was
very well aware of what physics had done.

And how did you feel about that role that it had played?
Been crucial …

Hmm, but I was wondering why physics and not chemistry and I know that –
Oh I wasn’t particularly attracted to chemistry.

So I wondered what it is in particular about physics that would – attracted you as a
person, as a – as opposed to any other subjects that you might have done, what it – in the
nature of the subject is there something that –
Hmmm, I don’t know, I think it was a tidy neat subject, I mean it’s – it’s far – seems to me
to be far better defined than chemistry.

Why is that?
Because there are so many different chemical things going on all over the place and there’s
– the – I daresay there are more unifying features when you get deeper into it but it seemed
a far more messy subject quite honestly I’d say.

Could you say then a little bit more about the neat – why physics is neat, what is neat
about physics, and tidy?
Well you get general principles which then can explain vast numbers of different things.

I see, yeah.
I mean that’s really basically what I think physics is out to do, is to find the principles on
which things work. Indeed it’s arguable that physics in essence underlined – underlies
most of the other sciences.
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Would you argue that?
Yes I would. And I think it’s moving into biology at the moment.
[14:18]

Hmmm … and you mentioned that you attended other lectures, which – which I know many
people who went to Cambridge at this time felt that they were able to do, there was a
personal freedom to do that, you mentioned a couple, I wondered if you could say a little
bit more about the non – so I suppose non-scientific extra lectures that you attended?
Yes, well I suppose it was my interest in religion which made me go to one on Eucharistic
liturgy and another on philosophical theology.

Did you have any interest in – in philosophy more generally?
No, I don’t think so, I think philosophical theology was as near as I got.

And in literature?
I didn’t attend any literature lectures I don’t think. No, I didn’t.

And could you tell me about –
Oh except in long vac courses, that we had long vocational courses that – in those days and
I remember going to some more literary ones there, I remember Ryland’s talking about
Shakespeare and King Lear and so on, yes, I did do that in long vocation, but not in of
course the ordinary terms.

And what was your response to that sort of literary education, what was your level of
interest or engagement?
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I thought it was very interesting, I mean he makes suggestions of what – he was talking
about what is natural and what is nature in relation to King Lear and I thought that was all
rather interesting.

Thank you.
[15:55]

And clubs and societies that you joined at Cambridge.
Yes.

You’ve mentioned the physics society.
Yes.

Which other clubs did you –
Student Christian Movement … briefly when I first went up I went with Hare and Hounds
and did a few cross country runs but I dropped that after a while, I didn’t have time … I
joined a dining club in Clare known as the Clarence Society … I remember we got Philip
Harbon up once to cook something for us … I can’t think of anything else at the moment.

And could you tell me then what was involved in the Student Christian Movement at
Cambridge at that time, who else was involved, what you did?
Yes, it was – I mean there were two main Christian things going on, there was then and the
Christian Union and the Christian Union’s more evangelical and fundamentalist, and the
Student Christian Movement I suppose was nearer to the modern churchman’s union
though not necessarily quite as far out as that in a way, but it took what I thought was a
more rational approach to religion and – what did we do, I don’t know what we did … we
had Fresher squashes, we had meetings, I can’t remember now in detail what we did at
meetings. I went to conferences, I went to the Westminster conference in my second year
and that’s where I met my wife at the conference organised by the World Student Christian
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Federation which is the international thing above SCM, yeah, at Westminster Central Hall
in I think January ’48, that may have started at the end of December ’47.
[18:14]

What do you remember about meeting your wife to be?
Well with a number of other people from Bedford College which was where she was and,
you know, other people I knew. There was a mutual friend was Robert Oduro who was a
Ghanaian student who had been in Clare when John Kibble was still there. John Kibble
went up to Cambridge and had left before I went up because he went up in the war when
you only did two years and then had to go on into national service, so I was never at Clare
with John Kibble. Chris Andrew who had been, as I say, his roommate did come back so –
to finish off a three year course and so I was at Clare for one year with Chris who as I say
was subsequently my best man, but Robert Oduro who was Ghanaian whom John Kibble
had sort of taken under his wing and invited him to stay at – with the Kibbles in vocations
and I’d met then, he was in fact the person who introduced me into Cambridge, told me
where to buy my gown and things like that, but then subsequently he got onto something in
London and had met the group of which my wife was one, so he was a mutual friend of me
and them. He was killed in a road accident in Ghana only a few years later, which was a
terrible shame because he was a very bright lad. But that’s another story. But this little
group of us got together and we did things, I mean we wrote a song about the speakers at
that conference which we put up on the notice board [laughs] I remember and things like
that, we were just a group who were together, me and I think John Kibble was at that, yes
he was, and my wife and Pam McFarlane as she then was, later Pam Dalziel who was with
her – and her husband Stuart Dalziel, he was at Westminster Conference and they were –
are – well they’re dead now but our daughter’s godparent.

And can you say – what was your wife’s name at that time that you –
Margaret Simpson.

And do you – what do you remember of your first impressions and your – well your first –
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Oh. Well you were a group together and I was – I was very much – I mean she was
Presbyterian Church of England and I remember that we talked about religious things and
while I was at Westminster I had gone into Westminster Cathedral and heard Roman
Catholic plain chants and was rather attracted by it and I think I took her to listen to it and I
don’t think she was very impressed. And afterwards we corresponded for a bit and we met
and I remember we went to Kew Gardens together once, but then we – we remained on
each other’s Christmas card lists and that was about all by the time I eventually moved up
to Birmingham and she was in Birmingham and I contacted her again in Birmingham.
[21:33]

And you’ve mentioned a couple of times in talking about your faiths – your faith, you’ve
sort of distinguished yourself from a kind of evangelical religion, both for very only –
Yes, I was very much more in the Student Christian Movement type of approach to
Christianity than the Christian Union approach to Christianity.

Could you say something of the – the difference between those for people who would –
wouldn’t know the approach of either?
Well I think it’s – the Christian Union approach is much more close to fundamentalism
and, you know, literal interpretation of the bible … and I think less open to modern
movements and changes. It’s interesting of course that there are both evan – extreme
evangelicals and Catholics within the Church of England who are against the ordination of
women and now the consecration of women as bishops, on basically their interpretation of
biblical – what happened in bible times, Christ didn’t have any women disciples, so the
descendants of the disciples should be men. Which … the other side, and the – SCM sort
of side would say, ‘Yes, but he had women going round with him, a woman is the first
recorded witness of the resurrection, the role of women in the early church must have
appeared quite shocking to fundamentalist Jews of that period,’ okay, that’s the sort of
difference I would say.

And is that what you meant when you said the more rational approach?
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Yes.

I see, thank you.
[23:29]

Now in terms of the teaching of science at Cambridge, we – we haven’t touched on
practical work, and so I wondered whether you could say something about the – the role of
practical work in the teaching to you of physics?
Well certainly it was a – a fundamental part and there was a practical examination, just as
there had been of course at – in the school certificate, in higher certificate. It tended to be
more on what I would call classical physics, though we did use … oh dear what do you call
them … electronic …I forget what the wretched things are called … oh dear.

Spectrometers?
No, no, no, I’m talking about using a little screen to get electrical signals.

Oh, an oscilloscope?
Yes, we did use the oscilloscopes but we also did a lot of other classical things I think,
optics and stuff.

Do you remember any one practical class or practical exam in enough detail to describe
what you did? We’re quite interested in what’s involved practically in being a scientist
and so it would be interesting if you could –
No, I find that rather difficult. I did later of course demonstrate in practical classes and
what is difficult is remembering what I did and what I demonstrated.

Well let’s –
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But I mean there were things like what we’ve been mentioning before but on a higher
level. I mean instead of the wheat stone bridge you’d be doing things which involved
inductors, capacitors and, you know, generally … more advanced similar types of things,
but also using oscilloscopes to see what was happening in circuits and so on.

Could you say how the oscilloscope works as a – as a tool for inspecting what’s happening
in circuits, giving –
Well basically it is simply a beam of electrons with a couple of electrodes which according
to what voltage you put on them bend the beam up or down and so you can see what is
happening on a rather rapid scale, by scanning the electron across the screen rather rapidly
and seeing it go up and down as the voltage on the electrodes fluctuates, so you can
measure things there which it would be very difficult to measure with the ordinary sort of
static apparatus, it’s just basically a – a method of doing the measurements on something
which is rapidly varying.

Were you at this stage doing practical classes, either demonstrating or as a student on –
on material – particular materials, on metals or ice or plastics or …?
Don’t remember doing so, no. No, I –

So you’ve got electricity, so practical’s in electricity?
Yes, electricity and optics in … radioactivity.

What was involved in the radioactivity practical –
Geiger counters and things, you could get obviously radioactivity K, you could – I –
hmmm … I do find it difficult to remember what experiments were done at what stage.

Let’s – in that case let’s leave – let’s leave aside a concern with exactly when and where –
you know, at what stage it was, but at any – at any stage if you can remember a particular
– whether you were demonstrating it or whether you were a consumer of it if you like, if
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you can remember any particular practical in terms of what people were asked to do, what
pieces of equipment they were using, why they were doing it?
Yes, I mean … I do find this difficult now because it’s a long time ago and I’ve done all
sorts of other things since, but basically you were simply getting people used to handling
apparatus, trying to think about how you would measure certain things and what you could
do and then doing it on an electric circuit or in a compound optical experiment or – or
whatever. I – I would have great difficulty in reconstructing individual experiments now
I’m afraid, sorry.

That’s okay. And when – where were the – where was experimental work done?
In the Cavendish, up on the top. Old – this is the old Cavendish as it was in Free School
Lane, right in the middle of Cambridge, perhaps fairly alarmingly underneath the
laboratories which Thomson and Rutherford and so on had used and I remember while we
were there, somebody – I think he was in chemistry getting a – a new monitor and saying
could he come and test it out somewhere and said, ‘Well you might as well go up to the –
the old rooms up at the top here,’ and he sort of opened the door and the things flew off its
end, it was highly radioactive up there because of – in the early days of course they didn’t
know about the dangers of that, there was still a lab technician who’d worked with I think
Rutherford rather than Thomson and he’d only got sort of three fingers on one hand and
two on the other because he’d been handling these things and he lost his fingers but –
handling radioactive things.

Did he talk about that work, the technician?
No, well not to me, I expect he did to somebody, but it was well-known and it was one of
the things one was aware of as a health hazard.

Do you remember the name of that technician?
I think it was Crowe, but I could be wrong. With an E.

Yes, he was at one stage I know Lawrence Bragg’s technician so –
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Yes, he was, yeah, yes, he was still there then.

Oh interesting, and what do you remember of – he – I think John and I talked about him as
the Reliable Crowe, what do you remember of – of –
I never had personal dealings with him.

And you said that the – the student practical classes were done on the top floor of – of –
No, one from top, this top floor was the one which was radioactive.

Did you ever go –
No.

Up the – but you just knew of its …
Well I heard this story from a friend of mine who had this – was in chemistry and had this
experience.

Thank you.
[30:29]

And could – could you describe that second from top floor in the Cavendish where this was
–
Large rooms with benches again and apparatus was kept in a storeroom and put according
to what was wanted, though the oscilloscopes were often out a lot of the time I think.

Thank you.
[30:52]
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Could you give me a sense of the origin of your interest in ice, if it’s involved – if it –
Yes, I could, when you reach the end of your – or reaching the end of your final year
obviously the question comes up, ‘Are you interested in staying on as a research student?’
and I was and you then had to choose what you wanted to go for and my first choice was
low temperature physics in the Mond and my second choice was the project which Egon
Orowan had put up looking into ice, so it was my second choice, not my first choice.

The first choice was low temperature physics –
Low temperature physics in the Mond. Low temperature physics to people who are not
physicists does not mean things like ice, it means things like liquid helium and
superconductivity, things down at a few degrees – Kelvin minus 270 something centigrade,
not things like ice. So that was what I was put as my first option, but I didn’t get my first
option, I got my second option. And the reason that was there was related to the fact that
during the war Max Perutz had, as you may know, been sent over to Canada by people
who thought it was silly that he was simply being interned and not used, he was interned
because he was a Jewish extraction, I don’t think he was of Jewish religion, and he’d been
set to work on this iceberg aircraft carrier project, which you may or may not have heard
about. The aim was to try and cover the invasion of Europe with fighter aircraft cover
which couldn’t extend other than the channel ports from this country, and – but the channel
ports they thought would be very strongly defended so the idea is if you could take – get an
ice – tabular iceberg and use it as a large aerodrome you could tow it down and perhaps
invade somewhere nearer Toulouse, and they went into the mechanical properties of ice
and they found that they were not predictable enough for this to be a sensible thing to
continue with, and anyway another option which of course was the Mulberry Harbour and
pipeline under the ocean gained ground and they realised they wouldn’t have to get a
channel port in the first few days and they could take it with them, and so that was
dropped. But in the course of that they had established that ice behaved – ice at
reasonable, you know, ordinary temperatures which you get ice at, behaved more like a hot
metal than a sticky liquid and whereas all the theories of glacier flow in the ‘20s and ‘30s
had tended to treat glaciers as sticky liquids and so it was thought that somebody who
knew about materials should look into this aspect which had come up, but couldn’t be
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followed in the war because that wasn’t what they were primarily involved in, and so they
tried to persuade – well they did persuade Egon Orowan, who was head of the metal
physics group in the Cavendish, to be interested in this problem and a whole lot of people
like Vaughan Lewis and Sid Hollingsworth and Gus Caesar took Orowan on a tour down
to the Alps and got him to look at glaciers and got him interested in it and said, ‘Would
you like to try and have a research student on this?’ and they persuaded him enough that he
said yes he would and he advertised for one and that was what was my second choice and
that was what I got. So that’s how I came in there.

Before we talk a little bit more about that, do you know – can you say why low temperature
physics was your first choice, what appealed to you about –
Well I’ve already said when talking about it – why I was interested in physics, that exciting
things were happening and one of the places exciting things was happening was low
temperature physics.

I see, thank you.
Superconductivity, liquid helium, all that.
[35:35]

And I know – I know that you have published a paper with Max – Max Perutz and
presumably knew him, I wonder what he said to you about the iceberg aircraft project
other than the outline that you’ve …
… Well I’ve read about it in other places but I think what he told was roughly speaking
what I’ve already said to you, that is to say that they did these experiments and that on the
whole they thought that ice wasn’t – was too brittle, that if you fired torpedoes into an
iceberg, sometimes nothing happened, other times it shattered into a myriad of tiny pieces
and you couldn’t very well tell beforehand which it was going to be and that wasn’t a very
satisfactory situation for an aerodrome. So they thought they would have to reinforce the
ice, so there was a chap called – I think Geoffrey Pyke, I get mixed up between Geoffrey
Pyke and Magnus Pyke but I think it was Geoffrey Pyke, who suggested a material which
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was known as Pykrete after his name, P-y-k-e, which was ice with wood fibre in it and in
northern Canada they’ve got a lot of trees and a lot of cold and the idea was to freeze up a
material of ice and sawdust reinforcement and once you’re doing this of course you can
make it the shape you want, you don’t have to just take a tabular berg as is and so they
thought of trying to make a – a more ship shaped vessel out of this material Pykrete and
they looked into its properties a bit, and as I say, the brittle nature was what caused them to
go to the reinforcement, but when they came to the mechanical nature, how it reacted to
compression, that it behaved very much more, like shall we say, hot steel than it did like
tar, and that’s where the idea that it was worth looking at that more rigorously and trying to
think about glaciers using a better physical model came from. That’s about it as I
remember it from Max.

And would you – would you know the sorts of – the source of Max Perutz’s enthusiasm for
pursuing this and you mentioned that he put this up as a research project?
I didn’t say he put it up.

Ah.
I said that he’d done this work in the war –

Which had –
And talking to ice people the geographers took this up, geologists, I mean the people I said
took Orowan out were Sid Hollingsworth, who was Geology London, Vaughan Lewis who
was Geography Cambridge, and Gus Caesar who was Geography Cambridge, but Max was
involved, the early issues of the Journal of Glaciology show Max talking to them about this
sort of thing. And – but now was also interested in this I think. But it was Orowan who
was my supervisor at that point. Max became my supervisor later, but that’s because
Orowan left to take up a post in the mechanical engineering department at MIT and I had
to find a new supervisor.

Ah, I see.
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And I asked Max if he would and he said roughly speaking yes, as long as I don’t have to
do too much, because he was at the time working hard on the work which eventually got
him a Nobel prize and he was also in considerable medical difficulty in that he had tummy
upset which nobody could find the cause of at the time, eventually after a tooth was
extracted it went away but we didn’t know that at the time and so he was fairly
encumbered medically and doing important other work, but he agreed to be my supervisor
and was then later one of my examiners for my PhD.
[39:57]

This – this visit to the – this tour of the Alps seems quite interesting in the sense that we’ve
got geographers and –
Geologist.

A geologist –
That’s right.

Trying to sort of tempt a physicist –
Tempt a physicist to look into it, that’s right.

What was – what was – presumably you were hearing stories about this tour rather than
being –
Oh yes.

Aware of it at the time obviously, but what was said about this – and the – this tour?
Well I mean the aim was to get Orowan interested in it as a materials problem and they
told a lovely story about while they were going out of going into Rheims Cathedral and
when they came out Orowan was waxing lyrical about it, he said [adopting Hungarian
accent], ‘Did you see those wonderful columns stretching right up?’ and they thought, oh
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good old Orowan, he’s got some culture behind him, and he said, ‘Do you notice every one
of them was cracked and then I understood for the first time how Roche Moutonnée are
formed,’ [both laugh], that’s a story from that tour.

Lovely. Any other stories from, you know, his encounter with ice?
… I don’t remember any other stories of that sort, no. Obviously they succeeded because
he agreed to do it. And – but you asked me about why Max was interested and the answer
I think lies in the fact that – I think during the war, though you ought to look in Georgina
Ferry’s biography to check facts here, that he had married … a lady whose family was in
Switzerland and after the war travel was severely impeded but he and Bernal and a few
other people, Hughes I think got interested in the fact that there was a theory about that
glaciers might flow faster at depth than on the top, known as extrusion flow and they
thought it would be good to check this in a place where if it was going to happen it was
most likely and that was on the Grosser Aletschgletscher which had the Jungfraujoch
laboratory near the top and which therefore could survive electrical power, for example.
And so they formed this idea of drilling a hole through the Aletschgletscher and putting a
pipe in it and putting an inclinometer in it and measuring how the pipe deformed to see – to
check that it didn’t flow faster lower down than higher up, they didn’t see how it could
because simple physics says if it’s flowing faster down below what’s to stop the top simply
riding on top of it like a ship, but there was this in the literature and it needed disproving
and it was a way of going to Switzerland, and Perutz got involved in that and they went out
and sunk the pipe and he visited his in-laws.

[Laughs] Apparently there a – a report written by Max Perutz on the loss of the device
which was intended to heat the way down.
Yeah, that’s right.

Written as a play script, do you –
Yes, yes, I know about that.

Oh [laughs].
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I haven’t got it, but I know about it. Yes, it’s perfectly true, they had done – I think a chap
called Broad was in the laboratory who made the inclinometer for him and they were going
out by train to Switzerland to measure the pipe and it was on a luggage rack of the train out
of Calais and as it went down between Calais and Boulogne somebody got out of the train
and took a suitcase out of the rack and they went on, it was a hot day, the windows were
open and to their horror, just after the train had left where this chap had got off, they saw
this package containing the inclinometer slide off the [laughs] luggage rack and out of the
window, and they pulled the communication cord and the train was stopped and they
explained an important bit of apparatus had disappeared out and they went back to I think
Abbeyille if I’ve got it right and they got the local scouts out and they searched for this
thing but they never found it. So they went disconsolately on down into Switzerland and
when they were there, I don’t remember exactly in which town it was, but they went into a
local electrical people and explained the situation and – no, it wasn’t the inclinometer, it
was the borer, it was the thing to – to make the hole, I’ve got it wrong, it was a thing to
make the hole and said what they want – what their situation was and might it be possible
to have such and such a thing made up and the man went to the storeroom and got on a
shelf and said, ‘Do you mean something like this?’ [both laugh] and he said, ‘What on
earth is that?’ and he said, ‘Oh it’s a thing we use for making holes in beer barrels,’ and
that was the thing they used to drill the hole in the first place, it wasn’t the inclinometer,
I’m sorry, and therefore it wasn’t – oh it may have still been Broad, but that’s the story as I
was told it and you’ve heard something similar from somebody else.

Hmmm, yes, yes. Seems fascinating that – and that it was written up as a play script?
Yes.

But I think partly because it seemed … it seemed to Max farcical that all of this –
Yes, it was.

suited a play. Could you then – given that Orowan was your supervisor when you started
on this research project –
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Yes.

Could you tell me about Orowan as a – as a person?
Yes.

In terms of your first impressions and meeting and getting to know him?
Yes, he was a very interesting character, Hungarian, he’d actually been in Birmingham
over the – during the war, he got rather a reputation in Birmingham for ordering equipment
from the workshops and then by the time they had made it his interest had moved on and
he really wanted something else and in the middle of the war that wasn’t particularly
popular. But anyway by this time he was in Cambridge and he [laughs] was a very unusual
sort of scientist, I don’t know how he would have survived in the modern scientific world,
because I remember his advice to me about writing papers, his advice was, ‘When you
have finished a piece of work, you write up a paper on it and you put it in a drawer, one
year later you open the drawer and look at the paper and probably you will think it’s a
good job I didn’t publish that and you will rewrite it and then put it back in the drawer, if
when you open the drawer after one year you think, yes, that’s quite good, you send it to an
obscure journal,’ and that’s why a number of Orowan’s most important papers are in things
like the Journal of the West of Scotland Iron & Steel Institute and bulletin of the
Rheologists' Club. The reason for this is that if later you felt that wasn’t a terribly good
thing, weren’t terribly proud of it, well you only sent it to the West of Scotland Iron &
Steel Institute, whereas if it’s good and if somebody else publishes the same thing but
doesn’t know about it, you can write an irate letter saying, ‘Look, I published this five
years ago,’ [both laugh]. Well as I say, that’s so remote from a publish or perish attitude
that I think it’s … you know, quite surprising to people these days, not that I followed his
advice.

No [laughs], I was going to ask whether you had?
No, no. By – by the time I was publishing he’d gone to America and my supervisor was
Max Perutz.
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And did he tell you anything of his – the story of his life, how he’d come to be in
Birmingham during the war as you said and then –
No he didn’t. I – I’m not sure whether he had any Jewish blood at all, I didn’t ask in his
case, I think that was true of Max. Hmmm … he … he was famous of course for one of
the people who had invented the idea of dislocations as the method by which crystals
deform, it had been independently discovered by G.I. Taylor in this country and by
Orowan and Polanyi in Germany and they presented it in two rather different forms, but it
does amount to the same thing and as I said a little earlier, while that had been known for
some years, the question of how dislocations multiplied was still a bit uncertain, at the time
I was an undergraduate and had only just come out of the Frank-Read source, incidentally
another thing which was discovered by two people quite independently, Charles Frank in
this country and Thornton Read in the United States, but in – in their case, unlike G.I.
Taylor and the Orowan and Polanyi they discovered about it before it was published and
they published a joint paper, hence it being known as the Frank-Read source.
[50:14]

And in – in the way you did very well before in explaining tensors in a clear way for the –
Well I’ll try [laughs].

[Laughs] Unspecialised, I wonder whether you could – given that we’ve mentioned it a
couple of times, say what the theory of dislocations is –
Yes.

And then what the theory of the multiplication –
Yeah, the point is that as we know things like both ice and steel do deform fairly readily
when they’re put under stress, when you apply forces to them, but if you look into the
physics of a crystal, which is completely joined up in the crystal that it’s everywhere, it
would require enormously more force than we’re applying to break all those bonds and
reform them, and so it obviously doesn’t happen like that, how it does happen is that a
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thing known as the dislocation moves across the crystal from side to side, and one way of
explaining it which I think Bragg is responsible for, is to say if you’re trying to move a
carpet over the floor, if you get hold of one side and pull – if it’s a very big carpet in a very
big room you would have to exert an enormous force to pull it, but if instead of trying to
move it at once, you make a ruck in the carpet at one end and then push that ruck slowly
along until it gets to the other end, the ruck moving the whole length of the carpet has
moved the carpet forward by the small amount, which would move the first end to make
the ruck. Well essentially you’re doing that with a crystal. You’ve got in it somewhere
where two crystal bonds, one of them has been broken and pushed in a bit and then have
joined up with the one behind and then you’ve got a dangling crystal bond which can move
onto the next atom, produce another dangling bond and the dangling bond moves across
the crystal, in the way that the ruck moves across the carpet, and so by moving the
dislocation from side to side of the crystal, you’ve moved the top of the crystal relative to
the bottom by one lattice spacing, and that’s what a dislocation is.

Thank you.
And the – as I say, this idea had happened in the ‘30s I think it was, or was it late ‘20s, but
nobody could work out why they were enough dislocations to do it, because once
dislocations have moved off to the far end it’s happened and you have to make a new ruck
as it were and what these people I’ve mentioned, Frank and Read, showed was that you
could get a situation in a three dimensional crystal in which a loop of dislocation moved
out and formed a ring of dislocation which could then move on, leaving the loop behind to
form another ring. Is that –

Very good, thank you [laughs], yes.
[53:15]

And so starting as a research student in – in the Cavendish –
Yeah.

Could you describe your sort of working quarters, your – the – your place –
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Well we were down in the basement of the … of the Austin wing of the Cavendish which
was a relatively new building compared with the old Cavendish that’s there, built I think in
the ’30s as opposed to the 19th Century, and as I say we were in the basement, I had one of
the basement rooms and in it there were – we had a cold chamber … and that was about all
I had before I started ordering things.

What – what is a cold chamber?
Well like a butcher’s refrigerator, you know, where a butcher keeps his sides of meat.

And so –
It was about what one and a half metres square I suppose.

And made of?
Well wood and insulation, just like they have for a butcher.

Right.
It may well have been ordered from the people who make them for butchers as far as I
know, I didn’t – I didn’t order that.

And –
I don’t quite know how that was bought, I suppose it was bought for me but I don’t know.
And I had to design a compression machine for ice blocks, and I had to design a method
for measuring how it was deformed, preferably one which didn’t rely on simply measuring
the distance between the end plates, because of – it could have been melting there, and then
do mechanical tests, put – apply weights, plot a creep curve, that is to say how the – the ice
strains as a function of time.
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I’m going to ask you obviously in detail about that experiment because it is the experiment
that ends up generating the flow law and –
That’s right.

But just first of all, who was working with you on that basement of the –
No.

I mean which other –
Oh elsewhere in the basement?

Yes.
Ooh … there was a thing called the plastometer, I don’t know who worked on that, was
there a chap called Davies, I think John Nye was working but I think he was working on
the silver – the silver whatever it was, crystals that he was working on … I think Oliver
Wyatt was down there doing something, Peter Pratt doing experiments on – well one of
them, Peter Pratt I think was one common salt, I can’t remember exactly what Oliver was
doing in those days, that’s the beginning of it, by my third year along the lab were Crick
and Watson.

Hmmm.
And I in fact – when I came to do another experiment in which I was trying to work out in
which direction crystal – to get the crystallography of the snow crystal, well in fact it was a
frost crystal, I made frost crystals and then I used an x-ray beam in Crick and Watson’s lab
to take a Lowy x-ray picture of that and then look at the spots on that to determine which
crystallographic direction was the direction of growth of the frost crystal, I did the same for
a – a … a dendritic crystal grown on the surface of water as well and showed that that was
the same direction, been funny if it had been anything different, but it was as well to check
that they were the same.
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[57:05]

What do you remember of Crick and Watson working?
I remember them working there and I just simply used their apparatus and had a – a little
thing blowing liquid nitrogen over my crystal to keep it cold, and I remember one day
Crick saying, ‘Oh by the way your apparatus blew up,’ and I’d failed to – to get the liquid
– liquid nitrogen right and something had gone wrong, but I – I don’t remember any other
reaction with them on that.

Did you yourself use their equipment or –
No, no, I used – I used their x-ray beam, that’s all. And x – an x-ray beam that at other
times they used.

I see.
But I was using it unfiltered to take a Lowy x-ray picture, which isn’t the sort of x-ray
picture they took at all. But it was an appropriate one for determining the orientation of a
crystal.

And did they talk about their work to you?
Not to me, no. We were aware of what they were up to but … they weren’t the most
vociferous of people actually, I mean Watson was also in my college but I never – he – I
never had any interaction with him.

And you’re saying in relation to other colleagues in the basement, they were not …
Well I mean they were all doing their own things. We met in the tearoom, but we didn’t
talk particularly about our mutual experiments, unless we had something we wanted to – to
discuss.

And did you get – know anything about them as just as – as people, as just –
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Well yes, I mean John Alder, I think he – maybe he was the one working on the
plastometer, I’m not sure, but he became a friend and I was godfather to his son and we
remained in touch until his death. John Alder, of Emmanuel with the nickname Benny,
because there is a Scottish mountain which is Ben Alder.
[59:05]

Were you aware of people in the Cavendish at that time, they may have not still been doing
this, but working on stress in nuclear materials, sort of cylinders of …
No.

No? That presumably had been going on during the war?
Yes.

Right.
I mean, I was involved in something much nearer to that as we get later on in the story, but
not there.

Yes, I noticed at one point you were at – at Harwell.
Yes.

Yeah, hmmm, okay, yes we’ll get to that.
[59:38]

Okay, could you say, in terms of your experiments on ice crystals, the first stage in this, as
I can gather from reading your paper is the production of crystals on which to – or
samples rather, which to test, and you made single crystal samples and –
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And polycrystalline.

Polycrystalline.
Correct.

And I think in the – the Journal of Glaciology paper on the decimate –
That’s the single crystal paper?

Yeah.
It’s the Proceedings of the Royal Society is the polycrystal paper, the principle one, the
original – the preliminary results were I think printed – published in Nature.

And would you be able to describe the process of making the polycrystalline samples?
Well I’d prefer to go back to the paper and read it to make sure I was – my – my memory
is not playing me false, but I think … what I did was pack … I can’t remember, I would
really rather look it up, but I think I packed frost crystals of varying – one wanted to get
something with – with lots of different orientations, I mean preferably … random, that’s to
say same number pointing in each direction and I think we sort of mixed up, powdered up
ice or snow crystals I think, I mean it obviously didn’t snow, I didn’t only do it in winter,
put these in and then filled it up with ice cold water and froze, I think that’s right, and then
I took some of the samples and sectioned them and measured the orientations to check that
they were reasonably random, I’m fairly sure that’s what I did. I did this checking
business in a completely different laboratory, in what was I think called the Low
Temperature Research Institute which was a completely different part of the Cambridge
science blocks and was one which was primarily interested in keeping food at low
temperatures, but that had cold chambers that were big enough for me to comfortably sit in
and work, mine was a bit small for that.

So that is where you analysed to make sure that you had random ori –
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Yeah.

Rather than a place where you could compress them?
Yes, and also looked into whether the ice had re-crystallised into a more preferred
orientation, after deformation. Because ice does, like a lot of other – a lot of metals,
undergo a re-crystallisation process when you’ve strained it, because a strained crystal has
more energy than an unstrained crystal so there is a thermodynamic reason why unstrained
crystals grow at the expense of strained crystals and when that happens they don’t grow in
a random orientation, they grow into a – a pattern which is determined by the stress which
is applied and this is why glaciers have preferred orientations in some places.

Hmmm, thank you. And – and you said we made the crystals, I wondered –
No, that’s – sorry, that sounds like a royal we, I made the crystals, I – I was working by
myself.

And I’m – I suppose I’m interested in the sorts of details that you wouldn’t have included
in – in the published paper, for example in the published paper you – you talk about the
size of them and that sort of thing, but I was interested more in the sort of day to day
practical nuts and bolts of how you go about growing – I mean it seems an extraordinary
thing to do, you know, how the – the, you know, the tools used and the problems
encountered and the –
I don’t remember any major problems with making specimens. [looks through papers] Let
me see, have I got a –

Would this help?
Hmmm, no, what I was looking for was my thesis –

Ah.
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‘Cause I may have said more in that, I can see my DS thesis there, where has my PhD – oh
there they are, I can see them, can I?

Yes, certainly.
I don’t – hope I won’t disturb this thing –

No, no, it’s fine.
Getting them, otherwise I shall have to ask you to get it, but if I get one of these two out,
they are virtually identical but not exactly identical, one of them is the thesis for the PhD
and the other is the thesis for a research fellowship.

Ah.
But the main part of it is that same, there is the apparatus.

Ah.
Which I – I mean I had this all – the – the actual machine built in the workshops.

So presumably you had to design it?
I had to design it, that’s right. And then send it down to the workshops to be made.

Well –
And the same applies to all the other bits and pieces, like – like that’s the drawing which
went down to the … I – before I did that I did some very preliminary experiments with a
much cruder bit of apparatus, just to see what sort of things happened and that was that.
Now what do I say about making samples, see if I can find … this.
[End of Track 2]
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Track 3

Could I – we’ve agreed at the – the start of this – of session two tomorrow to return to the
experiments on the ice crystals in relation to a photograph.
Yeah.

But I wonder whether – from the point of this research project with Orowan as your
supervisor onwards, perhaps just going through the 1950s to begin with you could give a
kind of sketch of the development of your work in ice, in various ways through relations
with the Glaciological Society, but in your professional work as well?
Yes, well I mean my connection with the Glaciology Society happened when Gerald
Seligman, who was the president of the – essentially the founder of what was then the
British Glaciological Society came up to see me and I think that was about the same time –
I may be wrong, as the British and Norwegian Swedish Antarctic expedition went off and
the Swedish glaciologist, Hans Sa – Ahlmann also came to see me and … almost
immediately Gerald Seligman asked me if I would be willing to be involved in the Journal
of Glaciology and I agreed and I’ve been doing it ever since, and still am.

When did he – so this was 1949 that this ex – this –
Well it was probably 1950 we’ve got to by now. Yeah.

And what do you remember of that visit?
Well, telling him about what the – the research I was doing and him expressing – well a
great interest in it but also talking about the Journal of Glaciology. I have looked up fairly
recently, but I don’t think it’s on my – it may be on my curriculum vitae, but I can look it
up again even if it isn’t, when I started assisting with the Journal of Glaciology. Ah, I
wasn’t an assistant editor until 1955, so that’s a bit later than I was thinking.

So you think they may have come to visit you in – around 1955?
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Yes, I think – well just a moment, where was I in ’55, let me – no, it was certainly before
that.

Okay.
I – it was certainly in the early ‘50s, certainly in the early ‘50s because I was already doing
it before I went to Harwell and I got permission – specific permission to carry on doing it
at Harwell, I’m fairly sure of that.

… Do you remember your first impressions of – let’s start with Gerald Seligman?
Oh yes, Gerald Seligman, impressive character, a large, probably typically Jewish hooked
nose … typical sort of tweedy gentleman, hmm. He was not of course in the strict sense an
academic, he was a director of his firm which had been called Aluminium Plant Vessels,
but because it now largely did other things was known as APV, but he had had a long
interest in skiing, specifically cross-country as opposed to downhill skiing and he had
before the war written his books Snow Structure and Ski Fields of which a later
reproduction is up there and he was one of the people who was involved in these
experiments going on and interested in what they were doing on the Aletschgletscher and
all that. And he had been the editor of a thing called Ski Notes and Queries and after the
war the pre-war standard journal for publishing, in any rate glacier papers, was Zeitschrift
für Gletscher-kunde had ceased publication and at the time the location of its editor von
Klebelsberg was I think unknown and Gerald therefore thought it would be a good idea to
start a journal which could carry papers and so he changed what had been a Roneod sheet
issued by the British people who were interested in that and change it into a – a thing to –
into the Journal of Glaciology, I mean that’s what preceded it. A thing called Papers and
Discussions of the Association for the Study of Snow and Ice.

Oh yes, that’s a 1939 –
That – yes, was pre-war and then after the war you see he thought, let’s not just restart that,
but have something a little more formal and the Journal of Glaciology came out in 1947.
Subsequently of course von Klebelsberg re-emerged and its publishers tried to re-establish
it, widening its scope slightly to the Zeitschrift für Gletscher-kunde und Glazialgeologie
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but von Klebelsberg was very old and getting older and it gradually got to the state where
people would send him papers and he didn’t do much with them and I know one issue was
more or less produced by an author who sort of virtually got von Klebelsberg to do it all
[laughs] himself. But anyway, that’s the sort of the Zeitschrift, but the journal has sort of
taken off and is now still a very thriving journal which incidentally a year or so ago got an
award for its design, so it’s done pretty well in terms of journal side and I have – ever since
I started doing it in the ‘50s I’ve been first assisting Gerald, and then when he eventually
gave up, taking over from him and then eventually it was handed on and is now run by the
society in Cambridge with a chief editor who can be anywhere, present one’s in Tasmania,
his predecessor was in Alaska, but I’m still a scientific editor and indeed I was sent a paper
to be scientific editor of this morning.

And did you have a sense of why they were interested in you coming to work in terms of
editing the –
I don’t know, I think they were on the outlook for people to [laughs] – to do this and … I
was interested to do it, that’s about it.
[07:34]

And who did you meet in the Glaciological Society when you first started involvement in
it?
Well apart from Gerald I think probably Vaughan Lewis, Bonnie Fuchs, I mean Doris
Johnson who was originally a librarian in the Scott Polar, but who continued to work on it
when she was at School of Oriental and African Studies and indeed later into theological
library in London, she was responsible for doing the bibliographic part of it, the
glaciological literature section, and then eventually other people like Ray Adie, Charles
Swithinbank, all of whom helped at various stages, but only really Ray, Doris and I went
on for many years.

There was a lady – a secretary, Hilda Richardson?
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Oh yes, she was secretary of the society, she was nothing particularly to do with the journal
but she was the secretary general – well secretary and then later secretary general of the –
what started as the British Glaciological Society, dropped the British and then added
International as time proceeded.

Thank you.
Very forceful lady. She was a top soroptimist, I mean she was an office holder in
international soroptimistism. She wasn’t first secretary, there was an Audrey Ashurst, I
think her name was before her, or Ash something but she was much more what one would
associate with a society secretary, whereas Hilda was – in many ways for a while she sort
of organised the society as such, hmmm.
[09:23]

I’ll ask you more about the – the society obviously, but continuing a sort of sketch of the
development of your interest in glaciology which we’ve now got the research project, the
visit of the – of Gerald Seligman and Ahlmann and your recruitment onto the – the journal,
involved in the journal.
Yeah.

Could you sort of continue – continue through the ‘50s in terms of the development of your
…
Well I think it’s worth saying that there were at least three quite separate experiments that I
did in the course of my PhD, the one we’ve really been talking most about is the one which
answered Orowan’s question of measurements which will help us to understand glacier
flow which was the compression experiment on these randomly oriented polycrystals, but I
also – and I think this was more with Perutz’ supervision than Orowan’s, worked on
deforming single crystal device, growing single crystals which had their sea axis, let’s say
the axis opposite to the plane of the snowflake, if you see what I mean, at an angle, not
either straight up the specimen or across it, because as I was saying earlier when we were
talking about tensors, these things deform when certain axis are at an angle and I did
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experiments on single crystal device intention, pulling them and seeing how their
orientation changed as they were pulled out, and then the third thing I did was the one I’ve
mentioned which where I used the x-ray machine in the Crick Watson lab of seeing what
the crystallographic orientation of growth dendrites as it were, equivalent of snow crystal
points was. So those were the three things that formed part of that work, and then as I said
I think I’d – did you get it on the tape, when I came to the end of that time, by normal rules
I would have had to go and do a year or so of national service, but a little bit before that
somebody, I think from the Ministry of Supply department, no long existing, came to see
me and said, ‘It would seem to us to be silly for you to go off and square bash for a year,
would you be willing to join the metallurgy division at AERE Harwell instead?’ so of
course I jumped at it, far better than square bashing.

The abbreviation that you just –
Atomic Energy Research Establishment.

And what was your role there?
I was – I think what’s called a scientific officer, in the metallurgy division which was
headed by Monty Finniston, and what I was asked to look into was the effect of radiation
on metal creep, because obviously they were thinking of building reactors and the last
thing they wanted was that all the structural elements suddenly lost their strength because
they were eradiated and there had been an experiment I think before the war by Andrade, E
N da C Andrade who had show – purported to show that cadmium single crystals, when
bombarded I think with alpha particles wasn’t it, yes, were much weakened and so I was
asked to try and repeat that experiment and see if it was true and of course if it was we’d
have had to go on and see what happened to structural materials. I tried to repeat that
experiment and found that it wasn’t as far as dramatic as Andrade had said and I had the
rather awkward job of going up and talking to Andrade, who was a very prickly character,
in the Royal Institution in London to sort of say [laughs] that I’d repeated the experiment
and it didn’t work, that was a fairly embarrassing occasion, but anyway that was one of the
first things I did when I was there, I was only there for about a year or so, partly this was
because I – my departure from Cambridge was delayed because I caught virus pneumonia
in my final year and had about two months off when I couldn’t complete my work and so I
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stayed on for an additional term before – and I therefore went to Harwell in a January not
in the October which would have been a natural end of a academic year, but I – I was only
there for about that sort of time because I submitted my thesis, as I say you – there’s two of
them up there, I submitted it also for research fellowship and I got a research fellowship, so
the question arose when would I be free of my commitment to go back to Cambridge and
when I was free I went back. I did a few other things at AERE Harwell, we did some work
on zirconium crystal – re-crystallisation and a few things like that and I wrote some review
articles on – one on radiation effects on metals which obviously was what I was there first
thing I was doing and another one on the Rebinder effect which is a chemical effect on –
on metals. But as I say, I was only there for just over a year, so it wasn’t … all that a big
part of my life, but it was … that stage of my career … basically it was 1953 …
[15:48]

And did you have any sense of what else was going on at – at Harwell at the time?
Oh yes, lots of other things were going on of course. There was quite a bit of interest –
although it was entirely secret and one couldn’t talk about it at the time, about plutonium,
the very existence of plutonium was technically secret, and there was these levels of
secrecy, you know, Secret – Secret Limited and then there was a thing called Secret
Limited X which was even more secret, and I remember an occasion when American deans
came over to talk to us and saying something about uranium and somebody said, ‘There’s
something like that in plutonium,’ and he shouldn’t have said that because it was Secret
Limited and dean said, ‘Plutonium, what is plutonium?’ great embarrassment of chap
who’d happened to mention it.

Were you asked to sign the Official Secrets Act?
Oh yes of course. Everybody is when they’re employed there. And you have to remember
that this was fairly shortly after both Fuchs and Pontecorvo, so they were edgy. In my
work on mechanical properties of ice I’d been working on something very similar to what
had been worked on in the … Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule by a chap called
Sam Steinemann who had done sort of rather similar kinds of work and it was suggested
that it would be a good idea if I went to talk to him and I did go and talk to him, well I was
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going to Switzerland for other reasons, met him in the Bahnhof Buffet in Zurich, but all
this had to be, you know, discussed absolutely thoroughly with the security people at
Harwell, very iffy going and talking to a Swiss in the Bahnhof Buffet in Zurich, you know.

Do you remember the conversation at Harwell when you arranged that?
Well, I mean they wanted to know exactly why I wanted to talk to him and assured – I had
to assure that I wasn’t going to say anything about what I was currently doing, the passport
I think simply said civil servant, weren’t allowed to say what it was. No, they were very
edgy, and I mean people were still very raw about what had happened with Fuchs, Fuchs
had been a close colleague of some of the people I knew quite well there and it had come
as a terrible shock to them, they couldn’t believe it, they didn’t believe it was true.

Hmmm, for – for the recording could you say … the story behind this, the – the reason why
they were edgy, what had happened?
Well Fuchs had … now, had he defected or had been found out British Secret Service, I
think he’d been found out by the British Secret Service and he’d been arrested and his
colleagues said, ‘You’ve got it all wrong,’ you know, that’s what I mean. And Pontecorvo
had defected, he’d gone off and turned up in Russia so they were feeling pretty edgy as I
say.

Hmmm …
And Fuchs I think had been – was he head of theoretical physics, he was certainly high up
in theoretical physics in Harwell.

And – and he had – what was his –
Passing information about atomic weapons programmes to the Soviets.

And presumably at Harwell work was going on in terms of – as well as nuclear, you – you
mentioned nuclear reactors?
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Yeah.

Was there work going on at – at Harwell concerned nuclear weaponry?
No, that was done at AWRE, the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment at
Aldermaston. No, we were entirely Atomic Energy Research Establishment, looking into
the use of nuclear actions for energy production.

And what was involved in repeating the experiment on the –
Well growing cadmium single crystal, getting a testing machine to pull it, rather like the
one which I got for ice in the Cavendish, getting a radioactive alpha source which I did by
making two half cylinders out of silver, silver’s a very good material for this because it’s
easily shaped, I mean that’s why silversmiths work with it, and getting radioactive source
put on the inside of the cylinder, measuring the creep curve, putting the … radioactive
source around it and seeing if it speeded up, and it didn’t appreciably as far as I can
remember. Certainly not to the extent that Andrade had suggested.
[20:58]

And then when – having this conversation with Andrade, what do you remember, you said
that that was awkward obviously, do you remember –
Yes, it was awkward.

Do you remember more details about it, that you –
No, not really. I don’t think he could say much because I’d got experimental evidence that
it hadn’t. He had great difficulty in getting a strong enough source before the war, you
couldn’t just send it off to Amersham and get a – an alpha source put onto it, he had
formed his source by grinding down old radon seeds from hospitals, but – well there we
are.
[21:37]
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The other things that we were concerned with which was a real effect was the growth of
the radioactive material itself, the fact that the fuel rod, because it’s undergoing fission and
therefore producing the elements which are produced by fission, some of which are
agaseous, grew because it had got bubbles in it, and this was a worry in terms of making
nuclear reactors and part of the job of metallurgy division was seeing what you could do
about that. But I didn’t actually work on the growth side of it at all.

And what was the process then of having the source, you know, organising the source?
Oh, you just sent the thing off to Amersham and you said, ‘Please put an alpha source on
it.’

And how did it – how was it returned to you?
Oh, in a special container with – I suppose it was lead lined, I don’t know. In the way that
radioactive sources are sent to hospitals, regularly, I believe they’re not now, I think
Amersham is actually closed, I’ve no idea what they do now, but in those days you could
get Amersham to put a source on things, no problem.

And how did you feel sort of personally about working in this industry, about working –
Had no qualms about nuclear energy industry at all. Indeed, as I think I’ve said, when I
first moved from engineering to physics, one of my ideas was that I might go and work in
that field myself. It still seems to me that it is one of the main ways in which we can get
energy once the oil’s essentially run out or is too expensive to use, or we’re prevented from
drilling for it by people who don’t like spills.

And how would you have felt if you’d been asked to work on, you know, the – the
behaviour of a missile casing to –
I don’t know, because I was never asked that question I never answered it. I mean this
applied to all the people in the war, you know, some of whom had very great doubts about
what they were doing … but it never – I mean I was never attempted to apply there, I
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didn’t apply there and it was never suggested to me that I should go there, so I never had to
answer that question.

Yes.
[24:21]

And so you started as a research fellowship at Clare in 1953 after this year or in 1954?
Yes, in 1954.
’54. And continued research on ice?
No, you may remember that my first love had been low temperature physics and given that
I was now back and able to do what I wanted I went into the Mond which is the low
temperature physics lab which was founded for Kapitza in Cambridge and did an
experiment there, and the experiment I did was to try and answer the question can zero
point energy cause creep and we’ve already talked about dislocations and how they can
move about, but they do require a certain amount of energy to move and so one might
expect that as you move down to absolute zero, so that movement might cease, on the other
hand there is a thing called zero point energy and the question is, is this sufficient to enable
dislocations to move, and so I said to Mott who was by that time Cavendish professor that I
was sort of working on that and he said, ‘Well I don’t think they can cause creep but it’s
worthwhile having a look,’ and so I made up another apparatus, this time to go in a
cryostatic course in liquid helium in which you put again a cadmium crystal, we’re back to
the cadmium crystals I’d used at Harwell, you put a cadmium crystal in and load it so that
it’s undergoing a creep curve, slowly deforming and then you suddenly drop the
temperature by a factor of three by pumping on the helium, which takes it down from about
four point five to about one point two Kelvins and then you see how it creeps there. It
doesn’t creep continuously, what you do is add an incremental load and you get a little
creep curve, it stops off at a similar load, does it again, then lower the temperate, add a
similar load and see what happens and it did it again, it went on just as it had before, so I
then went up and told Mott, showed Mott the results and within something like forty-eight
hours he had a theory as to how it happened, because I – frankly my view was some
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theoretical physicist, but there you are. I have a vague idea that somebody now has said
it’s due to something – I think Hans Weertman came up with a different explanation for it,
but anyway that was what I did as my first experiment back in Cambridge as a research
fellow.
[27:01]
On the other hand Vaughan Lewis, who I’ve mentioned already earlier as one of the people
who encouraged Orowan, was by then involved in an expedition to Norway, there’d been
one before which we haven’t talked about by the way, that’s partly because we broke off
where we did, but he had one going up to an outlet glacier from the Jostedalsbreen known
as the Austerdalsbreen and his aim was to try and see how ice deformed at the foot of an
ice fall and he encouraged me to go on that expedition and I did for – forget whether it was
two years or three years, I think it was probably three.

Was the – the earlier expedition –
In a long vocation.

Was that Veslskautbreen?
Yes, that’s correct.

Hmmm.
[27:55]
I haven’t said what I did in the long vocations of my PhD years, in the first one I was
encouraged to go out and look for some real glaciers, I’d never seen a glacier remember, in
France and Switzerland, so I went out with Max Perutz to Chamonix to look at the Mer de
Glace where Électricité de France were bor – doing boring measurements in order to tap
water under the glacier for hydroelectric purposes, and John Nye, Max Perutz and I went
out there for that. Max left early because a measurement was going on on his pipe through
the Jungfraujoch that we’ve already mentioned, and John and I stayed on in Chamonix to
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meet a Monsieur Renault of Électricité de France while Max went up to the Jungfraujoch
and then we went up to the Jungfraujoch to – to join him. And [laughs] I remember that I
got a telegram when Max had got up to the Jungfraujoch saying – and how it actually read
– I may still have it somewhere, ‘Left shirt and ants in Chamonix, please collect,’ I devised
that the fourth word should have been pants rather than ants, so I went down to the bureau
of the hotel we’d all been staying in and said this to the rather prim looking lady behind the
desk and she said [adopts accent], ‘Would these be them?’ and pulled out some long johns
[laughs] from the – from behind the counter, so I went up to Jungfraujoch bearing Max’s
shirt and pants, as well as everything else. Though I was in on the last measurement of that
pipe through the Grosser Aletschgletscher which showed of course that extrusion flow
didn’t happen. And then after that John Nye and I, but not Max, went down to Arolla and
looked at the tunnel which Haefeli, Robert Haefeli, Swiss glaciologist had dug through the
lower – bioglac – glacier Glacier d'Arolla, now no longer existing, it’s melted away and we
also walked over to another glacier Tsijiore Nouve and that was my first experience of
glaciers, which I spent with John Nye, and for part of the time with Max Perutz. So that
was the first expedition. And then the second summer Vaughan Lewis had organised an
expedition to a little corrie glacier in the Jotunheim, Vesl Skautbreen, and what they did
there was dig a tunnel into the glacier right down to the bedrock and both look at the
layering of the annual layers within it, which Ray Adie, I mentioned in editing the journal
had been out there slightly earlier in the year making measurements and we made
measurements of deformation and things like that, in Vesl Skautbreen, and also walked
around and looked at other local glaciers and things, which was my first introduction to
Norway.

And then the third, was there a third summer vacation at – as a research student?
Now I’m just trying to think, no – no, there wasn’t there, the third I was saying was going
back to – to Austerdalsbreen whilst I was a research fellow, but I think I did it when I –
after I’d just moved to Birmingham, or whether I was moving –
[End of Track 3]
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Track 4

The first question that I’d like to ask today concerns the – the – the presence of female
students at Cambridge and what I wanted to start with really is a – is a sense of the – the
quantity of female students at Cambridge at the time that you were there?
Well they were a minority but they were a sizeable minority. They were of course less
evident in science department and almost non-existent at that time in the engineering
department.

Why do you think that that is the case, that you say of course of –
Well, there were only two women’s colleges, the only one Girton at the undergraduate
level with Hughes Hall for postgraduate, certificate of education ladies, and there were a
large number of men’s college, I suppose simple numbers of places available.

Yeah, that –
And of course at the beginning of this period there – they – when we only had titles of
degrees, not degrees.

And the – the fact that there were two colleges only for women, does explain the – the
minority of women generally as students, but what about the – the lack of women even in
relation to that in science, how would you account for that?
I would probably account for it because of a culture within schools. Later on, when I was
at Birmingham, I did do some inspecting for the joint board, the joint matriculation board,
and of course I inspected both single sex schools and mixed schools and it was noticeable
that in the mixed schools there were relatively few girls in the physics and chemistry
classes, and I think this was in – in a sense cultural, they was thought of as boys subjects.
Of course in the girls’ schools there were girls in the science classes because that’s all there
was. With the result that I think it was more likely that a girl in a girls’ school would be
doing science subjects, than a girl in a mixed school. On the other hand, I think culturally
again, the teachers in the girls’ schools were on the whole of poorer quality than the
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teachers in the mixed schools, so although there were more girls taking science, they were
on the whole not so well taught and I think both of these things will have influenced choice
of higher certificate subjects, A level of course at the time I was inspecting, and therefore
the people who are applying for university, that’s my own interpretation of it.

Do you remember there being any particular female science students on the courses that
you were taking, so for example –
Yes, I had … girlfriends among … other physicists, yes.

And so in mechanical engineering, or mechanical sciences –
Yeah.

Relat – could – could we have a sort of rough ratio of – of men to – to women?
Well my memory of it was 100 to nil.

Right [laughs]. And then in physics?
Probably about – I don’t know, I can’t remember really, probably something like sixty to
ten.

Hmmm. And you say that among those ten you might have – you had girl –
I did have some friends, yeah.

Did you – did you have any sense of their sense of themselves as being a minority within
physics, any self-consciousness about the fact that they were a female in a –?
I think there was a certain amount, yes, probably.

Do you – I don’t know whether you would remember anything said or anything that gave
you –
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Oh no, I don’t – we didn’t discuss it as far as I can remember. It was just a fact of life.

And any comment on it by the lecturing staff or by the –
I don’t remember any, no.

Hmmm.
I don’t think there was any discrimination against them, on the contrary I think probably
you had a few of them, you wanted to keep that number and encourage more to come.

Hmmm.
[04:39]

Now, perhaps while we’re on the subject we could just say something about the – the role
of female scientists at the Cavendish laboratory.
Yeah.

How would you characterise the role of women there?
By the way, while we’re talking – before we get onto that, in the engineering department,
there was certainly one female member of staff, who in fact turned up as my ‘external’
examiner in my PhD and that was Mrs Tipper who had I think worked earlier with G.I.
Taylor in the Cavendish and was a materials scientist. She never lectured me … maiden
name I think was Elan, C.F. Elan, E-L-A-N I think.

Now I was going to ask specific –
Oh again sorry you were – but I – I went back to that, you were asking me about in the
physics department.
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Hmmm, but before we do I was going to ask specifically about Constance Tipper because
John Nye had mentioned that she was in the Cavendish at the time he was there and that he
would walk past and she’d say, ‘It won’t work,’ about his experiments when she was in –
[Laughs] I’ve never heard that story.

And – but I –
I didn’t even know that she was in the Cavendish at the time that John and I was there.

But –
She was in the mechanical sciences area when I’m talking about.

Hmmm, and do you – do you know any more about her than you’ve – you’ve said?
Well, only experience of her as my external examiner and that she was sort of very worried
by things. Now I think she – she – in the middle of my PhD oral she received a telephone
call and that upset her considerably and quite a bit of the time was spent in trying to calm
her down.

Really?
Yeah.

It – in what way was she visibly upset?
Well I don’t know, she was sort of a bit jumpy after having [laughs] had the phone call
[coughs].

Do you remember her appearance and dress in a way that you could describe?
No.
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And her concerns or her priority – priorities in examining your thesis, do you remember
the sorts –
No, no.

No?
Indeed I – my impression was that she played – after that phone call she played a lesser
part and it was primarily Max who was asking me questions.

So it was Max Perutz and Constance?
Yeah.

Did you have any sense of the relationship, professional, between those two?
No.

And do you know anything of her husband?
No.

No?
I didn’t know who he was at all.

Hmmm, what – what sort of age was she when she was examining your thesis?
Oh I don’t know, I’m very bad at gauging middle aged ladies ages, I try not to do it.

Hmmm. Thank you.
[07:37]
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Well yes, she seems to be sort of an interesting character in the sense that it seems that
engineering in particular was a science subject in which you were very unlikely to find
them?
That’s right, physics, the main area that there were women in was crystallography, I mean
this was true nationally, one thinks of people like Kathleen Lonsdale, Dorothy Hodgkin,
but it was also true in the crystallography group in the Cavendish I think, not that I had – I
would have difficulty in thinking how many people were in that group now, but certainly
there was a feeling that [clears throat], excuse me, crystallography as more of a female
subject than the rest of physics.

Why was that?
I don’t know, I think probably the effect of people like Kathleen Lonsdale and Dorothy
Hodgkin.

Was there anything about the nature of the subject itself that –
Ooh, you’d have to be a – a psychologist to – to answer that question, I – I can’t see why
there should be personally.

And I know a couple of names from the crystallography group, Audrey Douglas and Helen
Megaw are two names that –
Yes, I don’t – didn’t know Audrey Douglas, I did know Helen Megaw.

Could you say something of Helen Megaw then?
Well no, I mean I sort of – I wasn’t in any way having any contact or friendship with her,
she was just a person who I knew about.

Hmm … and within the Cavendish, were there any technical staff or office staff or other –
other female employees?
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Yes, there was a technical assistant in our group, in the metal physics group, forgotten
what her maiden name was, she married and was in Birmingham as the wife of a – of the
professor of … ancient history I think it was.

What was her role in your group, metals?
Well she was a technical assistant, I mean just helping with apparatus and doing things like
– I don’t quite know exactly what she did, she didn’t help me in my experiment but she
was about and was part of the group.

And apart from –
Her married name was Heather Tomlinson, but I can’t remember her maiden name, I’m
sorry.

Okay. And other female scientists that we haven’t mentioned at the Cavendish at the time
that you were there?
Let me think … I – I can’t think of any that I could name.

And this might be a difficult question to answer, but was there anything in your view
specifically masculine about the working culture of the Cavendish?
No. I don’t see any reason why a girl or a boy couldn’t be equally into what was going on.

Hmm.
No, I – I don’t think there was a sort of misogynistic culture, no. Certainly not, on the
contrary as I say, I – I think we felt that we were ill supplied with female candidates for
entry and therefore did our best to encourage those we did get [laughs].

Yes, thank you.
[11:15]
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We also didn’t discuss your relations with your parents while at university.
Ah. Hmmm … I don’t what I can say, obviously I went home in vacations when I wasn’t
going off on holidays or expeditions, I think they were fairly proud of me, they hadn’t been
to university proper themselves, either of them, I think it’s a world they didn’t know much
about or understand. The only [laughs] interaction of a rather curious nature that I
remember was my father sort of getting worried about whether I was meeting the right sort
of girls to get married and coming up to me actually when I was a fellow, a research fellow
in Cambridge, and sort of having a talk to me about this, which I found a little bizarre
actually, I felt I was perfectly capable of meeting the people I needed to.

What did he say?
He said things like, ‘Do you think you ought to join a golf club?’ [both laugh].

Why was he concerned that you ought to be finding someone?
Well I suppose I was in my upper twenties.

And did you have any sense of the kind of girl that he would have regarded as suitable or –
No, other than – other than this implied by the remark about the golf club [laughs].

A golfer [laughs]. Okay, thank you. And did your relations with your parents change
through any changes in yourself that occurred at university, if you see what I mean?
I don’t think so, no. I mean I was fairly dependant on them, I used to send washing home,
which I know my wife regarded as somewhat bizarre.

What even as a – a Fellow?
Do you know, I can’t remember that but probably.
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Hmmm.
I don’t remember ever going to a laundrette for example, which I think would have been
the only other serious option.

Hmmm. Okay, thank you.
[13:37]

Now the – the summer, the long vacations while you were a research student …
Yes.

The first was the – the Alps in 1950?
Yeah.

And you went visiting glaciers with Max Perutz and John Nye?
Yes.

Before we talk about the photographs of that visit, could you say why you went to France
and Switzerland to look at the glaciers, why not just do the ice compression experiments in
the laboratory, get the results published and so on?
Well the whole aim of getting me involved in those experiments was to try and use better
knowledge of the mechanical properties of ice for interpreting the flow of glaciers and ice
sheets and it – it was I think felt a bit odd if I was doing this when I’d never actually seen a
glacier, sake hope [let alone] an ice sheet, that’s how it was sold to me anyway, you ought
to see them, in the same way that in trying to persuade Orowan to take on a research
student in this, they took him out to Switzerland and showed him some glaciers, and I think
if you have never seen a glacier, you may not have much idea of what they’re like. When I
used to give talks after I’d – you know, went to a school I remember in Wolverhampton to
give a talk to a – a group of school children who were being taught by someone who had
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been a fellow student in Part 2 physics at Cambridge and I remember showing him some
slides of the Mer de Glace and of people walking about on it and I remember him
afterwards saying if, ‘Whenever you give those talks, you must show slides like that
because I had no idea they were so big.’

Hmmm. And who was saying to you that you ought to see the glacier?
Max Perutz.

And I mean it may – it maybe obvious –
Oh and Vaughan Lewis, I mean you know.

It may be obvious but why was – why was investigating the flow of glaciers seen then as
something important for a research student in the Cavendish to be working on?
I think the argument was we need to know more about how solids deform when close to
their melting point, and we know about steel because people are involved with rolling mills
and things like that and the experiments which had gone on in the war showed that ice
behaved much more like hot steel, that I said last time, than it did like shall we say tar or
some sort of sticky liquid, and certainly the geographers were keen to have more scientific
input into the understanding of their subject and of course as time proceeds it becomes
important to know how glaciers will respond to climate change and you can only do that if
you have some handle on what an increased snowfall would do to the glacier and whether
it’s going to advance out as in an ice age, it’s potentially important.

I can see that in – in current debates about climate change that that is the case, but I
wonder whether then a concern with climate change was behind reasons for studying
glacier flow at all?
I don’t – I can’t answer that, what I can say is that during this period the current scare was
in the opposite direction, that is to say that we were – might be heading into another ice
age. And that of course would be devastating to North American civilisation for example,
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when you think the area which was covered by the Laurentide ice sheet which stretched
down into the United States, it would sort of wipe out Canada, at least eastern Canada.

And was this fear about glacier expansion or ice age advance, was this coming from
particular scientists at this time?
I think so, yes.

And did Max Perutz express his interest –
No, that wasn’t his interest. I mean he – he isn’t a geologist or a geomorphologist, his
interest was simply to follow up – what he would like to have done, if [clears throat] the
powers that be had allowed him, when he was doing his experiments on ice, somebody
ought to do this properly from a physics point of view.

Had he want – had he attempted to do this himself?
Oh I don’t think so, because it was obvious that he had to do what the government
scientists wanted him to do, after all they’ve removed him from internment to do a specific
job so he had to do the specific job rather obviously.
[18:59]
The first one – pictures on this are to do with the Mer de Glace which was where I went
with Max Perutz and the photographs are of me with Max looking over the Mer de Glace,
which as I say was where the Électricité de France were drilling through it and therefore of
course finding its depth, but that wasn’t their purpose, their purpose was to see whether
there was a water body underneath that could be tapped for hydroelectric purposes.
Anything more you want to know about this – these ones, I don’t know which pictures –

Seeing the – seeing the pictures along the bottom which feature you and Max or just Max
catching you up at one point.
That’s right.
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I wonder whether they prompt any memories about what was going on at that time in the –
in the photographs, presumably John Nye was taking the photo was he, or someone –
I don’t know, these are photographs taken on my camera, but I assume that the ones which
show me must have been taken by John Nye because I can’t think who else would have
done it [laughs]. But I don’t rem – remember that that was so.

And do you remember anything about the interaction between you on that day, looking at
the photos?
I can’t remember whether this was the first day or not, but the main thing we were doing
was just looking at the glacier, taking in its size, taking in crevasse fields, looking at these
blocks of ice raised up, I think I showed you a – a photograph which John Nye gave me
mounted of me standing by glac – glacier table, a big lump of rock which is high up simply
because the rock has stopped the sun melting the ice underneath it.

Hmmm.
I think that’s the main thing I can say about those.

And then on the reverse of that?
Yes, this is the – this is still on the Mer de Glace, oh that’s the one which was enlarged –

Yes.
In the picture, I don’t know which ones you’ve scanned.

The whole page.
You have scanned the whole page?

We – we can see people with drilling equipment, I wondered –
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Yes, that was Électricité de France drilling equipment doing what I’ve explained, and the
Monsieur Renault was the lead engineer for Électricité de France who is pictured in one of
these together with presumably his dog. The Mer de Glace tunnel, I can’t remember what
that was or why it was but there’s John Nye in it in one of the pictures.

Do you know what you were looking at in the tunnel?
The sort of internal structure of the ice, the fact that there are these bands in it and these
bands can be from several causes, one possibility is that they’re the old annual layers
which is what they very certainly were in the first Norwegian little corrie glacier that we
went and looked at with the tunnel through it. And the other is that they’re formed from
crevasses which have closed up. I think that’s what I could say about that one.

Thank you.
[End of Track 4]
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Track 5

Now the – the second long vacation holiday was the Jotunheimen expedition.
Yes.

Could you say the origin of your involvement in that?
Vaughan Lewis sort of recruited us all.

And by us all you mean yourself, John Nye …?
No, I don’t think John Nye was involved in that. Ray Adie, Jean Clarke as she then was,
Ben Battle … trying to think who else was involved out there, Sid Hollingsworth from
London, Gordon Manley also University of London, Bedford College.

And so when you say Vaughan Lewis recruited you all, through the Glaciological Society?
No, no, through us knowing him in the geography department in Cambridge. I mean he
was one of the godfathers of this whole business, he’s one of the people who had taken
Orowan out to Switzerland and he was an enthusiast. He … suffered from, what’s it’s
called these days, in those days I think it would have been manic depressive, it’s called
something else now isn’t it, I mean in other words he had very – mood swings.

Hmmm, bipolar disorder now.
Bipolar, that’s the modern word, yes, you’re right. And when he was one – in one of his
ups he was an enormous enthusiast. Medics of course advise you to sort of get away from
things to try and calm down, but as he pointed out, that’s impossible for a geographer,
wherever you are as a geographer there’s something which [laughs] can excite your
interest. He eventually died … quite young, because he was in the United States and he
was driving a car and I think he accidentally drove it on the wrong side of the road and
probably – I don’t know, in something connected with his … psychological problems and
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was killed, terrible loss. I felt it acutely, he was one of my main mentors, he was the main
geographer that I was in touch with.

Hmmm. And did you visit the geography department at Cambridge or was it a case of him
visit –
Yes, and the Scott Polar Research Institute.
[02:35]

What do you remember of the geography department at this time, this – and by this time I
mean 1950s, early 1950s?
… I remember it probably better from when I was a research fellow, when John McCall
was a research student there, but on this early occasion it was people like Ben Battle and
Jean Clarke, I can just about picture the building [laughs] if I try hard.
[03:06]

Well what I’m interested in with this – this first expedition in particular is the fact that
there were different kinds of scientists looking at the same thing.
Yes.

So you have academic geographers and geographer – geography as a particular
discipline, you have physicists such as –
And Ray Adie of course a geologist.

Such as yourself. And Professor Hollingsworth was the geologist, is that right?
Yeah, I wasn’t out there with Hollingsworth, we weren’t all out there at the same time.

Ah, okay.
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I went out later on after the tunnel had been built, I wasn’t there while that tunnel was
being dug, because part of my – what they – I would do was look at the tunnel and try and
make measurements in it and there’s not much point in me being out there when the tunnel
wasn’t there. But Sid Hollingsworth was out earlier, I think Gordon Manley was out
earlier too. I think Jean Clark and Ben Battle were out there the whole time, as was
Vaughan Lewis and Olav Sopp who was the Norwegian who was … connected with it.

What would you say about the difference between the ways in which geographers
approached the study of this glacier, geographers such as Jean Clark, Ben Battle and
Vaughan Lewis, and your own approach?
Well I think at that time geographers were anxious to recruit hard scientists, to as it were
firm up their discipline, so I think they were as it were clients trying to get us to think more
physically about the phenomena which they were studying, so I – I think it was simply that
– I felt at the time actually, and I felt for a few years afterwards, that geographers had a sort
of inferiority complex relative to the hard scientists, and I remember when I was giving
talks about my work on glaciers in schools, I would try to encourage geographers to lose
that inferiority complex by pointing out that geographers,with their more general view,
embracing human as well as physical geographical things, did bring an important point of
view and I would point out to them areas where failure to have a geographical view had
resulted in people coming to quite wrong conclusions, like geomorphologists who tried to
explain the Norfolk Broads in terms of behaviour and not realising that a lot of them were
the result of cutting by human beings, or people who had attempted to work out how birds
navigate on migrations by seeing – plotting out where birds had been seen and not reason –
and suggested that they went up and down the Nile, not realising that the concentration
along the Nile was not of birds but of ornithologists and various, you know, things of this
sort.

How did you get the impression of this inferiority complex, can you think of it –
Well by the sort of adulation they had for the physicists [laughs] and I thought we were
coming from two different but important disciplines and that they should hold their end up
a bit more.
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Who was – who was giving this adulation in particular?
Well I think all the people we’re talking about.

What was – so what did you do on that fieldtrip, when you arrived, the tunnel was dug,
what did you do?
Oh I measured the internal bands and correlated them with the bands on the top to show
that they really were the old snow layers, that was the main thing I did there I think.

Do you remember how you did what you did? I – I –
Well by observation and to a certain extent by measuring inclinations.

How did you measure inclinations?
I think I had a little thing called an inclinometer which is a sort of basic form of – of spirit
level on a – with another arm attached to it, so you can put the arm on there, you lift this up
and on a scale you can read what the declination of the band is, virtual to horizontal.

It sounds the sort of thing that a geographer might have done themselves, that sort of
measure –
Oh absolutely, yes.

So I was wondering [clears throat] – I was wondering what you were doing that
geographers felt they couldn’t do?
Well I didn’t actually ask that question, it’s what I – seemed worth doing and I did it. We
were also measuring the speed of the motion and seeing whether they would slip on the
bed and things of that sort.

And do you remember what Jean Clark was doing there?
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Ah … no, I can’t, I can remember what Ben Battle was doing, he was looking the
bergschrunds which are the top crevasse which opens up between the head of a glacier and
the back wall.

And how was he looking at that, what was he doing?
Well he was going around different glaciers, looking at them and seeing if they were all the
same, whether it was the glacier pulling away from rock or whether there was a lump of
fixed ice attached to the rock, and if so why some were one and some were the other, that
sort of thing.

Do you have a – a memory of what Vaughan Lewis was saying about the need for the
introduction of physics to glaciology?
Yes, he wanted to understand glacier flow better.

And what is –
And I mean John Nye, as you probably know, formulated an alternative theory, there was a
viscose theory of glacier flow, he formulated a theory of glacier flow, or more specifically
ice sheet flow, based on the idea that ice was an ideally plastic solid, in the sense of
plasticity as this is used by physicists and engineers, and Vaughan Lewis always got this
muddled up a bit by referring to them as plastics, and of course plastics, the things we
know as plastics in modern life, are not plastic in this sense of that as has mechanical
properties, i.e., they’re rigid, or perhaps more accurately elastic, up until a certain stress
and then they give as much as is required.

Yes, so the – the – the distinction is with a – a viscose liquid isn’t it where –
Yes.

Stress and strain operate in a kind of linear relationship where –
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Well stress and strain rate.

Whereas in these materials there’s a – there’s a sudden give and then a slowing off or the
reverse?
Well an ideal plastic solid is – well it depends whether you’re talking about an elastic
plastic or just plastic, ideal plastic solid wouldn’t do anything until you reached a certain
stress and then it gives completely, as much as is required to keep the stress down to that
level, which isn’t a realistic thing for any known material, but it’s a considerably better
approximation than saying it’s a viscose liquid, which is where the strain rate, the sheer
strain rate if you want to be accurate, is directly proportional to the sheer stress. Of course
the strain being proportional to the stress is what is known as ideal elastic and when you
take the stress of it goes back again.

And did you have any sense of the level of geographers’ understanding of this new kind of
mathematical or physical –
Well I think most geographers had not done mathematics beyond school certificate and
therefore the mathematics of it was to a large extent closed to them. They could
understand what they were saying with the results but they couldn’t produce them
themselves, or check that they were accurate or anything like that.

And discussions around the sort of – the camp at, you know, sort of the evening meal time,
do you remember the – the nature of discussions –
Discussions, in the case of Vesl Skautbreen it was the camp, we were staying at
Spiterstulen and walking up there each day, it was within walking distance.

And we’ve got a photograph of – of Spiterstulen haven’t we, of – of –
We may have.

A bar I think. But do you remember the nature of discussions between yourself and
geographers concerning this particular glacier or glaciology more generally?
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Hmmm … sorry, could you phrase that again, I’m not quit sure what you’re asking me.

In discussing this glacier or glaciology more generally with geographers, was there – do
you remember the sort of lines of the discussion and the way that they fell or didn’t fall
according to discipline – disciplinary boundaries I suppose, I wondered whether
geographers had different concerns from –
No, I don’t think they did. I think – I think geographers expressed the questions and on the
whole they hoped that the more hard scientists would help them to provide the answers. I
think it was more that way around than we had a different approach to it, I was always
prepared to take the geographers at their word as to what they wanted to know, seemed
pretty sensible to me.

Thank you.
[12:55]

Well if we can now look at the photographs of this particular expedition.
Yes, lets. Okay?

Hmmm hmm.
Well the picture reminds me that I was wrong when I said we didn’t camp, ‘cause
obviously some people did because there’s the camp in some photographs of mine
immediately below it, but I don’t think I stayed in those tents, I think I stayed down at
Spiterstulen and walked up each day. It was, I don’t know, half an hour’s walk, I can’t
remember now, but it was perfectly doable as a walk to work. But obviously there were
people up there, I imagine that when they were building the tunnel they wanted to get the
maximum amount of time out of the people who were doing it … the lower picture shows
the little glacier with snow still on the top part, but the bottom part showing the streakiness
which is the bands of annual layers of snow and it also shows the tunnel with some –
obviously some of the debris from the tunnel in front of it which went right through to the
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back wall and was tilted up slightly so that water ran out of it rather than into it. And …
the middle picture on the bottom shows a … a section dug through the snowy part, right up
at the top of the previous picture with John McCall who was then an American research
student in the geography department and whose thesis was on this, and myself, indicating
the thickness of one particular snow layer which had got pushed down into the thin streaks
that you can see lower down the glacier, and the final picture there is the view out of the
tunnel from inside it showing water running out of course where it’s been melting and
coming out to the view beyond, which if somebody hadn’t been standing there one might
have seen where it was possible to put a theodolite on the moraine which can be seen in the
picture above, in front of the glacier, looking straight down into the tunnel. So it was
possible from somewhere on terra firma to look into the tunnel.

And what was the purpose of the theodolite looking into the tunnel?
Well I mean it established a line which could then be repeated and one could see whether
things were moving relative to that line in the tunnel. And then from the tunnel there was a
little side tunnel built out with a little in – in ice laboratory which was where – where Ray
Adie did his structural work on the glacier.

What was Ray Adie doing in the little laboratory?
Well as I say looking into the structure and in – as a geologist, as a geologist might look at
any rock which was laid down in sedimentary bands, a sedimentary rock. Looking at ice
as a sedimentary rock if you like, put it like that.

Was he using a – a microscope to look at sections or –
I don’t think so. But he wasn’t out there at the same time as me so I can’t be sure. But I
don’t think so.

Hmmm, I see, thank you.
I mean some of the people went back in winter to look at it, the following winter, I didn’t
do that.
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Do you know who did?
Well I think Maynard Miller went out who wasn’t out in the first part, another American
then working in the geography department. And Eiliv Sulheim who is the Norwegian who
ran Spiterstulen, and I think Ben Battle, I have a vague feeling Hal Lister went out with
that, who was more – better known for Arctic exploring.

And what do you remember of Jean Grove from this particular expedition, whether
personal details or professional details?
Well she was there, she was … quite an interesting lady, her family had mental problems
as you probably know if you’ve talked with her or have you perhaps – have you talked
with her?

Not with – not with Jean but with –
Ah, but you’ve talked with her husband?

Yeah.
And we – I remember her telling us stories about some of the difficulties of having a
mentally disturbed sister.

Oh could you – do you remember what she said of that?
Well I mean that she would suddenly tell – in the middle of a car journey say she wanted to
get out and start screaming and things like that.

And did she say anything of the work that she was doing in geogr –
I’m sure she did but I’m not sure [laughs] that I can recall it now.
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Yeah. And what do you remember of her as a – just as a person, in terms of appearance or
personality or …?
I’m bad at this sort of thing, I’m … dark haired, round face … I don’t know what I can say
that’s useful, I’m sorry.

That’s okay. And was there any self-consciousness of herself being female within again a
glaciology, a reasonably –
I didn’t detect it but I think there may have been, I don’t know. I think this was less ob –
well clearly less obvious in a geography department than it would have been in a physics
department, or even more in an engineering department.

Yes, in terms of the students who had –
In fact I think in geography had a fairly even mix, it may even have had more female
students than male, though probably more on the other sides of geography than physical
geography, I don’t know what the composition of the geography department was at that
time.

Were the students still there when you went? The students who’d – the geography students
who’d dug the tunnel?
No, I don’t think they were. No. I think they had been and gone.

And on the next page there’s a – a photograph taken at Spiterstulen.
Yes.

I wondered what – having that you stayed there, I wondered what the accommodation was
there, what sort of base this was for fieldwork?
Good, it – it obviously had been a – primarily a hill farm but was now turned into a tourist
place, so they had visiting tourists of – coming there, booking places, and I think it
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probably had both individual rooms and dormitories. What I can remember and what is in
fact relevant to the top pictures here, is that a party of Norwegian schoolchildren with their
pastor came and – came round doing some sort of tour round Jotunheimen and since he
was a pastor it was a convenient occasion to get Mary-Ann McCall’s baby baptised, and
the pastor had his robe and his ruff in his rucksack and we were able to have a Lutheran
baptism service for Karen McCall, a girl who I’m – known since and still in touch with.
The Norwegian church, the national church standardly sings the Norwegian national
anthem and of course of such a service, but it was felt as it was an American baby they
ought to try and sing the American anthem as well and so we were – had the star spangled
banner, which seemed somehow inappropriate for a baptism but there it is.

[laughs] And what can we see in the – the picture on the right hand side?
Oh, a more convivial evening with some of the research students and some of the
Spiterstulen staff, and as I say I think I’m right in saying that two of those – I mean it says
‘Farvel Til Gunvar’ because this particular girl, Gunvar , was leaving to go back down to
the Gudbrandsdal where she lived and I think I’m right in saying that she and another one
of those in the picture, I’m not sure if he’s one of the ones in the picture but certainly one
of the research students who was out there, Keith Arnold, subsequently married and went
to live in Canada.

Who are the – and so the two – the research students are the – are the young men in the
photo?
Yes, that’s right.

DO you know who – do you remember –
Well as I say, I think one of them may be Keith Arnold but I’m not absolutely sure.

And the girl, Gunvar is one from the – one from the right?
Yes, that’s right.
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Hmmm.
I don’t know the names of the others.

So this is – so these are Cambridge research students with –
Norwegian -

Norwegian girls.
Girls who were working, running Spiterstulen as a tourist mountain hut, retreat.

Do you remember seeing anything more of the relationship between the research students
and the Norwegian staff?
Well generally friendly, singing Norwegian popular songs in the evenings and things like
So Promenade Vi and things – songs of that sort.

And would it have been here in the picture where discussions of the glaciology of the
glacier took place?
Well not on a convivial evening like this, I don’t think you’d expect it.

Thank you.
[22:56]

Yes, so we’re looking here at a sheet of photographs from 1955 Austerdalsbreen.
Yes.

Expedition in the summer.
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When I think that this – this was the year when Vaughan Lewis tried to repeat what he’d
done on Vesl Skautbreen, but on the ice fall Odinsbreen coming down from
Austerdalsbreen and of course it was unsuccessful, the reason being that the glacier was
flowing far too fast, so although you started by digging a tunnel which went upwards, the
glacier came down and slowly tilted it so that it was going downwards and then it started to
fill with water, so we started opening the front to try and stop that but it was a losing battle
and we never got down to the bedrock, had we known how fast the glacier was flowing
when we started we shouldn’t have started. But I was encouraged to make such
measurements as I could with the relatively short bit of tunnel that we actually had, and so
I did that and we also, in order to do something later on, fixed cables in the tunnel at
definite distances in, so that when the tunnel closed up completely, we could see whether
those two points had moved nearer to each other and by how much, things like that.

What other measurements were you taking in the tunnel, up to the point where you couldn’t
access it anymore because it had –
Well deformation, seeing how the tunnel – the tunnel wall was changing in length between
two fixed points and making measurements on the surface, and John Nye was making
measurements lower down to find out how the glacier was deforming – straining, well in
two dimensions on the surface, but also trying to deduce from this what it was doing in
terms of thickness, because if the surface squeezes up then obviously it must be getting
thicker, and he did – he wrote some quite important papers on detailed strain measurements
on the surface of the glacier as a result of this work, which I continued to make
measurements after he’d left I think.

And you wrote a paper on the closing of this tunnel.
Yes, we did.

And argued that the rate of the closing of the tunnel indicated that there wasn’t only
pressure from above but that there was actual sort of horizontal compressive stress?
Yes. I think that’s so, I’d have to look at the paper to be quite sure when you’re telling me,
yes.
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[Laughs] Okay.
[25:37]

So could you describe on this sheet from 1955 what we can see in the pictures going from
top left across and then –
Yes, well I think Cuchlaine King, who was professor at Nottingham, was up there and was
one of the senior geographers in there, I can’t identify the other people and they haven’t
been identified underneath, and since on the whole I’ve identified people of significance
underneath if I could identify them, I suspect I couldn’t. The next one I think shows a lot
of people standing rather disconsently near a closing up tunnel, the one on the right …
shows a view, having climbed up above onto the edges of the Austerdalsbreen and just
looking over, sort of not particular significance to this because I don’t think you can see
Austerdalsbreen very clearly in it. The next one says, ‘Professor Pye near ladder,’ and
Olav, Olav would be Olav Sopp who was the Norwegian allocated to this, I was wrong
when I mentioned him before, it was Eiliv Sulheim who we – acted in the – chap who ran
Spiterstulen. But Olav Sopp was someone that the Norwegians had allocated to be with us.

What was his role then, from the Norwegians point of view?
Well to see what we were doing [laughs] I guess. But I cannot remember who Professor
Pye was at all … I say it was taken on George de Boer’s birthday but that’s rather
irrelevant since George de Boer isn’t in the picture, though he has been in some of the
other pictures. I forget what his university was, was it Hull … I’m not sure.

And his subject, Bill –
Geography.

Hmmm.
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Then there’s a … another picture up the glacier and a picture rather more relevantly
looking down on the glacier from up and sort of fan of snow which has come down a side
valley, but which shows rather clearly the dark and light bands, or ogives which form
below an ice fall, and one of the purposes of this expedition was to try and work out what
caused these, they are far too far apart to be annual bands, but what they are is annual flow
from the ice fall and I think we – what we eventually decided was that the ice fall, when it
– when it – ice came down and the ice in summer you got a lot more debris falling into
crevasses and making the ice darker and when it came down the ice fall in winter there was
snow there and it didn’t get lots of rock debris.

Kept it clean on the way down?
Kept it clean, hmmm. So the – they are to some extent annual bands but not annual bands
of precipitation of snow, but annual bands of flow down the ice fall. That’s those, now –

Thank you.
Do you want me to go –

Just before – just before we go onto the 1956 pictures, in terms of this Austerdalsbreen
work, do you – do you remember differences in the approach to the study of this particular
place from geologists such as Hollingsworth, geo – geographers and – and physicists?
I don’t think there’s much of a difference of approach, I think there was a difference of …
what you felt was an – an explanation or interpretation and that there was a need to be
more mathematical from the physicists, so in tens – John Nye measuring strain tensors in
detail.

Did you have a sense of the view of Professor Hollingsworth of this –
No, I think he was behind it all and interested in it all.
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And to what extent was this sort of manly science exploration across a glacier, to what
extent was this a kind of – did – or did you – do you remember it being a masculine
pursuit?
Well no, one wouldn’t have thought so when one had Cuchlaine King there who very
beefy woman, I mean she could carry one of these ten man tents herself as far as I can
remember and she was quite as physical as any of the men there, so I don’t think that
would have occurred to us.

And what do you remember –
And she was a professor of course.

And what do you remember of her as a – about her as a person?
Oh she’s a wonderful person, I like her very much. I remember going out and coming back
with her and she was a very pleasant person to be with, very knowledgeable in geography.

Did she have a –
She was the daughter of the professor of geology at Cambridge I think, Professor King.

And did she have a particular interest at this place?
… Well I think with the rest of us. I mean she wrote a paper with Vaughan Lewis about
this I think, if I’m remembering rightly. About the general geography of Austerdalsbreen.
[31:09]

Now in one paper in the acknowledgements you – you include in the acknowledgements the
glacier itself with its ice falls and say that there are certain things about it that allowed
measurements to be – to be taken – taken in only ten days I think you said on the glacier.
I can’t remember saying that [laughs] but, yes, true.
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Was there something – what was there about this particular place that allowed this work to
happen as it did, I know you –
I’m not saying that it couldn’t happen elsewhere, what I’m saying I think is that it was – it
turned out to be a good place to do the measurements we did make, it was of course by the
same token a bad place to try the tunnel experiment, I mean that ought not to have been
tried on something which was moving so fast, but if the thing’s moving fast you can make
measurements in a smaller time than if it’s moving extremely slowly, or at least you could
in those days.

Thank you.
[32:08]

Now the next sheet of photographs is from the following year where I think I’m right in – in
saying and judging by the pictures you’re not looking at the origin of – of bands below an
ice fall but instead at the way in which a glacier moves past its side walls?
That was certainly what I was involved with that year, yes.

And that’s as a – that’s as a way of getting some understanding of how the ice may be
moving across its bed which is obviously harder to see.
Yes, it wasn’t the only thing people were doing there, one of the pictures in this set, the
middle bottom one shows another way of trying to get what’s happening at depth by
putting a pipe down, rather like Max Perutz had done from Jungfraujoch on the Grosser
Aletschgletscher.

And who was working there in that bottom middle –
I think Bill Ward was involved principally with that, if I remember rightly … and we had
of course lots of undergraduates who had volunteered to come and also people from
Brathay which was an outward bound type organisation.
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What was their role?
Well I mean they were manpower.

And the students from which department from –
Geography.

Hmmm. Okay, so – and what can we see then in the top left?
On the top left you can see two big tents in which we slept, put up on rocky moraine
because this was more likely to be stable, if you put it on the ice you formed the same sort
of thing that we saw in an earlier picture of – on a glacier table, you’re – the ice would melt
to either side and you’d be sitting on a pillar, and the outside of the tent would collapse, so
not a good idea, so you put it onto the rock which has already sort of stabilised itself, even
so it did shift about a bit, but you can see that both in the top left and the top right pictures
of these two, and the camping up there on the moraine meant it was far less time in the
morning to get to where we were making the measurements than when as in the previous
year, or was it the year before, I can’t remember which year was which of these, we’d – I’d
camped any rate in my tent down below the bottom of the glacier and had to walk up each
day. The picture in the middle shows us walking, carrying some – well one person with an
ice axe and I’m not sure what the other person is carrying, walking up from the camp with
the Odinsbreen ice fall coming down, which was the area that we’d been studying, both
that year and the year before and this bottom left picture shows a – a lot of stakes, wooden
ramming wood stakes put into the ice to measure how it flowed, and also drilling this pipe
in and also the one on the right shows a rather deep stake. You had to be careful, if you
drilled the stake in not very far, of course it fell out as the ice melted away. I think that’s
probably what I can say about that set of pictures.

I think on the reverse there may be some others from the same year.
Yes indeed.
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Staking out.
There’s, hmmm … Roger Tomlinson, large chap, hence nickname Tiny, we’re trying to
look for shear on a band to see whether the ice – one side of the band was moving up
relative to the ice underneath and you can see he’s got some stakes above a – a band there
and his feet and other stakes are below the band, and he’s measuring to see whether the –
the ice is shearing along that band, and top right picture shows Lokebreen which was the
right hand of the two ice falls and as you can see from this it doesn’t reach right the way
down, but bits fall off it and if you know the north mythology, Loke was a god who at one
stage condemned I think to lie with water dripping on him, which is probably why that
glacier got its name. Then the next ones are showing the actual edge of the glacier against
the rock which is what I made measurements of that year and published a paper about.
[End of Track 5]
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Track 6

Now the final pictures that I’d like you to tell me about are the – the two ones on the
bottom of this sheet, the bottom – the bottom left shows your little bit of the Cavendish
where you worked as –
Yes, as opposed to my laboratory which was down in the depths with no windows. I did
have a desk up here in a room with a lot of other research students, who also worked on
different bits of apparatus down in different rooms in the basement and that was where,
you know, we sat for – doing … work on a – on a desk. I can remember that room
particularly at the time of a general election when we had the radio on and were putting up
all the election results …

Can we see anything in the pictures, significant in terms of a – equipment or …?
No, I don’t think there’s anything terribly – equipment. Underneath that bit of cloth is
probably a microscope but I – I didn’t use microscopes there because I was looking at ice
and I obviously had to be in a cold chamber to – to do that and as I say the main place I did
that was this Low Temperature Research Institute were – where I was surrounded by hides
of beef which had been there since before the war and things like that, so I don’t think
there’s any apparatus of mine visible there.

Who did you share that room with?
Oh, all these people like Oliver Wyatt and John Alder and a chap whose surname was
Davies, I forget his first name now. And … let me think who else? Oh dear, what was the
name of the chap, he subsequently came a vice-chancellor of a university in Australia, Hall
I think his surname was, I’m trying to remember all these people. I mean this was simply a
pied-a-terre with light and desks for people who were – whose apparatus was done
elsewhere.

Thank you. And the bottom right picture is your –
Yes.
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Is the machine which you used to compress your samples of –
Yes.

Of ice, now I wondered –
This is in its rather crude early form, before I had put in a bath to make the temperature
more certain, but it enables one to see what’s going on a lot better, than the one that was
actually used for the published results.

And I wonder whether you could say – say how you used this piece of equipment in a very
mundane practical way, day to day way?
Yes, well I’ll do my best, it’s a long time ago and remembering exactly what one did is
difficult, but I mean make the specimen, you put it in there, you put the end plates on it and
make sure it’s all lined up properly, you put a appropriate weight on, and you can see a big
weight hanging down at the bottom, and then you start making measurements through a
window in the door, a double glazed window in the fridge door and you’re looking at a dial
which records the movement downwards of the … upper platen which is as two rods, one
of which you can see [coughs] going – going down to another plate to which the weight is
attached, so as that goes down so this dial gauge will go round and you measure it as a
function of time to get deformation versus time which is a creep curve. Hanging up at the
left there you can see a temperature measuring device, simply checking that the
temperature is doing what it should, which in the open lab like this was fluctuating a bit in
a unsatisfactory way, which is why for the actual results we had to use a – a bath in which
the specimen was immersed in paraffin which was itself encased in something with … a –
a bath which could vary its temperature a bit and so … the whole thing became less easy to
see, but the principle’s exactly the same, I think the dial gauge moved up to the top, so it
was less in the way and a few things like that, but … the principle is entirely as in this
picture and you just sat there taking the measurements over time. And if the weight’s
heavy, it all happens rather fast and if the weight’s less it takes hours and days and what
you see is that to begin with the platen goes down rather faster and then slows down, that’s
known as transient creep and then you get to a stage where it’s going at a pretty steady rate
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and then it begins to accelerate again, and the reason for that is that the ice has begun to recrystallise and new crystals are growing at the expense of the old ones, I think I mentioned
this yesterday and they are weaker and so it accelerates again and perhaps you settle down,
if you’re lucky, to a tertiary rate which is reasonably steady.

And how often were you going to the window to take a reading?
Well that depended very much on whether it was happening fast or slow. Sufficient to get
all these stages of the curve with reasonable precision, but I mean it would be very
different with a large weight than with a – a small one, with a large weight, I don’t know,
probably every few minutes, with the lower weight it could – could – you could – well
obviously it ran it overnight so there were – and I didn’t stay up overnight measuring it, it
was hours between, you know, points you had to take.

And do you remember how you record – how you noted down the –
I noted them in a book. One always notes things in a book and it’s rather different how
you do this by the way in the laboratory from in the field, the Austerdalsbreen experiments
for example, because in the field you have two books; you have a book which you have
actually with you when you’re making the measurements, in which you normally write in
pencil because ink isn’t that good if it rains and things like that and then every night you
transcribe those readings into a book which you keep in the camp and which will have the
definite results in it, and the reason for this is in case you just drop [laughs] the book which
is in the field and lose it, you don’t want to lose all your previous results. And I mean I
used to try and arrange things to take absolute precautions against losing what you’d done.
For example to take the two books back to England with different people travelling on
different boats. There are some appalling stories of people whose data have been lost,
simply because they didn’t take the precaution of doing the sort of things I’ve just
described. The most extreme case I think was an expedition to Ruwenzori in Africa where
I think it was the son of the professor of Anglo-Saxon, name of Dickens, died of some
disease he’d caught, Ruwenzori is fairly notorious for this and they went and buried his
notebooks with him and that I think is absolutely appalling, I mean you might – it – it
doesn’t honour the work that he’d done. So I mean I was – was probably over cautious in
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saying you should have two – these two copies of your data and that they should travel
separately.

What were the key difficulties in using this machine, in other words, the –
This machine, yes, back to that.

The things that [clears throat] – the things that were tricky about it?
Well I mean getting temperature stability … the fact that you were rather limited by what
we’ve talked about, the fact that very low stresses, it was very difficult to go long enough
to get into this secondary sake hope [let alone] the tertiary creep, and yet of course glaciers,
and above all the ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica have been there for years,
centuries, or in the case of Antarctica millennia, and so you are interested in whether a very
low stress would move through all these same stages as the higher stresses do and this is a
matter of some debate and is of importance in modelling ice sheets, which is one of the
more important outcomes of all this work, so one wanted to try to cover as large a range of
stress and therefore strain rate as possible but you were limited by the amount of time it
was reasonable to do this, I mean other people subsequently have done experiments which
have gone on for years if not decades, obviously you can’t do that in a three year PhD.

Hmmm. And so the – the limits on time, were they set by the – the fact that the sample
wouldn’t last?
No.

Or no?
No, no, not – I don’t think so anyway, I didn’t experience that problem.

Just more on –
Just that –
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Prosaic issues of –
I was trying to do the work in three years and therefore an experiment which takes ten
years was – wasn’t on the cards.
[End of Track 6]
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Last – last session you spoke of the origin of your involvement in editing the Journal of
Glaciology which we’ve established was 1953 when you were first recruited onto – onto –
Onto an Advisory Committee as it was then called, yes.

And then became –
Assistant editor.

Assistant editor in ’55.
That’s right.

Could you tell me something of the other members of the Advisory Committee –
Not that we met at a committee I might say, we on the whole individually advised Gerald
Seligman and helped him.

Yes. I’m interested in – in the role you think that the different advisors may have played in
relation to the editor, being very clearly from different scientific backgrounds –
I don’t know what role Sid Hollingsworth and Gordon Manley actually played in that, I – I
knew them both because of being on these expedition and being high up in the society, but
how – what their interaction with Gerald Seligman was I don’t know, I don’t think they
ever had acted as assistant editors in the way that I did, I’m certainly not aware that they
did. Brian Roberts was a rather different case, as I say he was in the section of the Foreign
Office which dealt with Falkland Islands and Falklands Islands dependencies, in other
words British Antarctic interests, he had been very instrumental in the negotiating of the
Antarctic Treaty which demilitarised Antarctica and essentially froze claims and said that
Antarctica should be for international science. He was a stickler for detail and he was
responsible, with me for example, for reorganising the Universal Decimal System of
classification for glaciology and I wished that other subjects such as physics had taken the
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opportunity which existed to modernise the way their subjects were categorised, I don’t
know whether they’ve done anything with physics recently but certainly in those days it
was still very much Victorian in its outlook as to what physics was and therefore things
like nuclear physics and so on were a tiny section of the whole of which there was vast
amounts on electromagnetism or optics and so on. But we reorganised and then got
through the appropriate British Standards institution and committees and then sent it onto
the Fédération Internationale de Documentation and after consultations and things got the
thing finally approved as the Universal Decimal System classification for geography. Well
now that isn’t specifically to do with the journal but it does indicate the kind of man that
Brian Roberts was and he would have been keen that everything was fastidiously done and
he would worry about Nomenclature for example and things of that sort. Doris Johnson as
I think I said yesterday had been a librarian at the Scott Polar and was primarily involved
in dealing with the bibliographic glaciological literature section of the journal. Who else?
I don’t remember Moss at all.

What can you say about Doris Johnson’s background, how she came to be doing that?
Well I suppose she was training as a librarian, I had no knowledge of her training I’m
afraid, I first came into contact with her as a librarian at the Scott Polar and subsequently
as the person I sent all the glaciological literature papers that I found to her to incorporate
in this feature at the back of the journal.
[04:15]

And did – what did Brian Roberts tell you about his work in the geopolitics of Antarctica
and the Antarctic –
Well I mean one of his main things was the Antarctic Treaty and that was big, important
and I think unique in the world and therefore in one sense in geopolitical history he’s quite
an important character. He was also involved with the place names committee for example
and there is a geographical feature in the Antarctic named after me, because you’re faced
in Antarctica with maps with lots of mountains, lakes, rivers and what not, none of which
have got names, or which have only been given names by the people who first saw them
and frequently they’re the same names and sometimes if people are frustrated they’re not
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very nice names like Ugly Peak or something like that and you can’t put that umpteen
times on similar places. And so he was faced with trying to think of place names and he
went round things like scientists and so on suggesting place names and getting them
through the appropriate place names committees.
[05:32]

While we’re discussing him it might be a good point to ask you to reflect on the effect of
the Cold War on glaciology, or on science more generally?
[Sighs] It had quite serious effects on science more generally of course because from time
to time it was difficult for people to move, particularly involve – out of the Soviet Union,
and of course there were the defections we’ve already mentioned Fuchs and Pontecorvo,
but as regards the glaciology itself, I don’t think it did have much effect, I know … and
knew a number of Soviet glaciologists and we got on quite well, though in international
committees were always more difficult than national committees, but I think this was more
to do with national characteristics, they weren’t anything to do with the Cold War. What I
do remember, and this is moving forward a bit, and we haven’t mentioned Victor Petrenko
yet, though I’m sure we will, but much later I remember my – he was an ice physicist who
worked with me, the glaciological community in the Soviet Union was surprised that he
managed to get – go to a – a physics of ice conference in the United States, and I think that
at that time showed that the powers that be thought ice physics was sufficiently important,
that although on the whole they were boycotting things in the United States, he in fact was
allowed to go. I mean that you asked me about its effect, in principle it could cause people
to have difficulties, in practice, in this particular case, we got round it, though we don’t
quite know how.
[07:44]
I can remember something the other way around when – a conference which was being
organised by the Glaciological Society in America and there had been some incident in the
Soviet Union and I remember the organisers saying they were inclined not to accept people
from the Soviet Union and I sort of read the riot act to them about the free movement of
science.
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Can you tell me more about that, when this was, who was involved?
Well I’d have to get up there and look at the proceedings of that particular conference on
the bookshelf, let’s see if we can do it without taking this [break in recording] –

So a conference in Fort Colorado?
Fort Collins, Colorado.

Fort Collins, Colorado, 1979?
Yes.

Could you say a little bit more about exactly what happened and who was involved?
Well the organisers of the conference as I say were … responding to something that had
happened, I can’t remember now, in the Soviet Union and wanted – had suggested that
they should refuse to have delegates from the Soviet Union and I felt very strongly, as I do
now, that science should not be impeded by these sort of political considerations and if the
Soviet scientists were free to come, we should let them come. If people want to express
their views to them they can, I don’t know what good that would do, but that it doesn’t –
the whole ethos of an international scientific society is to say that all its members can go to
any of its meetings, as far as we’re concerned, and as I say, I wrote a fairly stiff letter about
this and I think it had the desired result. But I – I mean you ask me – you’re asking me
about the effect of the –

Yes.
Cold War on glaciology and as I say I did my best to ensure that it was minimised.
[09:40]
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Yes, I wonder whether Brian Roberts spoke to you about the effect of the Cold War for
example on his work in –
Well I suppose – I mean he had been in the same general division of the Foreign Office
that Burgess and Maclean had been in who notoriously one day disappeared from Britain
and emerged in Russia and this from two Foreign Office officials was clearly an incident of
major importance and I’m quite sure that just as when I was at Harwell, the security people
were more edgy because of the recent Fuchs and Pontecorvo situation so in the Foreign
Office they were more edgy after Burgess and Maclean and Brian Roberts had known them
personally, I mean I think they were in neighbouring offices and sort of had lunch together
and that sort of thing. So that it had the same sort of effect on Foreign Office that the other
incident had at Harwell, these things always do. And – but I mean I don’t remember Brian
discussing general things, he did discuss – he mentioned to me about Maclean in particular.

But did he discuss difficulties or sticking points in negotiations concerning the Antarctica
Treaty?
No, he didn’t, not with me.
[11:16]

And I don’t have many details of the – as Hollingsworth or Manley in terms of their – them
as individual just people, you know, in terms of their – their backgrounds personally and
their specific scientific interest, so I wonder if you could –
Well I don’t know what their scientific interests were outside their interests in glaciology.
Gordon Manley was professor at Bedford College, London, which of course was a
women’s college so he was teaching girls and therefore was known to exist by my wife
who was at Bedford though not reading geography, so she was never taught by Manley.
He was a … an interesting chap but I can’t be very specific about anything else he did
because I didn’t follow that up, I only knew him in the context of glaciology. And the
same really applies to Hollingsworth who I’m sure had other interests in geology besides
this, I’m absolutely sure he did, but I don’t know what they were and I don’t think I’ve
read any non-glaciological papers by him, sorry.
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[12:29]

To what extent were you brought onto the Advisory Committee in order to edit – of the
editing the journal then eventually in terms –
I think totally.

In order –
I mean I think that was the nature of my advice [laughs].

In – but specifically in order to …
Handle individual papers?

To deal with certain kinds of papers in glaciology, ‘cause –
Probably the more scientific physics end, but not exclusively by a long chalk.

And what was the reaction among … geographers for example involved in the
Glaciological Society to the new theoretical mathematical – papers were –
My impression is that they were relieved that it was happening at last.

Do you know where you got that impression from?
Well mainly from people like Vaughan Lewis and so on.

Was there any alarm expressed at the fact that suddenly in the ‘50s articles were
appearing with quite a lot of mathematics?
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No, I don’t think it was alarm, I think as I say there was – it was relief at that last we were
getting some good science underneath it and as I say, I got the impression that this tended
to produce –

Did it reduce –
Tended to produce this inferiority complex in geography undergraduates, maybe in
geography staff as well, I mean I wouldn’t preclude that, I think it must have – oh dear it’s
happened [break in recording] – I can only imagine that the undergraduates got this sort of
subliminally from the people teaching them, that, you know, we’re the geographers and
there are these people who really understand the science of what’s going on behind these
physical geography phenomena and they’re the people we have to listen to to understand
the proper science of what’s happening. And as I say, I certainly got this impression that
we were looked up to in a way which I thought was somewhat inappropriate because while
we could do that, the geographer had the job of looking much more widely through to
human economic and other aspects of things and seeing how these interacted.

What about the relative contribution to the – purely the physical glaciology, so leaving
aside anything geographers could offer in terms of the wider human and economic
landscape –
Yeah.

What about the relative contribution of, you know, geographers just did – understanding
glaciers as physical – because one reaction to this from geographers could conceivably be
that physics is now producing understandings of glacier that is taking glaciology away
from geography?
I think I – I didn’t get an impression of resistance to that, I did get a impression of the
inevitability of that. I mean I think glaciology is one of these multidisciplinary subjects
which benefits enormously from the fact that you have people with very different
disciplines, not just physics and geography and geology, but also as I say meteorology and
in the case of sea ice oceanography, and then planetary science, all these things have to
come together to look at the phenomenon which is ice on earth or ice in the known
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universe, so that I think like this – we’re in this sort of way rather like other big
interdisciplinary subjects … which I suppose have blossomed in recent years and where
disciplines fail to interact with each other, people can go off on side tracks which
somebody from a different discipline could tell them … nonsense. An example of that in
glaciology, before I joined it, was this extrusion flow business which the Perutz pipe was
there to show was nonsense. But that was an example of someone from a purely
geographical point of view, coming to a conclusion which made physical nonsense.

Another response to the – I don’t know, hard signification of glaciology might be that
certain ice physicists regarded geographical contributions as sort of lightweight and
descriptive and –
That could be so, I would like to distinguish ice physics, you know, from glaciology in this
because there are a whole lot of things that we look into in ice physics which are nothing to
do – or very little to do with ice on the earth, or even ice in other parts of the universe, such
as ice under very high pressures or ice at extremely low temperatures, which we’ll no
doubt come to talk about. And I do regard myself as being part of two communities in this,
one glaciology and the other ice physics, which don’t necessarily overlap all that much –
well they have an area of overlap, but there are great areas that glaciologists are interested
in, which are of no interest at all to ice physicists and vice-versa.

Hmmm, okay, thank you.
[18:52]

Yesterday you mentioned that you had some … you said something about certain kinds of
theoretical physics and your regard for those and I was wondering whether you could talk
in terms of glaciology about the relative merits of description and measurement in the
field, laboratory testing and theoretical ice physics, so –
And so theoretical – please – I think meaning theoretical glaciology, not theoretical ice
physics.

Yes okay, theoretical glaciology.
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Well I think they’re all aspects of it, just as I say it’s multidisciplinary, one of the
disciplines is more mathematical analysis, typified, if you want a person by Kolumban
Hutter in Germany who does quite advanced mathematical studies of various aspects of
glaciology, I think we’ve got a book of his up here somewhere … and I mean he does
mathematics which is beyond mine.

In what way – in what way is it beyond yours, in what way is it distinct?
Well I mean it’s more advanced mathematics than I can do.

Hmmm. How would you situate your work in relation to someone like John Nye in terms of
theoretical glaciology?
Well we’re nearer to each other, I mean I [laughs] – I understand all the mathematics that
John Nye uses. I think he has been more involved in the theoretical side of glacier flow
than I have, in other words he’s published papers on the mechanics of ice sheets,
mechanics of glaciers in a way that I have not. He of course moved out of the subject to
some extent, though he did come back and do one or two rather different things related to
how one can use sounding experiments to analyse movements of ice sheets, he’s done a
few things like that, which are basically coming from his theoretical point of view. But he
has been less concentrated on ice and glaciology through his working life than I have.
[21:34]

Could you say a little more about how you see your work in relation to that of John Nye
through this distinction between theoretical glaciology and ice physics?
Yes, I mean John and I wrote papers on the flow of glaciers, ice sheets, how boar holes
might close, that sort of thing, how tunnels under glaciers might deform, things of that sort,
whereas I moved off into looking into the physics of ice in the sense of its crystal structure
and how this might change at low temperatures and this whole question of how ice
deformation can actually happen, bearing in mind the fact that the hydrogen atoms are not
crystallographically placed, that’s the sort of thing which I refer to as ice physics and
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theoretical ice physics would be to do with the theory of all that sort of stuff. Whereas
theoretical glaciology would be to do with the movement of ice sheets, ice shelves, glaciers
and structures in them like tunnels, water culverts, things of that sort which I wouldn’t
describe as ice physics.

And working in that way, in slightly different relations to ice, leaving that aside though,
were there disagreements between your approach and those – and those of Nye in terms of
findings or arguments or –
No, no, they’re just different subjects.

I see, thank you.
[23:21]

Now, if I can talk about a specific conference, which may be a little unfair but if I can
remind you a little of it, and this is partly as a way of addressing this difference between
understanding glaciers through theoretical glaciology, and under – and understanding
them through going into the field and –
Yes.

Staking things out and measuring and so on. And there was a symposium on variations in
the regime of glaciers in Austria in 1962 and this symposium was all about calculations of
net budget of glaciers and that the way that that is affected by meteorological variables
and non-meteorological variables, and it was also about glacier flow –
Is this the one in Obergurgl?

Yes, I think it is.
Yes.
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And also about glacier flow which is the way in which budget is expressed in changing
dimensions and that’s where John Nye comes in with his work on relations between
climate and the – the advance and retreat of the snout of glaciers I think at this point.
Hmmm hmm.

And you say – you actually in the Journal of Glaciology write a summary of this
symposium and at one point you say that this problem was discussed theoretically by Nye,
Shumsky and Weertman.
Hmmm hmm.

And then you said that there was a long discussion of the validity of assumptions made in
Nye’s kinematic theory, especially that flow depends only on position, thickness and slope
and you say that there were a lot of speakers giving specific examples from particular
glaciers, particular topographies, places where for examples glacier speed had doubled
with little change in slope or thickness, examples of glaciers advancing but also thinning
and then people talking about very particular places, and this made me interested in the
tensions possibly within glaciology at this time, or at least the debates within glaciology of
this time between arguments which were being advanced through theoretical glaciology
which is partly about simplifying and making assumptions, and glaciologists who are
concerned with the very particular topographical details of particular places, so I
wondered – that’s really what I was getting at when I asked earlier about the relative
contribution of the field and the –
Yes, obviously theory [laughs] is only so good as it actually succeeds in describing what
actually happens in the field and if when it says everything is going to be the same and in
some places they’re different, then the theoretician has to go back and think out things
again. And there has been a lot of discussion about things which simple theory can’t
explain, such as surging glaciers and what causes some glaciers to surge and others not to.
This has been a continuing debate, but I don’t think it reflects any antagonism between the
two groups, but simply that the rather simplified assumptions in the first theory obviously
haven’t taken account of everything, and the sort of thing which can be involved here is a
glacier changing from being wholly temperate, that’s to say wholly at the melting point,
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the melting point won’t be the same at the top and the bottom because the melting point
changes with pressure, but it’s generally thought that in temperate regions such as most of
the Alps, though not all, Norway, the main parts of the United States and so on, that
glaciers are in this sense temperate, but undoubtedly in colder regions, either higher up in
the case of Switzerland, or in more Arctic or Antarctic areas, glaciers are cold and one
might expect that these were very different because the presence of water in the glacier will
probably effect the way it flows, and a simple theory hasn’t taken this into account and one
reason why things may suddenly change is if the bottom of a glacier suddenly changed and
reached the melting point, you suddenly get water there which we hadn’t got before, and
things like this, which obviously are controlled by climate and physical properties like
thermal conductivity and so on, but which make real glaciers behave in a way which is not
exactly what the theoretician originally put down. So I don’t – I’ve never regarded it – and
I don’t think anybody’s regarded this as an antagonism between the two, but just a normal
refinement. It’s often true in physics theory that you get a simple theory by which by and
large explains the phenomenon in most cases, and then you look at things which are
anomalous with this and then you try and find out why that is and your theory gets better or
else you throw up your hands in horror and say this is all too difficult and we can’t do it
with what we’ve got at present, and there’s been a certain amount of that and with the
increasing use of larger and larger computers, these things at which you throw up your
hands have got less and less.

Thank you.
But that introduces – you’ve introduced another thing which has been a major part of my
working life and that is a series of conferences, and main series which I have been,
attended over my life, have been either conferences in association with the general
assemblies of the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, which normally had
some snow and ice sections within them, and other conferences organised either by parts of
the International Union, which Obergurgl I think was one, or by the International
Glaciological Society which has been organising an increasing number of conferences over
the years, and then more latterly conferences which I’ve been heavily involved in on the
physics of ice, later changed to physics and chemistry of ice. And those are a series of
conferences, most of which I’ve attended, indeed the first physics and chemistry of ice one
which I’ve not attended is in fact this year, it’s in Japan and I felt that at my age and
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without external financial support it was a bit much to go to Japan this Sept – August,
September. But that series of conferences have been an important part of my scientific life,
it was – for example where I met somebody, Günter Noll who was a research fellow with
me here in Birmingham, I would never have known him if we hadn’t been going to the
international conferences and meeting there, things like that and there have been
conferences such as an early one at Chamonix which was really pretty important and one at
which I gave another paper arising out of my PhD work, to do with the more complex side
of how you took results from laboratory specimens and fed them into glacier situations
where you weren’t simply putting a block of ice with a weight on top of it. But where you
had complex stress situations and the question arises, how can you generalise from
experiments done in compression, or for that matter ones done in sheer to ones in which
you have a combination of compression and sheer at the same time, which you almost
certainly have in most of the glacier.
[32:15]

Could you then – I noticed that the first international conference was Switzerland, 1962,
does that agree with your – which is the one you’ve just mentioned?
That wouldn’t be the first one I attended, I certainly was at Toronto which I think was
before that … I think the first IUGG I went to was Toronto and I can’t now exactly
remember when Toronto was, but I’m pretty sure it was before Switzerland.

Well could you –
And that was where I presented the results of my … of – of … the work which we’d been
doing, John Nye and me and so on.

Well could I ask you then to – to talk about the importance of the international conferences
in the development of the subject of glaciology, starting –
Well I think it’s where – they were more important I think in the past than they are now. In
the early days they were rather more general in the papers they were prepared to accept,
more recently organisers have tended to say we want this to be on a specific topic and that
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automatically excludes people who are not working on that topic. But in the early days
that I went there I got the impression one could present papers on most things that one was
working on, I certainly did, and they were where one met one’s international colleagues,
unless one went specifically to meet them, which I did also do, I mean early on I was asked
by the Americans to go and visit all the major establishments in America, which was
another way I met all them.

When was that?
Oh [laughs], I can’t put a date to it but it was fairly early on in my scientific career.

Roughly. Were you at Birmingham by then?
Was I? It will have been about the time … quite honestly I can’t remember because it was
either late in my Cambridge time or early in my Birmingham time, I – I can probably look
it up.

So probably late ‘50s or –
Yeah.

Early ‘60s. Could you – this is very interesting because I’m interested in the – the
influence of British glaciology on American glaciology and vice –
Yes, well certainly they invited me to go round and meet – go to most of the major
important sites in North America. I mean I was employed I think by – sorry funded by I
think the national science foundation, National Academy of Sciences if I remember rightly,
and much later I was asked to do a similar thing in Sweden, so these things happen.

So in America, do you remember the details of the origin of that invitation?
Well I’ve mentioned the NSF and NES. Bill Field was the first person I saw in New York
and was probably involved in the organisation of it.
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And could you say which sites you went to?
I will try and remember.

Okay [laughs].
I may find that I have missed one or two out, but let me try and think, as I say I started in
New York with Bill Field, then I think I went to Columbus, Ohio and then to Madison,
Wisconsin and now I’m not sure at what point I went off into Canada, whether it was there
or at the end, but I certainly … went to – Ann Arbor, Michigan and then to University of
Toronto, University of Montreal … and then I went up to the west coast and I went to
UCLA, University of California and Los Angeles and down to San Diego where I met
George Rigsby and also went and saw their … cold facility where they were trying to see
how submarines could surface through sea ice. And then I went up to … Vancouver,
University of British Columbia, so it was a pretty all over –

And what was your sense of why you had been invited to visit these sites, what they
wanted?
Well I was asked to talk about my work and to listen to their work and comment on it.
Unlike the Swedish one much later where I was simply asked to listen to what they were
doing and comment on it.

And did – did you have any sense of specifically what interested them about British
glaciology at this time?
Well I think they thought that there’d been a resurgence with the work which John Nye and
I and those working with us had done.

The reason I’m interested is that John Nye was also asked to do a tour of American sites
and I do sense that it was this theoretical glaciology that was –
Yes.
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Interesting Americans at this time.
I think that’s right.

What was your impression of the research going on – what – what was your impression of
specifically American glaciology, having visited these –
Well it was varied of course, but the area which was most … allied to what we were doing
was what Bob Sharp was doing in California. And people like Mark Meir, George Rigsby
and so on were doing rather similar kinds of work which was interesting to interact with
and discuss together.

What was similar about them for listeners who aren’t familiar?
Yeah, well George Rigsby for example had done some experiments to see how mechanical
properties were affected by pressure, and he established reasonably I think that while ice
deformed more rapidly if it was under a hydrostatic pressure, it was only because the
freezing point had been lowered when you went nearer to the freezing point, if you worked
in temperature below the freezing point it was much the same at the higher pressure, but if
you were at a given pressure and temperature, then of course you found it deformed more
rapidly, as I said, simply because you were nearer to the melting point, that obviously has
connections with – with what I was doing. Hmmm …

Bob Sharp?
Well he had people like Barclay Kamb working there, he had people, he was basically I
think a geologist. There is a slight difference between possibly Europe and America in
their attitude to what we call physical geography and I think they’re more inclined to call
physical geology, in other words their geography departments are less scientific than the
European ones, and the sort of work which was done in the more scientific physical
geography departments in this country would be done in geology departments in the
United States. But yes, they were the people who were doing similar kinds of things over
there and therefore were interested in what we were doing, we were interested in what they
were doing.
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[40:15]

Did you – you mentioned the submarine, did you – what other cases were there of
glaciology that was clearly connected to military applications?
I probably wasn’t – oh I did I think at that stage also visit the Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Laboratory, CRREL, which then as in Illinois, it subsequently moved and had
a new site built in New Hampshire, in Hanover, New Hampshire, but I think I visited it
then in Illinois, was it Wilmette Illinois, that was the other thing which was part of the US
Army but I doubt I was shown the more secret sides of their work.

What were you shown there?
Can’t now remember, I mean I had so much more reaction with – it changed its name to –
became CRREL, Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory in Hanover, New
Hampshire, I had much more interactions with it there and its very difficult for me to what
was happening at SIPRE and what was happening at CRREL. But they were the US
Army’s main … laboratory for looking into things like this and now what was his – oh
dear dear dear, I know his name so well, Henri Bader was the director of SIPRE and he
actually came over and visited me in Cambridge and talked to me about things they were
doing and was interested in what I was doing. I mean I remember one of the things that he
showed me that they were doing was doing snow modification on the Greenland ice sheet
in order to make a surface suitable for aircraft to land on, and the military application of
this of course was that in a nuclear war your planes could take off with their nuclear bombs
but the enemy could put a nuclear bomb on its airport and it couldn’t get back, but if you
could make a new airport in twenty-four hours anywhere on the Greenland ice cap you
could make a new one for them to come back to. I mean I think that’s what that research
was about.

You think that’s what it was about?
Yeah, well I think Henri Bader virtually told me it was.
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And what was the method that they were exploring of creating –
Well just getting snow modifying machines and putting snow with the appropriate amount
of water down, the way they make ski slopes in skiing resorts when they haven’t got
enough snow.

And were you able to help with that?
No, I wasn’t asked to help with that, he told me that as something they were doing, he was
interested in what I was doing.

And did you [clears throat] – did you ever visit Camp Century?
No.

On the –
No. I have never been in either Greenland or Antarctica for any scientific purpose. The
only time I went to Greenland was a couple of years ago when I opted to go on a cruise
which took us to Greenland and offered me a helicopter flight over one of the big outlets
from the ice sheet, which I wanted to do simply because I’d never been there before. But
that was purely as a tourist. I did my research, such as it was, field research, in places
which one could get to easily and where one wasn’t in the position that always dependent
on what you brought with you in the initial stages. I mean I know so many cases of people
whose whole expedition was thwarted when something went wrong. I mean Colin Bull
went down to Antarctica to do gravimeter surveys and they unloaded the stuff onto the sea
ice and the wind changed and it all blew out to sea and they never saw it again and you’re
down there for a winter without your apparatus, and I think that’s what may have turned
him into a glaciologist, he studied the ice ‘cause there was nothing else to do.

Were there other reasons why you didn’t want to go on long protracted expeditions where
you had to –
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No, I mean if I’d – I don’t know whether I would have accepted such if it had been put to
me very strongly, I don’t know, it never was, I didn’t have to answer that question and
anyway I was happy doing what I was doing. I’ve never thought of myself primarily as a
field person, though I have done fieldwork as you know.
[45:04]

While we’re talking about sort of international relations in glaciology, what can you tell
me of the discussions that took place sort of behind the scenes in the conversation of the
British Glaciology Society to the international?
Well it was because more and more foreigners were joining, so they eventually became a
majority of the membership and it was felt by Brian Roberts I think in particular that it was
silly to go on calling it the British Glaciological Society when over half its membership
were not British. And the initial reaction to that was to drop British from the title and to
simply call it, The Glaciological Society. I know that some, even some North Americans
were a bit agin this, they thought it was a bit of a – a cache [laughs] that it was the British
Glaciological Society. And anyway I think also there was some feeling that just to call it
The Glaciological Society was a bit presumptuous, in much the same way as other things
happen in this country which seem a bit presumptuous, like not putting the name of the
country on our stamps, which I don’t know whether that still rankles internationally, but I
wouldn’t be too surprised if it did, why did the United States put its – the names of its
country on the stamps and we don’t, do you see?

Hmm.
And also things like The Royal Society, The Meteorological Society, the presumption that
the British one is The one can seem a bit hubristic and so there was partly that feeling I
think which led us eventually to change it to the International Glaciological Society and to
have meetings outside United Kingdom. Because prior to that we’d had an annual meeting
in Cambridge, another meeting at which people could present their results, and of course
that stopped when we started having meetings all over the world and it had already been – I
can’t remember whether it – exactly at what point it started relative to the international
coming into the name, there had been some other branches of the society, north east and
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North America for example and it was that which led me to think that we ought to have a
British branch and I was responsible for setting up the British branch of the International
Glaciological Society which initially had a meeting every other year because at that stage
the IGS itself was having a meeting every other year in Cambridge and alternate years
somewhere else in the world and so we set it up with officers who lasted for two years and
which had a – a meeting where research students in particular could come and talk about
their work in a university in this country, whereas they could all go to Cambridge on the
alternate years and we in fact held a meeting within the meeting of the society just to talk
about our own business. But then the society started not having a meeting every other year
and so the British branch went to having a meeting every year and it does it still and it’s
having one this September in Aberystwyth and I’ve been asked to give a talk on the
evening before it starts and I’ve opted to give the title Sixty Years in Glaciology.

What was Gerald Seligman’s view of the change, from British to International?
I don’t know, I can’t remember whether he was for it or against it, I know Brian Roberts
was strongly for it … I – I don’t think he was against it. I mean the whole – what he’d
done in setting up the Journal of Glaciology was to try and reintroduce somewhere where
glaciologists around the world could publish their results and that was made explicit by a
couple of articles in the first two issues of the Journal of Glaciology, one by Hans
Ahlmann, whom I’ve already mentioned from Switzerland, and the other by François
Matthes, who I think’s United States, in which they welcomed it as a medium for this, and
it’s just coming up to its – is it its 100th issue, and they’re going to produce this autumn
something about this and I was asked about early papers they thought they might reproduce
and I mentioned, particularly Matthes’ is one as indicating this international intention, right
at the beginning, and also I think this widening from gletscherkunde to glaciology, which
we have never thought of as – as it were glacierology, it’s glaciology the study of ice in all
its forms, snow, sea ice, hail, ground ice, permafrost, all these things. And I think that was
… an explicit intention right from the beginning of the Journal of Glaciology so I can’t see
that Gerald Seligman would have opposed it being true of the society in general.

Who within the society was opposed?
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I can’t remember now, I wasn’t too keen myself … as I say, there were some people even
in America who felt they were quite happy with it being the British Glaciological Society.

What was your view then, if you say that you weren’t keen on …?
Well in a sense that it was a British society, had been founded as such and it might keep
this historical reminder of its origin, much in the same way that a number of journals have
titles which now are a bit remote from what they publish, but it’s part of their history. For
example take the Philosophical magazine which is a physics journal but most people don’t
recognise that from its title and it dates back to a time when physics was known as a
natural philosophy. The American Journal of Science in which I published a paper about
orientation of stones in till, which we may get to talk about … was originally General
Science Journal founded I think by Benjamin Franklin, but has now narrowed down to be a
journal in geology. Nature sometimes gets contributions I believe from people who
misinterpret what it’s about and send interesting photographs. So journals can have an
identity which isn’t necessarily entirely related to their titles and societies could be the
same.

Hmmm.
[52:35]

Now one of the situations that arose when you were involved in the Glaciological Society –
well you’ve been involved throughout, but was that you were approached for advice on an
American proposal to place nuclear wastes under Antarctica, I wonder if you can
remember …
I don’t remember that coming through the society, I think it – there was some – came up at
one – one of these international conferences and I …I think Paul-Émile Victor was
involved in it, I mean there was a question of whether that would be better than firing it off
into space and other things of this sort … I do remember discussions of these things and of
course we as glaciologists had to remind people that things which we put into glaciers and
even ice sheets would eventually come out at the other end. In the case of the glaciers after
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decades or centuries, in the case of ice sheets possibly after millennia, but that that didn’t –
wasn’t therefore the end of the problem. I mean I can remember discussing that.

Roughly when would that have been do you think?
Oh I find it very difficult to put a date on that. I would have thought it was probably in the
‘60s or ‘70s but I don’t know.
[54:06]

And I don’t know whether you know something about an invention called the Philberth
Probe which was something – an invention that might have been used to sort of melt a
vertical path down through the Antarctica ice sheet as a way of putting this material at the
bottom?
Yeah, the Philberth were a – a couple of twins I think in Germany, I can remember them
just about, I – you remind me of that, I had forgotten it, I couldn’t have told you that if you
had asked me cold … I – I think that was part of the discussion we’ve been talking about,
yes.

And I don’t know whether you know anything about the – their placing of their plans for
this probe in the Vatican library?
No, I know nothing about that. First time I’ve heard that.

Oh okay, thank you.
[55:04]

Okay, could you tell me about the transition from being a research fellow at Clare College
to becoming a assistant lecturer in Birmingham?
Yes of course. Obviously coming towards the end of one’s research fellowship you have
to think about what you’re going to do next and I did two or three things, I mean I did
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apply for a job in the engineering department in Cambridge, I knew that the then lecturer
was leaving and so I – when the lectureship came up I applied for it to try and go and teach
materials, which as I said, I’d been interested in as an undergraduate, in that department. I
didn’t get the job. I also applied to Canberra, to the department run by a Professor Jaeger
where … they had cold facilities and things like that and they did work on geophysical
stress strain and so on. And I might well have got that job, but in fact it turned out that
Gordon Robin went down there from the University of Birmingham and left behind a cold
chamber here and a lectureship was involved in Birmingham and I applied for it, well
assistant actually I think it probably was, and I was lucky in that the panel interviewing for
it involved a lot of people who knew me and my work, Professor Shotton in geology,
Professor Rayner in metallurgy were on it, as well as Professor Moon, the head of physics
and I got that job. And Gordon Robin went down to Jaeger’s department. That wasn’t all
together success – well it was successful but Jaeger didn’t get the best out of it, because
before the couple of years were over the directorship of the Scott Polar Research Institute
became vacant and Robin was invited to apply for that and – and got it, so in fact Jaeger
got neither Robin nor me from – in the long term. And it was slightly awkward for Gordon
Robin because he’d taken all his things out under settler’s effects legislation which meant
that he hadn’t to pay duty on taking his things into Australia, but of course he left before he
should have done [laughs] and he had sort of complications arising out of that. But
anyway, the net result of that was that I came to Birmingham to a physics department
which had a cold chamber which had been bought for Gordon Robin by the Royal Society
in order to do work on the properties of ice relating to echo sounding through it, because
the work had been done – I think British Norwegian Swedish Antarctic expedition, which I
think I may have mentioned already, and Gordon Robin was on that and had done that
work and of course you can only interpret it if you know what the velocity of sound in ice
is, so he had to make measurements on ice samples in order to provide the background to
interpret the work he’d done in Antarctica. He had been a lecturer in Birmingham before
that expedition, he was recruited for that expedition, he’d been doing quite different kinds
of – I think it was something in nuclear physics probably before that, but that changed him
into a glaciologist and of course he’s spent out his career as director of Scott Polar. But
anyway, there was this chamber not dissimilar from the one that I’d used in the basement
of the Cavendish in which it was possible to do ice experiments and so I came to
somewhere where there was already the possibility of doing ice experiments. But I came
here and, you know, was thrown into lecturing, demonstrating, etc, and so didn’t really
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have much time to do laboratory work myself and it was only when I got research students
working with me that we really used that cold chamber and started doing further research
work.

Who were your colleagues on the lecturing staff?
[Sighs] Well quite a lot of them, let me think who they were, Paul Black was here who had
been in the crystallography group at the Cavendish and therefore was already known to me.
He was doing – on the crystallography side here. There were all sorts of people I can
name, Owen Lock, I can name Steven Goldsack, I mean – my tummy’s rumbling, it may
be coming through on the –

Oh okay, do you –
I mean Phillip Moon was head of department, Professor Burcham who had lectured to me
in nuclear physics in the Cavendish was also a professor here at the time … there – let me
think, there was Jasper McKee, wasn’t his real name, but a nickname Jasper who
subsequently went off to a chair at Winnipeg … trying to think who was already here,
Peter Rolf whom I’d actually known when he’d been an officer of the Birmingham
University physics society as an undergraduate and I had been on one in Cambridge and
we’d had a – a visit to Birmingham to see the – what was then the new synchotron. Those
are the sort of people I can remember, the important thing from answering that question is
remember who was here before me and who came subsequently.
[1:01:32]

And given that it’s a life story interview we need to have a sense of your – your whole life
at this time, what – the date of your marriage?
The date of my marriage was after I was in Birmingham.

That’s good, okay.
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That’s 1960, so that’s why we’ve just had the golden wedding, and so to begin with I was
living in various places. I mean first few days I stayed in what was then the staff house
and then I went into sort of digs in Sellyoak and looked for something more permanent and
found a place in Moseley, which I lived in for a year or so and then I was asked to be on
the senior common room of one of the halls of residence, manor house, so I moved to the
manor house and it was from there that I was married.

And so your wife to be, did she move with you to Birmingham?
No, no, no, she’d been here all the time. As I say we had met way back at that
Westminster conference and for a year or two afterwards we’d met occasionally, but then
she had moved, taken up a job in Birmingham, at Cadburys in the personnel department, I
think she originally came to Birmingham hoping to move onto Frys at Bristol because she
liked Bristol, but she never made that move, she remained at Birmingham working in the
women’s employment office and we got to the stage where our sole correspondence was a
Christmas card each year, and since I keep a Christmas card list she was near the top of my
list, I tend to add people at the bottom and knock them off as they go, but anyway when I
came to Birmingham there she was so after I’d been here a month or two I invited her to go
with me to see a play at Stratford, to which she replied, ‘I’m sorry, I’ve already seen it,’
and I took a colleague Roger White who had been one of the people on – one of the
undergraduates I think on the expeditions in Austerdalsbreen. But I was slightly more
persistent and invited her to come out for a meal and a walk on the Lickey Hills which we
did and we got engaged fairly quickly, I mean I came here – where’s my curriculum vitae
gone?

’57?
In ’57, we … got engaged I think towards the end of ’59 and we were married in ’60.
We’d originally intended to be married in September but trying to fix up a place to have
the wedding reception proved difficult, and farther more beyond that I had this
commitment to go to the IUGG meeting in Helsinki and … thinking about it it seemed
sensible that she should come with me to that. It was a year in which all the three
international unions in the earth sciences had meetings in the Scandinavian countries,
what’s known to them as Norden. There was this IUGG in Helsinki and it was followed
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immediately by the Intentional Union of Geographical Scientists in Stockholm and the
International Union of Geology in Copenhagen, and we realised that if she came with me
to Helsinki we could then book also into Stockholm, and there’s nothing like a
geographical congress for organising interesting trips, and we could avail ourselves of
those. So in fact we got married about what, a week or so before the Helsinki conference
and after a couple of nights in this country sorting things out and making sure that my
parents-in-law knew who to send bits of cake to and other things of that sort, we set off for
Denmark, spent a couple of nights in Copenhagen, and then got a ship across the Baltic
which takes two nights I think and took us into Helsinki in time for the opening of that
conference. It was obviously a bit of a – a culture shock for her suddenly to be solely Mrs
Glen instead of being Miss Simpson in charge of personnel, recruited from a certain area
and so on, but it turned out quite well. There was a friend of hers named Rauni Turkia
who was involved with the Helsinki churches and she arranged for us to be able to see a
whole lot of new churches in Finland and architecturally they were very interesting at that
stage, we enjoyed that very much, and of course there were excursions associated with the
conference, but I was involved most of the daytime in the conference in Helsinki. But then
after that we got a bus across southern Finland to Turko Åbo and then a boat which went
through the Åland Islands down to Stockholm and were there for this next conference
where there were some glaciological papers, but relatively few and what we mainly did
was use it for excursions and we got taken, you know, to the sculpture park, we had an
opera in the 18th Century opera house in Drottningholm, we got to see recent Swedish
churches and were impressed by how architecturally they were so relatively in looking
compared with the Finnish ones which had great windows out into nature and so on, which
was quite interesting. And then after that I didn’t go to the geological one, it didn’t have
glaciological content, and anyway we [laughs] – she’d probably had enough of me going to
meetings, and so we got the train cross to Oslo, spent a few nights in Oslo and then went
up and – into Jotunheim and then round again to actually get up to Austerdalsbreen and see
where I had been doing my work, because I’d continued going out there at least for one
year after I’d gone to Birmingham. And then we went back to Burgen, spent a couple of
nights in Burgen and sailed home, and we hoped that by then the house that was being built
would be finished, it was supposed to have been, but of course it wasn’t, buildings being
what they are and we not being there and so we had to spend the first few nights back in
Birmingham staying with friends, we stayed with Geoffrey Shepherd of the maths
department, he was subsequently a professor in East Anglia, and then eventually we were
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able to move into the house we were buying on the Bournville Village Trust estate, far end
of it from where we’re sitting now in Northfield.

Okay, thank you. There’s lots to pick up on there.
Right.
[1:09:05]

Could you first of all tell me a little bit about the content and perhaps the – the delegates of
the International Union of Geophysics conference, the Helsinki –
Geodesy and Geophysics.

Geodesy and Geophysics at Helsinki?
Sorry, are you asking about the entire British delegation because it’d be large. These are
enormous conferences.

If you could give me a sense then of the scale and nature of those conferences?
Well I can’t remember how big the Helsinki one was specifically but they involve
thousands of people. There are a whole series of associations within the IUGG of which
the Association of Scientific Hydrology, later of Hydrological Sciences, is one, and that
has commissions, one of which is the Commission of Snow and Ice, which is the one
which organised the meetings that I went to. Later I was on the Royal Society committee
for this branch of science and – which – and it’s that body which decides who are going to
be the delegates and who they’re going to support, and who they’ll give travel money to,
things like that.

And what was the aim of this Commission on Snow and Ice, the aim of this international
meeting?
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Well it’s the – the – the sort of official international body covering the same area that the
Glaciological Society covers and indeed the origins of the British Glaciological Society
was the British delegates to the Commission on Snow and Ice which itself was formed by
amalgamating two separate commissions, that on snow and that on glaciers, the glaciers
one certainly dates back to the end of the 19th Century. So that was the international
structure for these sciences. And therefore antedates UNESCO, although once UNESCO
was formed it took the international unions into its structure.

I see, thank you. And what do you remember of the – the British delegation at the
geographical conference in –
Don’t remember much about it at all, I don’t think I interacted much with anybody other
than people going to the glacier meetings, I – I – I was not funded to go to that by the
British, I simply sent in, you know, application forms and went.

And at Austerdalsbreen which you called in at, were – were people still working there?
No.

No?
No, no, but we were able to find those cables which I mentioned we’d fixed in the tunnel.

You and your wife found those?
Yes.

What was your wife’s impression of this field site and it’s then –
I don’t know [laughs], I – I hope she was impressed but I [laughs] –
[1:12:11]
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More generally in the relationship with your wife, what was the nature and extent of her
interest in your work?
Well I think she was interested in it because it was my work, I don’t think she had an
interest in it otherwise. She wasn’t a geographer or a scientist at all … she’d studied
sociology at Bedford under Barbara Wootton.

And I wonder whether you could – whether you could give a sense of the particular nature
of your relationship with her at this –
Well it had come to pass of course through the Student Christian Movement, so I think it
would – I’d say that it was more connected with religious matters than say the scientific
matters. We were – did belong to different churches, still do, she was Presbyterian Church
of England at the time, she’d been – she was born in Canada, have I mentioned that before,
I don’t know, and therefore she was … baptised by the United Church of Canada, but
coming back to this country her parents had attached themselves to the Presbyterian
Church of England, although I think her father had been basically Methodist. But she was
definitely Presbyterian Church of England, going to Weoley Hill PCofE church, which is
now United Reformed Church of course because the Presbyterian’s Congregationalists and
Church of Christ have united to form the URC, and that is – was and is her church and her
denominational allegiance. Whereas you know I with Church of England, and she always
says that I insisted on being married in a Church of England church because I didn’t – I
thought I wouldn’t be properly married otherwise, I’m not sure that’s true, but she says it.
Certainly we were married in what was then my church which was All Saints Kings Heath
in Birmingham, although we asked Charlie Moule who had been Dean of Clare when I was
there and by this time Ely Professor of Divinity actually to take – to marry us.

Hmmm.
[1:14:20]

And the house that was built on the Bournville Estate, could you describe that in the way
that you described your –
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Yes, it was as it started a three bedroomed detached house, although we subsequently
added a further back bedroom over the garage, [laughs] as with the previous house I’ve
described, it had a garage to the left of the entrance, there was the hall, there was a sitting
room on the right with a door through to a dining room, and I can’t remember whether the
original arrangement had a door through to the kitchen which was straight ahead, or a
hatch, we certainly changed it with time, but those were the downstairs rooms, there was a
– a toilet under the stairs. Going upstairs there was a bedroom, originally the main
bedroom over the front of the sitting room, there was a smaller bedroom behind that and
then another slightly larger bedroom at the back, which we arranged to have a washbasin
in, and it was next to the bathroom so that was fairly easy to – to plumb in, and that’s the
house as it was originally. We enlarged it on three occasions I think. First of all we
pushed out a bay in the sitting room, we put – and this was after we had two children,
another bedroom above the garage and then finally we pushed it out further back to have a
room which went across behind the back of the kitchen and the back of the dining room,
accessible from the dining room and also from outside, which was a sort of granny flat for
our respective parents when they became too old and we had to look after them. So that’s
the general description of that house, originally three bedroomed detached, became
technically four bedroomed detached, but since we used that granny flat as a bedroom was
I suppose in one sense five, one of them was a biggish room on the ground floor which I
don’t suppose subsequent people have used as a bedroom.
[1:16:46]

And at this stage of now being married and living in Birmingham and having this house,
the relationship with your – your parents at this stage, could you give me a sense –
We went down and visited them from time to time, particularly with the children,
obviously like to see their grandchildren, they came up and visited us less frequently I
would think, it’s my memory. The same applies to my wife’s parents who were living in
Kingsbury in London. My parents by this time had left Ewell and moved down to the
south coast to East Preston which is between Littlehampton and Worthing … and well we
tried to see them as often as was practicable I think. Particularly once there were children.
[1:17:41
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And what – what discussions did you have with your wife at the time of deciding to marry
and marrying about the – the organisation of your sort of private life beyond that point in
terms of having children and dividing up work and home and –
Well I think we’d always intended to have children, I don’t remember discussing it as such,
I think it was assumed, but my wife did in fact continue working for Cadburys for a while
after we were married, which was unusual, Cadburys on the whole expected you to stay –
first of all they expected you to stay there, not leave for another job, and they also expected
you to leave when you got married, but she in fact negotiated an hourly rate from her
management salary and stayed on part-time for a couple of years before we – before we
had children … when we had the children she left Cadburys.

When were your two children born?
Now, let me think, the easiest thing, could you open that to left hand drawer? Oh dear,
fallen off.

Don’t worry, I’ll pause.
I could [break in recording] – my – the first born was Laura Marion and she was born on
the sixth of April 1963, as you know we were married in July ’60. We had tried to have
children before unsuccessfully … and … well she eventually came [laughs] and from then
on as I say we tried to go down to parents and parents-in-law to let them see the children
which they were very attached to in their various ways … my second child was a son, his –
James, full name James Milne Wallington Glen and he was born on the sixteenth of
December 1967 …

And what was the – what was the effect of you of having children in terms of your – well –
In terms of my work, not much … I – I think, I mean obviously I had a bit of time off when
they were actually being born but other than that I wouldn’t have said it had much effect on
my work, no. The effect for my wife is that she gave up her job at Cadburys, was at home
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until they were a bit older and when she could take some part-time voluntary work once
they were going to school and things.

I meant really by that question your … you didn’t know what it was going to be like having
a child before you had a child and so what was your – what was your response to this new
experience?
I don’t – I don’t it came as too much of a shock to me. I mean friends of mine had had
children [laughs], one knew about sort of sleepless nights and things from talking to
people, they weren’t peculiarly difficult in this respect, either of mine. I think we managed
fairly well, I – I don’t recall any terrible traumas in connection with this.

And what can you say about time spent with your children when – when they were sort of
preschool age, you know –
I find this very – enormously difficult to remember now, I really do. I wish I could
remember better but I can’t, I’ve tried – I’ve thought about this and the memories are not
really strongly there at all.

When do they – at what age are the children when the memories become stronger of time
spent together?
Well I mean I can remember holidays, I think the main thing one does remember – well the
main things I remember are having holidays with the children of various ages, and of
course when I went on my sabbatical, I mean whole family moved over there, I have fairly
strong memories of interaction with children then, but that was in 1970 so a bit on from
where we are.

Yes, James – James would have been three.
Yes.

And Laura – and Laura seven.
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That’s right.

When you say you have strong memories there, what are you remembering?
Well I can remember the journey, I can remember that James was awake for most of the
journey to Seattle and went into a deep sleep just as we arrived. I can remember being
with the family as we … moved into the house that had been let to us and I can remember
Marion going to school there, I can remember her schoolteacher and so on, I can remember
James playing with the boy next door, things like that.
[1:23:01]

You haven’t obviously spoken about your sabbatical yet, could you – now – now might be
an opportunity to –
Oh all right. I was invited by Norbert Untersteiner to go to the Department of Atmospheric
Sciences and the geophysics programme at the University of Washington and I was there
… for what was it, about half a year really, my wife had to come back early because … her
father died and so that was a bit traumatic and we’d let our house so we couldn’t get
[laughs] back into our house, she had to go and live with her mother. But it was quite an
interesting time, I helped advise on students working on glaciological topics there, I went
and visited their glaciological fieldwork on the Cascade Mountains and I also advised
about some things to do with mechanical properties of sea ice, published some paper about
that and … it was a generally interesting period and I think worth I – was certainly
worthwhile for me, I hope it was worthwhile for them, I think so.

Do you remember the advice you were giving to research students, the kinds of work –
Well I mean it mainly consisted of looking at their work and commenting on it. Sam
Colbeck in particular was doing his doctoral work there and I remember talking about his
work and working with him. And generally on the work they were doing on the – the
South Cascade glacier, which confusingly in the North Cascade mountains.
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What was going on the – I – I – Meyer’s name is connected with the South Cascade
glacier, what –
That’s right, they were doing hydrological work, they had a station which measured the
outflow of water from it and measuring them melting to see whether the two were balanced
or whether the thing was storing water in the middle, various things of this sort.

Hmmm. Thank you.
[1:25:44]

And back in Birmingham, you – you say that in the early stages you were tending to lecture
and run courses and that sort of thing.
That’s right.

Could you talk about the development of your research there?
Well as I say this only really started to happen when I got my research student and the first
student I got was Steve Jones and –

Roughly at what time are we …
Oh gosh.

Before the sabbatical?
I – I – oh I think so, yes.

So you started in ’57?
I’m – I’m not sure, I would have to look up the dates for these papers … I find it difficult
to say what was simultaneous with what in these things, but I set him to look at the
mechanical properties of ice at lower temperatures than I had been able to do in my PhD
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work. And at the same time I was involved in a Masters course, run by myself, Tom
Lomer and Arthur Wilson who was crystallographer professor here on the physics and
materials. And in the course of that we had to set students a project in the summer, little
short research project, and one of the ones which I set to … a student who was – surname
was Bishop, I think it was Pete Bishop, was to look at the electrical properties of ice
because these are likely caused by the movements of these defects which I hope I’ve
mentioned at some point, I think I have, the electoral defects, the L defects and the D
defects, and they may move at different temperatures and so there was a possibility that if
you lowered the temperature only one of the two defects was moving, and so you might get
some interesting phenomena, like you put an electric field on and you get all the defects
moving and this is what causes the dielectric constant of ice, and then you cool the whole
thing down and warm it up and at some stage one of them may be able to move and not the
other. So – and if that happened – then if you cooled them down into the region where one
was moving and not the other, and at that point changed the direction of the electric field,
you might get something, which when you heated it up had electricity flowing that way at
one temperature and then a little big higher, electrics flowing in the opposite direction, and
Pete Bishop was trying to see if this happened, and Steve Jones, I think off his own back,
thought it might be interesting to put one of Pete Bishop’s doped – because you – they
were doping to put these defects in, probably –

Dope, what does that mean?
Putting hydrogen fluoride on ammonia, I mention that you could encourage these defects
by putting in hydrogen fluoride to get L defects and ammonia to get D defects, think he
was probably using hydrogen fluoride and Steve Jones thought it might be interesting to
put one of Pete Bishop’s ATF doped specimens in his testing machine and he set it up and
set a creep test going and then went off to lunch and when he came back the thing had
completely deformed through what he could measure. And so next time he tried it he
stayed there and watched and indeed he found that ATF doped ice was much … softer,
crept faster than pure ice and it was at that point that I realised this point, which I think I
may have mentioned earlier, that in order for dislocations to move through ice, electrical
defects have to make the bonds in the right direction for it to move. And so Steve
published the paper on the actual tests and I published a paper jointly with him explaining
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– was it jointly with him or by myself alone, I can’t remember, giving the explanation in
terms of these defects moving.

So that the – the spread of dislocations through a deforming piece of ice is related to the
electrical defects?
Yes.

And did you then develop this work in terms of glacier flow or –
Well you don’t on the whole get hydrogen fluoride dissolved in glaciers, so it –

But in the relation between the electrical properties of ice and its ability to dislocate?
Yes, oh yes. It obviously opened my eyes to the fact that the electrical properties and the
mechanical properties were intimately linked which I hadn’t realised before and … I – you
know, I published papers on that and I think it was an important step forward in what I’ve
described as the physics of ice, as opposed to theoretical glaciology. And of course it’s
maybe relevant in that although hydrogen fluoride is much more efficient at this than
hydrogen chloride, it may be relevant to movement of dislocations when you get more
natural impurities in ice, such as chloride sodium irons and so on. It makes one at least
think of the possibility, though for the most part things other than hydrogen fluoride and
ammonia are not dissolved within the crystals but are kept in the grain boundaries, it
doesn’t like taking them into the crystal. So the effects in natural ice bodies of this
phenomenon are on the whole not terribly important.
[1:31:47]

And further developments in your work in ice physics at Birmingham, it’s –
Yes.

It’s possible now for us to move right across your career.
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Yes, right you are. Well I was fortunate in encouraging a colleague in Birmingham,
Robert Whitworth who had also been a research student and who I’d known in Cambridge
and who was now in the department, to move into this area and join me and form a little
group looking at ice and he and I worked on these things which I’d been talking about and
in particular thinking about this question of how at lower temperatures the hydrogen’s in
ice must order and can we by doping it get down to a temperature at which the order can –
is the thermodynamically stable form and we did a fair amount of work on that. And
Robert Whitworth also did some work trying to actually look at dislocations in ice, because
by using x-ray techniques you can actually see dislocations, if there are sufficiently few of
them that they don’t mess up the whole picture into a total jumble like a ball of string, and
in fact you can make ice crystals with relatively low dislocation densities and they’re
relatively … transparent to x-rays so that you can use what is known as the Lang technique
using the synchotron radiation source up at Daresbury to actually get a picture of ice and
see dislocations and stress them and see them move, and this of course gives you a
possibility of understanding what’s going on much greater, so we did some work on that,
principally Robert Whitworth did that work but some other research students came up and
joined him and so on. And … that field of work was pretty good and we – I was fortunate
to get them to agree to fund a research fellow with the group and Julian Paren came and
joined us, he was – had been in Cambridge and he was with us for a few years and then
when he left to go back to Cambridge, Günter Noll, who I mentioned, as I mentioned I met
at a International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, Commission of Snow and Ice
meeting came over from Germany and was a research fellow working with us for I think
three years. And I had other research students, Geoff Camplin, David Homer, who worked
on various aspects of ice physics, crystallography, crystal growth, grain boundaries, how
they move, how water moves along rain boundaries, things of this sort.

At any point were you working in the way that you had been in Cambridge alone on a – on
a area of research –
No.

Purely through research students?
Yes.
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So you were –
And MSC students who were doing these projects like Pete Bishop.

So you were sharing time between lecturing and supervising students in research directed
by yourself?
That’s correct.

Hmm, I see, thank you.
[1:35:09]

There’s quite a lot here and I wonder whether in the – in the way that you’ve been very
successful in doing in – in describing difficult concepts for the general listener, could you
say a little bit more about what the L and D defects are within the structure of – of ice in
terms of its –
I’ll try.

[Laughs].
I’ve already described how in a – a perfect ice crystal, the oxygen atoms are arranged in a –
an arrangement where they have four oxygen nearest neighbours which are approximately
at the vertices of a tetrahedron surrounding the oxygen atom we started with. I say
approximately because if I saw a cubic structure it would be exactly, but ice is a hexagonal
structure, which means that parallel to the sea axis the direction perpendicular to the snow
crystal, it – it is crystallographically allowed for that difference to be slightly different and
so it probably is, and it’s because of that that ice was birefringent actually.

Meaning?
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That light going through it splits into two beams per right angles to each other. And travel
– that travel at different speeds and therefore you can use optical methods to find out the
orientation of ice crystals on a thin section slide. Well anyway, that wasn’t the bit that I
was trying to describe. Each of these bonds between one oxygen and another has one
hydrogen on it, and from a given oxygen two of those hydrogens are near to it, making up
its H2O molecule and two are remote from it, being part of the H2O molecules of one of its
neighbours. And an L defect is where one of those hydrogen’s is missing, where the – if
it’s the one near it, the hydrogen would one have one atom, so it’s an OH- ion. And of
course OH- ions exist in water, water does dissociate to some extent and forms CHO+ ions
and OH- ions and water conducts electricity, because the OH- ions move towards a
positive electrode and CHO+ ions move towards a negative electrode and that’s why water
conducts electricity and why you get hydrogen bubbling off at one end and oxygen at the
other. But of course in the solid that can’t happen in a simple manner, you can’t have this
OH- ion which is in this bonded network suddenly drifting off towards a positive electrode.
But it is nevertheless pulled electrically towards it in exactly the same way as it would be if
it were free to move, but it ain’t free to move. But it does mean that if that L defect were
to switch from being on it to on another one, then there would have been a slight
movement of the electrical charge in a direction which is determined by the outside electric
field and that is how we think ice reorients itself in an electric field, be much slower than it
is in water, but it’s still relatively fast, ice has got a dielectric constant in the sense that if
you put an electric field on it it will polarise, it will get plus charge at one end, negative –
minus charge at the other. But if you’ve only got L defects that’s all it can do, because
once all the water molecules have turned round in the direction that they want to be with
the electric field causing them as little electrets, electric equivalent of a magnet, to be
oriented with their plus at one side and their minus at the other, that’s the end of the matter.
If you were to get electrical conduction you have to go beyond that, you have to get a
method for moving things on further and you can only do that if you have this other sort of
defect which is the D defect, the one which is introduced by having ammonia as a dopant if
you want more of them, which produces H3O+ ions and of course, as I’ve said, in liquid
water you get both OH- and H3O+ ions so it’s not too surprising that in ice you also get
OH- and H3O+ ions, but they’re stuck in the lattice unless there’s a force making them
move by applying an electric field. But it turns out that of course if you’ve got the D
defects then they can move through and reorient the molecules back again, they do the
exact opposite of the L defects and so with both L and D defects ice cannot only have a
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high dielectric constant, but can also actually conduct electricity. But it’s not conducting it
by electrons, as happens in a metal, it’s conducting it by hydrogen nuclei, in other words
protons because once the hydrogen has given out its electron into forming with a chemical
bond, what’s left is just a proton, so it’s protonic conduction, which also occurs in certain
biological systems, which is why I think study of protonic conduction in ice might help
biophysics to understand some processes which happen in the eye for example. Now I’m
no biologist, I don’t know much about that, but I’m told that that is protons moving as
well.

Thank you. And how practically, using what bits of equipment and how were you able to –
or were your research students able to investigate this reorientation –
Well I mean ordinary dielectric measurements, such as you might do on any substance,
you’ll measure this and you can measure the relaxation time, let’s say the time it takes for
it to turn around by measuring the static dielectric constant and then changing to
alternating current and when the alternation becomes too fast for this process to happen,
the dielectric constant falls, so you get the dielectric constant versus frequency curves
which tell you the timescale on which these things can happen.

So – so what practically does the research student do?
Well he makes electrical measurements in alternating current of the dielectric properties of
ice and then he’s got to have the ice specimen, he’s got to keep it at the right temperature
and so on.

So you’ve got the ice specimen as a – as a column like the ones that you were …?
Well you make it in various forms, whichever is convenient for the apparatus you’ve got.

So you’ve got –
And I can’t remember the details of them.

So a piece of ice with –
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A piece of with –

Something –
Electrodes on the end, an electric circuit, oscilloscope or something like that and you
measure the – essentially the charges, capacitors and so on, as a function of frequency and
you see the dielectric constant drop and at that place actually there’s also an absorption of
energy, so if you look at the outer phase component you get a – a rise and then a fall again
as you go through this process.

What is the dielectric constant?
That’s simply the measure of the amount of … dipole moment charge that you get on the
two ends of the ice when you apply an electric field.

The amount of positiveness or negativeness –
Positive and – well positive and negative are equal of course, the amount of charge at the
two ends. I mean it’s the standard measure of the … I mean the equivalent in magnetism
would be the amount to which the magnetic things can turn around in a field when you
have paramagnetic materials which can turn around quite readily and have quite a big
magnetic moment when – in an applied field.

So you’re almost –
It’s the electric equivalent of that.

You’re measuring the effect of these reorientations then?
Yeah.

What – did – did it become possible using certain electrical visual nuclear techniques in
order to actually see reorientation of –
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No, you see the charge consequences.

Hmm. Thank you.
[1:44:17]

And the work on the electrical properties of ice which is happening in – what you’ve been
clear is ice physics.
Yes.

What – what were the implications of this work for work in theoretical glaciology?
Well I think only in terms of interpreting electromagnetic sounding of ice, radar for
example going through ice. That in the war there some rather notable aircraft crashes, due
to the fact that Echo were – Radio Echo Sounding to determine altitude were looking at the
bottom of Greenland rather than the top and if you didn’t know that was happening you
just flew into the ice sheet, thinking you were still at 1,000 feet.

And I know that at this time Radio Echo Sounding was developing through work at the
Scott Polar Research Institute –
And elsewhere, yes.

Gordon Robin was involved and Charles Swithinbank and Stan Evans and I think John Nye
becomes interested, at some point you mentioned as a way back into glaciology.
Yes, that’s right.

So what was the contribution you were making in terms of advertising these findings –
Well only telling them to be … that there was going to be a frequency dependence of the
penetrability of … radio waves through ice and of course the Radio Echo Sounders do get
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reflections from intermediate layers and the question arises, what are they reflecting from
and one possibility of course would be something that electrical properties are very
different and that could be because it’s got charged ions in there which are reflecting it
back. But you have to be careful about this because the interface has to be short compared
with the wavelength, otherwise the thing simply goes through. But I mean you have to
know about this to try and think about what could be causing the reflections of
electromagnetic waves in ice sheets, but I haven’t worked on that myself, but it’s the result
of electrical tests such as we were doing which enabled you to think about that.

Because you want to be sure that what is being reflected is the – the rock at the bottom, if
you’re interested in thickness of example –
Yes [laughs], precisely yes.

And not something else.
But you – usually you see reflections from the middle and from the bottom, you can pretty
well – it – I don’t recall people ever being given a false bottom halfway up because the
reflection was so intense that nothing penetrated. But certainly you see things in the
middle, you want to know what they are because you – if you know what they are you can
use the fact that you know where they are, but if you know where something is but you
don’t know what it is, that isn’t – you know, you don’t – can’t interpret it.

Thank you.
[End of Track 7]
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Track 8

It’s hopping back a little I’m afraid, but I wonder whether you could describe the period of
fieldwork, which I know was – was brief, with Richard West whilst you were still at
Cambridge?
Oh that was just one day really, but it did result in a paper. That was just at the end of my
time in Cambridge, before I came to Birmingham and Richard West suggested I join him
in going up and looking at the orientations of stones in the till deposits in the cliffs at
Cromer with a view to my helping them with trying to understand what they saw and that
was that if you look in these till deposit, which are deposits of stones which have been laid
down by glaciers during the Ice Age, you find that they can show a maximum in their
orientations along the glacier directions and then a minimum as you move away from that
and sometimes another maximum at right angles to that, and they were interested as to
whether there were any glacier physics explanations for that and I thought about it and
eventually published a paper on it, jointly with Richard West and Kim Donner in the
American Journal of Science, a journal I mentioned when I was talking about names of
journals. Basically the point is that if you look into the literature of elongated objects in
flowing liquids, that when they are along the direction of flow, they rotate relatively
slowly, when they move up, they move up into an area where things are moving faster
relative to each other so they go over fairly fast and slow, so a stone will … start from
downstream, move up and then quickly move over till the other end is pointing
downstream, which would explain why more of them are in the downstream direction than
others of that. But then there’s the question of why there are some which are across and if
you think of a sausage shaped thing which is across, fewer things will hit it to change its
orbit in the material. Anyway, we published a paper about that which was another sort of
application of thinking about how sheer flow occurs in ice.

And how did Richard West come to ask you?
Because he knew I was working on ice and we were both research fellows in Clare at the
time.
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Ah. And when you say they you – you wanted to help them to understand this, Richard
West –
And Kim Donner.

Ah, both of them, yes.
He’s a Finnish worker in the same sort of field.

Did you know of any links between Richard West and other sort of quaternary history
researchers at Cambridge at that time?
Well he was working under Harry Godwin who was head of the – of that section, of
quaternary geology and pollen analysis and all that sort of thing, that’s the main other
name I would mention. Also a fellow – a fellow of Clare.

… thank you.
[03:35]

And do you remember anything in detail about the – the day itself, the – what the –
Well I can remember sit – sitting at the cliff measuring orientations of stones [laughs].

How did you do – how did you do that in particular, I know Cromer quite well, can you put
yourself back to –
Ah – how did we do it?

Imagine yourself back there and describe what’s happening?
… Oh I think one just had a – I mean I think we put them down as numerical values and
plotted them out on a … on a sort of circular diagram later, I think we just measured them
with an ordinary protractor and spirit level and things.
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At the – so you stood at the foot of the –
Well we were sort of climbing up it, up a cliff, yeah.

And measuring the angles of the stones set into the –
Measuring the angles of the stones in three dimensions.

Yes.
I’ve described it in two dimensions but of course one’s interested in the whole thing in
three dimensions.

And what was the explanation for the stones that ended at right angles, which you said –
That they had fewer things moving them out of that position. When a stone is moving up
out of its plane, it may run into another stone and if so it gets pushed into a different
orientation and continues in a different way, and that’s more likely to happen if they’re
doing this rotary motion which takes them up into an area where other things from higher
up are circulating and may hit them in the opposite direction.

Did you have a sense of the – the wider project that Richard West was involved in there,
presumably you – you worked there longer than this one day?
Oh yes, I mean there are – he’d measured stones I think in Nordaustlandet in Svalbard and
in other places like that. He really took me up there just to see the – the process that I was
trying to explain, rather in the way that Max Perutz took me to look at glaciers in order to
have some realisation of what I was talking about when I applied my results there.

Yes.
My main contribution to that was reading the literature on the orientation of elongated
objects into sheering liquids and trying to deduce from that what was going on in this cave.
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What did you know of Richard West personally, given the fact that you shared – you
shared –
Well he was simply a colleague, we were both research fellows living in college in the
same court at the same time.

And did you know him well enough to know anything of his general character or interests
or –
… At the time I probably did, he had a … an old Rover car which I remember was rather
unusual that it had a knob which you could disengage the engine and turn it into coasting,
or out again, without having to go through the gear lever, I remember that about him. He
had his own little boat on the Norfolk Broads.

Oh …
I don’t know much else that I can say, or think of immediately anyway. I probably knew
more at the time but it’s gone now.

Did he have a connection with Norfolk or is this merely through the – the –
Well I think it’s because that was a very good area – you know, the Broads were a good
place to sail, but I mean his – Cromer because the phenomenon was not only there, but was
easily accessible because of the sea cliffs.

Yes, yeah, it was a sort of exposed section.
It was an exposed section, precisely.

Thank you.
[07:27]
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Now within the – the period of our – of our research, the International Geophysical Year
was obviously a – a sort of prominent event –
Yeah.

And I wondered what was the extent of each of your involvement in it or if not awareness
of it?
I was aware of it, I don’t think I could say I was particularly involved in it, it did give
opportunities for people who did do fieldwork to get funding for that fieldwork, which
obviously gave us more data to think about, but I wouldn’t – I was not in any – in any way
more involved in it. Of course between the wars they were known as International Polar
Years and I think the emphasis on the Arctic and Antarctic was greater than it was in the
subsequent International Geophysical Years.
[08:22]

… The – you mentioned before – before we broke for lunch that another kind of research
which you – you and your research students and Masters students were involved in at
Birmingham was the use of a – a radioactive technique of some kind to examine – to
actually enable you to see disloc –
Not – not radioactive, no x-rays.

X-rays in order to actually see dislocations where –
That’s correct.

You had been able to prepare a sample where the dislocations were not too dense to –
That’s correct, yes.

Apart from mentioning that we don’t have recorded the actual technique and details of that
process and practice and –
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No, well I wasn’t personally the person who set this up, I mean it was my colleague Robert
Whitworth who, as I say, I managed to get interested in ice and he joined me who did that
side of things, so the papers have his name on.

Hmm, I see, thank you.
[09:24]

I’d like to know about your sort of social activities since your move to Birmingham and I
appreciate that social may extent into church activities in your case –
Yeah, and I think they probably are some of the main sources of social interactions, yes.

So from the point you moved here, you know.
Yes, in fact seeing that we were of two different denominations, the vicar of Kings Heath
thought it’d be a good idea if we saw the suffragan bishop to discuss the situation and he
encouraged me to go to what was essentially a mission church, not yet a parish church in
the estate we were moving into our new house in and that was in Shenley Green, at the
time they were meeting in a community hall, Lower Shenley Hall and the priest in charge
was David Pendleton who subsequently became vicar of the thing when it got a church and
a parish, but I did attend there and indeed when Margaret was having our second child,
James, Marion then about four wasn’t she, accompanied me to the eight o’clock service
there in the morning and throughout that time, and indeed to this day, I have been going to
an early morning Anglican service and then a – we’ve been – both been going to Weoley
Hill URC at its service at 10.30 and –

That abbreviation, could you just say –
I’ve already said it earlier but United Reformed Church.

Oh, thank you, sorry.
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You know, the union of the congregation of the Presbyterian Church of Christ, it was
probably still Presbyterian at the time I’m talking about, PCofE. And I was involved with
that parish, I went onto it – well quasi parish, I mean I was on its parochial church council
and as – as that was part of the body which was thinking about the building of a new
church and we went around and looked at other new churches in Birmingham to see what
features we liked or didn’t like and the Bournville Village Trust architects constructed with
us about what sort of church we would like. The first thing that happened was that a
church hall was built on Shenley Green and once that had happened we – we moved our
services from Lower Shenley Hall into the church hall and then after that a new church was
built and at the time that it was built I was in fact appointed to be a church – one of the two
church wardens and so I was involved in the laying of the foundation stone of that church
and David Pendleton then became its vicar and – and we went on from there as regards the
Anglicans in the Shenley area. And with time I also went – went on the Deanery Synod
and did quite a lot with the Deanery Synod, and then from there I went onto the Diocesan
Synod and we used to organise Deanery meetings to discuss Diocesan Synod agendas and
we met with those and then pretty shortly after I went on the Diocesan Synod I was asked
if I would stand for the General Synod of the Church of England by the Open Synod
Group. But what had happened was we were in the middle of the discussions about the
ordination of women and the vote on Birmingham Diocesan Synod had been essentially in
favour of the ordination of women, but the representatives of the diocese on the General
Synod had I think without exception, one being Evangelical and the other Catholic in
churchmanship voted against it and obviously the people who were in favour thought this
was a pretty bad thing and so when the next General Synod came up they asked people
from what was then called the New Synod Group, but which subsequently became the
Open Synod Group, it had the sense to drop New, unlike New College Oxford which as
you know is one of the oldest colleges, so I was asked to stand by the New Synod Group
and I stood and I was elected to the General Synod of the Church of England and I was on
the General Synod for ten years, it’s a five year term, so I was elected and then after the
five years I was re-elected.

What – do you have the dates of being on the General Synod in front of you?
I think I probably do, yes … 1975 to ’85. I was on the Diocese Synod from 1973, so it was
only two years after I went on that that I went on the General Synod. And the General
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Synod meets three times a year, twice in London and once in York. In York you live in
university accommodation of the University of York, in London you book hotels or live in
something like the National Liberal Club. And they are in London midweek sessions, four
or five days, I can’t remember which, and in York it’s over a weekend.

And taking them in reverse order then, what has been involved in being on the General
Synod between 1975 and ’85 in terms of debates, discussions, changes, decisions –
Yes, well there was the whole question ordination of women came up and that was what I
have been largely – but there were a lot of other things, there was the revision of liturgy,
the alternative services book came out and I was on the revision committee for the
initiation services, baptism, confirmation, etc, and I obviously reported back. You were
allocated to Deaneries that you were expected to report to, after each Diocesan Synod and
in fact a third Deanery who wasn’t very happy with the Diocesan Synod member they had
been allocated, as I’ve indicated with a feeling against the [laughs] previous people – asked
me so I in fact reported to three Deaneries in – for each Diocesan Synod. And I think that
was one of the main functions – was to report back to the local churches what was going
on at the General Synod and generally to keep them informed and to let them know if they
thought things were going on that they wanted to have a say about. In particular when
there were things like the alternative services book it was open to anybody through a
member of the General Synod to put down amendments and try and change things.

And what was – I think I know from what you’ve said previously but what were the
arguments you were making concerning the im – greater involvement of women in the
church?
Well I think there is very little in scripture which says that women should be restricted.
There is one reference in St Paul to women keeping quiet in church, but on the other hand
if you look at the way – I think I said this earlier in this interview that – that Jesus’
interactions with women, it was pretty revolutionary and liberal for his time, so I think
there is no evidence that Jesus was in any way misogynistic relative to women, indeed
we’re told how the Syrophoenician woman actually taught him a lesson when she said –
when he’d said to her, ‘It’s not meat to take the children food – food and give it to the
dogs,’ and she said, ‘Even the dogs eat from the scraps that fall from their master’s table,’
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where after she – he cured her daughter, so you know, the role of women as I see it,
particularly in the Gospels, is a surprisingly open one and therefore it seems to me illogical
to say that they are restricted to a special order of Deaconesses or else nothing at all.

And how unusual was that for you in the General Synod at the time that you were
expressing –
Well I mean the General Synod passed the measures so we were in a majority, and what’s
gone on then and is still going on now is considering what you do about the people who
find this offensive, you know they’re still debating what happens if we consecrate a
Diocesan – a female Diocesan Bishop for those churches in the diocese who feel they can’t
accept her ministry.

Hmm.
That it is a big potential problem and of course it does have implications of relationships
with other churches. But I think not to ordain women would have consequences for our
relations with other reformed churches and Lutheran churches.
[19:10]

What – were there links between your involvement in church activities and science through
any individuals? Did you have scientific colleagues who were –
No, I mean I was obviously interested in people like John Polkinghorne who is an
important theoretical physicist and also took Anglican orders and their writings, I mean
I’ve read them to see what they have to say on the subjects. But I mean I think that my
experiences, that the physical science – scientists are far less sceptical about religious
belief in general than the biological sciences are. I mean there are – the – the vociferous
atheist speakers, Richard Dawkins and people, are – are from the biological side and I
think there is – and it’s quite good reason for this, whereas physicists know how
mysterious the world is and therefore are not so inherently opposed to sort of deep
mysteries of religion. While I was at Clare Charlie Moule was promoted to a professorship
and ceased to be dean and John Robinson of Honest to God fame became dean and I think
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he was somewhat set aback after what he’d expected before he came there to discover that
the main stalwarts within the Clare College chapel were all physicists and chemists.

Who were those main stalwarts?
Ooh … trying to think now … Chris Walshaw, hmmm … Tom Ellison, have I mentioned
Tom Ellison before?

I think you have, yes.
Oh I don’t know … I find it difficult to remember the names of a lot of people from back
then.

And John Robinson.
Yeah.

I – I don’t know that name so could you –
Oh don’t you?

No.
There was this big – oh it’s upstairs I think is the book, he published this book Honest to
God in which he … put before the general public a lot of things which academic
theologians were saying and which on the whole had been hidden from the ordinary laity
and it attracted an absolute outpouring of objections from the Evangelicals. Hmmm …

On what grounds, why?
Well because they thought it was calling into question fundamental beliefs in miracles, the
… Mary being a virgin, all these sort of – what they think of fundamental beliefs which
from a more modern and scientific point of view one looks at with a certain amount of
scepticism. Indeed I think the position of the Virgin Mary is an interesting one because the
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Bible refers to brothers of Jesus, how could he have brothers if she was semper virgine,
always a virgin, was no suggested that they weren’t created – procreated in a normal way
and I think the church had sort of formulated rather extreme doctrines which looking at
things in a dispassionate way were silly, and what’s more this was putting off a lot of more
rational people from actually believing in religion and was therefore from our point of
view, and John Robinson’s point of view, quite serious.
[23:26]

Continuing this piece on your sort of social and leisure activities whilst in Birmingham, I
wonder whether you could talk about any other significant pastimes, things done outside of
work?
Well obviously one did some things with children and ferrying children [laughs] to things
in the usual sort of way. I think the only other thing I can think of in that side of things is
probably gardening, I mean we had a garden all around our house in – in Kerry Close
Northfield and I did – was responsible for the gardening largely rather than Margaret, and
I’m quite interested in gardening in general and we tried to make it as attractive as
possible, I wasn’t really one for kitchen gardening. We did have – well all Bournville
Village Trust houses have fruit trees, your – under your deeds bound to replace them if you
fail and so we had in Kerry Close an apple a pear and a plum and as we were the first
owners of the house we decided that fact, rather than as are here two apples, smaller
garden, smaller back garden. But – and I did grow some soft fruit, redcurrants,
gooseberries, blackcurrants, raspberries there, I don’t so much here. But mainly other sorts
of, you know, gardens, flowering plants, perennials and sometimes annuals, and same
applies to the garden here. In both cases it was rather curious because being on a corner
site in both cases there’s three quarters of the garden is, as it were, ‘front garden’ and only
one quarter is back garden, which has certain implications. But I have actually tried to
enclose this, probably a bit against BVT’s wishes, in that my – our predecessors here had
put roses all around the boundary at the front but these were sometimes broken through by
lads and so on and we have a yew tree, big yew tree, and it sends off seedlings, fairly
prolifically and I picked these up as one year yew seedlings and put them all around the
boundary and you probably – as you probably noticed when you came in there is a quite
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mature yew hedge all around the garden now which helps make it possible to use part of
the front garden anyway with a certain amount of privacy.

Hmm. Any other significant sort of friendships in – in Birmingham that developed?
Trying to think what we might be talking about. I think mainly they’ve been through
either work or church, or from Margaret’s previous employment … no, I think those have
been the main sources of friends …
[26:50]
I haven’t said what happened in church committee situations after I ceased to be on the
General Synod so perhaps –

Yes please.
Would you be interested in that?

Very much.
Yeah. When I came off the General Synod the … then Bishop of Birmingham who was
Hugh Montefiore said, ‘Well now you should have some time that you could spend being
on the Diocesan Education Committee,’ so he promptly put me on the Diocesan Education
Committee and asked me to head up its higher and further education subcommittee,
because at that time we were one of the few places where apart from the University of
Birmingham there were no chaplaincies in the other university, which was Aston at that
time, the things which subsequently became the University of Central England, now
Birmingham Metropolitan University, or any of the FE colleges and I think one of the jobs
he wanted me to get on with was to try and arrange something better. I mean local vicars
were asked to be chaplains but they had their full-time job to do as local vicars. And we
wanted to get some kind of officer to go around and try and deal with that and as it
happened Professor Burcham, who as I’ve mentioned lectured to me on nuclear physics
when I was a Cambridge undergraduate, was a professor here, second professor under
Professor Moon and then the top professor, had not only recently retired, but his wife had
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just died and I – he was an active Christian, member of St Mary’s Sellyoak church, I was
then of course St David’s Shenley Green as I’ve described. And it occurred to me that he
might like to take on this job of being an executive officer to try and talk to the University
of Aston and encourage them to agree to have a chaplain and to go around the FE colleges
and see what was possible with them, and he agreed to do that and it was very good. I
mean the fact that he is named Professor gave him a sort of entrée into FE colleges in
particular, and being a retired person he could go about Birmingham on a bus pass so we
didn’t even have to pay for his transport and we did get chaplains going, particularly in
Aston in – in that sort of way. So that’s one thing which Hugh Montefiore got me
involved with. Hugh Montefiore was a – quite a character of course as a Bishop, do you
know about him?

No.
He had been converted from Judaism while he was a schoolboy at Rugby, but he never
regarded himself as having left Judaism. He always regarded Christianity as a
development of Judaism, which of course it was. But he – he was a terrific character. He
was actually very forward looking and … liberal in his attitudes to people, but because he
was such a forceful character, and this didn’t always come over, so sometimes took his
suggestions as commands [laughs] but he was actually a – a very thoughtful and important
person in that respect. When he was appointed bishop in this diocese there was a certain
sort of frisson among particularly the Anglo-Catholics because they had suffered under the
previous liberal minded bishop, Bishop Barnes, but Hugh Montefiore was not of the same
calibre as Barnes, he never tried to clamp down on Anglo-Catholic practices or anything
like that, I think he was a – a great man, he in fact left the scene before his retiring age
because his wife was developing dementia I think and he had to sort of spend more time
with her. But he had meetings in his house in, you know, what serves as a bishop’s palace
in Birmingham of the General Synod representatives before each agenda, before each
session, and we would frequently travel to York, say, in the diocesan car and so got to
know him quite well. And equally after he retired, I had the interesting job of being asked
by the church commissioners to be a party going around that house to see whether it was
really suitable for the new bishop because it can be difficult, clergy have lived in vicarages,
which are frequently fairly small, and they don’t have the furniture to furnish a large
country house which is what that house, Bishop’s Croft is, but Hugh Montefiore coming
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from this large and well healed Jewish family had a lot of furniture and pictures and things
which went in there. But I mean enjoyed interacting with Bishop Hugh Montefiore,
certainly.
[32:23]
I think those are – oh another thing which I got put on after I was off the [laughs] General
Synod was the Administrative Chapter of Birmingham Cathedral, which is what sort of
manages the cathedral and after a period on that, when the chairman – I first went on it in
1991 – no sorry – well Administrative Chapter 1985, Fabric Advisory Committee 1991 and
then when I came off the Administrative Chapter I was asked to chair the Fabric Advisory
Committee, so I was for a period from 1994 chairman of the Fabric Advisory Committee
and went to national conferences on cathedrals and their problems. I remember going to
one up in Liverpool for example, which was interesting in that we saw all the modern
methods for making copies of important statues, for example so that you could put the
copy out in the rain and bring the original into a place which was better for conservation,
things like that. Not that we have that sort of thing in Birmingham Cathedral of course, but
it was an interesting thing which the – this got me involved with. I think those are the
main ecclesiastical things which – on the sort of administrative side of the church I have
been involved with and which have been – interestingly took quite a bit of time in their – in
their time.

And how formalised are – within these committees involved in various aspects of the
organisation of church – church activities, how formalised are the – is the protocol in
terms of, I don’t know, dress or the way you refer to each other or –
Well it’s got less like it has everywhere else.
[34:28]
I mean the same is true on university committees, we haven’t discussed university
committees by the way have we?

No.
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I’ve been on quite a lot of those and we perhaps ought to.

Yes.
When I started on them shall we say in … the … ‘60s they were pretty formal. But they’ve
got less and less so as has the standard dress of people like professors, it’s – I mean when I
started I used to wear a suit to lecture, that I think by now would be regarded as quite
eccentric. I used to wear a gown when I was invigilating examinations, and I thought that
that helped to make it clear that I was acting on behalf of the university and not just me as
a person, but that again has fallen off, I don’t think invigilators now wear gowns. And the
same sort of thing happened with committees and I think it did in the church just as – as
well anywhere else. Just as wearing one’s Sunday best has disappeared and now if you go
into a church of a Sunday people are wearing open necked shirts, t-shirts, anything.
[35:53]

Could you then summarise your work in university committees of different kinds?
Yes, I went onto the faculty board, I’m not quite sure at what stage I did that, I would say
probably in the late ‘60s or ‘70s, but on the faculty board I was also on a subcommittee
which looked into admissions and looked into qualifications of overseas students, for
example, applying to come to Birmingham. And then I … got onto the senate, just about at
the time when there was a big upheaval in the universities with the last sort of financial
crisis, rather like the one we’re undergoing now, when the then Conservative government
was trying to haul back money out of the universities and that was just about at the time
that I also went onto General Synod and I remember lobbying an MP who was a member
of General Synod to try and point out that universities had at least a three year time
commitment, in when you admit an undergraduate you’re committed to him for three
years, and you can’t suddenly chop things next year because you’re committed to giving all
the courses to him. I remember doing – saying that to – so I – that in a sense fixes when
that was because I know when I went on General Synod, that was ’75. And … actually it
was before that, and maybe this is one of the reasons why I was thought suitable to go onto
the university senate. I had also been a member of the Non-Profitorial Staff Committee
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and in that capacity had been on a committee which setup a review of governance in the
University of Birmingham which resulted in Jo Grimond coming to Birmingham and
looking into everything and making recommendations for bringing things up to date. And
then … as I say, I got onto the senate, I got onto Senate Executive, I got onto the
University Council, and I found myself on committees appointing a chancellor, a prochancellor and a vice-chancellor in time. I also – at the time when things were getting this
difficult took up more activity in the Association of University Teachers and went on the –
I was asked by the AUT committee to come on as its president, without having been on the
committee before, when they were having some sort of difficulty between two factions and
I was able to be irenic not being a member of either faction, so I was president of the AUT
at that stage and also went onto the Association of University Teachers national – what’s it
called, I’ve got it down here somewhere, National Executive committee, I was on that.
And when I came off that was on the – on its Resolutions committee which looked at
motions going to the annual council. So I’ve been fairly involved on both the university’s
administrative committee and Association of University Teachers, and in that capacity
incidentally was on a committee choosing a new general secretary for the Association of
University Teachers, so I’ve found myself appointing on the committees that appointed
some of these important people in both university and trade union sides.

Hmmm, thank you.
Which may be of interest. It’s one of the other things which took time of course.

Yes, yes, yes.
[39:46]

Returning to religion in a slightly more personal way, you mentioned earlier that you’ve
tended to find that those in the physical sciences are more likely to believe in – in god –
Well not to be atheists, let’s put it like that.

Not to be atheists, because of a – a sense of the kind of mystery of the world that – that is
thrown up by their subject –
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Yeah.

And I was wondering whether you could comment on particular discoveries or
observations that you have made in your scientific career that you think have reinforced
your sense that –
I don’t think so because I’ve been working at the sort of – [laughs] nice quote, more
understandable end of physics. I mean when I talk to a random person and they say, ‘What
do you do?’ and you’re a physicist, they assume they’re not going to understand what
you’ve done. But when I say, ‘I look into ice,’ they can immediately understand what that
is and when you say you try to see what happens when you squash it and how that relates
to glacier flow, that’s an immediately comprehensible thing. Whereas the side of physics
which has had the effect I’m talking about is the fact that in the quantum world, things are
so different and that even the constituents of material objects, protons, etc, are by the same
quantum mechanical laws as electrons and therefore can be considered as waves or being
governed by waves and for example can go through two slits at the same time. Which is a
very … you know, it’s counterintuitive. A lot of the quantum world is inherently
counterintuitive and I think it’s because some of these things are counterintuitive that
people are more prepared to say, ‘Well I don’t have to let my intuition about … what is
supernatural and what’s natural be necessarily right,’ so I think it’s a different sort of
physics which predisposes us to that. But of course if you’re teaching physics you teach
physics and one of the big things you’ve got to do in teaching physics now is to adjust
students to understand things which are counterintuitive.

So presumably you were teaching the kind of physics that is producing this kind of –
Not so much, not to physics undergraduates. The only place where I really did teach things
at that end was on a course which I was involved with for the few years that it lasted, run
by Professor McQuillan in the metallurgy department which was an undergraduate course
on the science of resources and I did the physics section of that, somebody else did the
metals side and the minerals side. I did a course entirely devoted to understanding energy,
there’s a book up there probably called Roma, I’m not sure if I can see it just looking over
my shoulder but it is up there somewhere, which was the textbook I used for that course,
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which talked about everything to do with energy, from sort of kinetic energy and potential
energy at the mechanics end, through heat as a form of energy, through electrical energy,
through nuclear energy and how we’d get energy out of fission and then I went on to talk
about the energies involved in subatomic physics and so on. So that’s the only time I
actually taught that and I taught it to undergraduates who were not physics undergraduates,
and simply to give them an impression of what physics was talking about. And of course
since mass and energy are interrelated, Einstein’s relation you’re really – if you talk – if
you know everything about energy you really know everything about physics. But I mean
undergraduate courses I taught were – well to begin with I taught some heat and
thermodynamics and things like that, but otherwise I taught in the area which was my
expertise, that is to say crystal physics, I used John Nye’s book, Physical Properties of
Crystal as a textbook for a final year course that I gave and when I was doing this MSC
course on material physic – physics for materials I went beyond that and talked about the
magnetic structures and things of that sort and talked about how tensor analysis, which
we’ve talked a little bit about that before. So I was really teaching in that area rather than
at this quantum nuclear end, because after all I was a solid state physicist, not a nuclear or
particle physicist.

Hmm. Do you think that you would – in looking at the same material of ice and its crystal
structure and its electrical properties and so on, do you think that you and John Nye would
look at it in a different way because, as far as I know, when John Nye looks at materials,
there’s a kind of interest in materiality but no – no sense of anything behind it if you like,
no sense –
Yes, I – that is – that’s true because of the way we’ve developed what we’ve researched
on, but I’m fairly sure he fully understands the sort of things which I do and I pretty fully
understand the sort of things that he does.

Now I wondered whether your religious faith has any effect on –
No I don’t think so.

The way in which you look – when you see sort of the arrangement of crystals in ice or the
behaviour of molecules within, is there any effect of believing in – in what –
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Well one believes in an ordered universe. And I think – well I think of god as creating an
ordered universe, a universe is – which is at some level comprehensible. Of course
nowadays there are all these speculations as to whether there are multi universes, and I
mean even that wouldn’t stop me believing in god, if god can create a universe as big as
this one I don’t see why he shouldn’t [laughs] create a lot more as well. I think we – our
expansion in – of our knowledge of the size of the universe in the last century has
enormously increased the sense of awe at the creation, I mean the fact that we now think
there are millions of galaxies, I mean galaxies for goodness sake, is – is awe inspiring to
anybody.

How – this – how conscious were you when looking within ice at its structure, how
conscious were you of looking at one part of an – a divinely ordered universe, how
conscious of it at the time that you’re looking –
I think it underpins my thoughts about it, but I don’t think – I mean I did have a folder
round my thesis as I was writing it, with a couple of verses from scripture on it, ‘He
sendeth forth his ice like morsels who can abide his frost,’ but I just put that there to, you
know, indicate that ice and frost does occur in the Bible.

You had a folder around –
Well it was just a – I think it was a sort of bit of – bit of card I think or something like that.

Oh actually in the – in the submitted thesis as –
No, no, no, this was round it, before I’d finished it, while I was writing it.

Ah.
The folder it was in.

I see, hmmm, yes.
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But I – I mean I did do that, but I don’t know that that consciously shows that I thought
about it particularly differently.

No. So how –
I wouldn’t – wouldn’t have said it did.

Hmmm, how – how consciously is doing science then an act of exploring god’s ordered
universe, in other words trying to –
Oh that’s what – that’s what I believe it is and I think in that sense it is a sort of divine
calling, god has made us intelligent, we’re meant to use our intelligence.

Within –
To understand his universe and discover how beautiful and wonderfully ordered it is.
[48:34]

Hmmm. And do – within say for example ice physics or glaciology, were you able to share
this view of the role of science with other glaciologists or ice physicists?
I wouldn’t push it on people who didn’t feel it, but people like Robert Whitworth who
were also committed Christians I think one would – it would be a natural way of thinking
about it, yes.

Hmmm, were there other glaciologists or ice physicists who you could – who shared this
view, in other words who you could talk about both things with –
I think – I think there are, I don’t know – know that we talked about it much, I mean
Professor Higashi in Japan was a practicing Anglican and another one was a practicing
Roman Catholic, among the Japanese physicists, I mean and glaciologists. I wouldn’t have
discussed this with particularly my Soviet colleagues and those of the Soviet Union. I did
– oh I haven’t mentioned Victor Petrenko, he hasn’t come in has he, but he asked to work
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with my colleague Tom Lomer on a different substance, different solid, but when he was in
the department he learnt about what we were doing with ice and he got very interested in it
and he came back another time to work with me on ice, and as I think I mentioned way
back in this interview, he did in fact succeed in getting out from the Soviet Union to go this
conference in Rolla Missouri on ice and I travelled about with him there, he had to wait a
few days after it before he went back to the Soviet Union and we rented a car and drove
round and looked at pyramids near St Louis, and we went and looked at the Mississippi
River and things like that. But anyway, he eventually left the Soviet Union, he left it just
about the time that it was breaking up and he was actually afraid that it was about to revert
into Stalinism again and he said there were people driving around with bumper stickers
saying, ‘Stalin was right,’ and he decided to get out and he went to the United States and
he’s worked since in Hanover, New Hampshire at – at Dartmouth University and he cowrote the book on ice physics with Robert Whitworth which is up there somewhere.

Yes.
Can only see Hobbs at the moment. But he and Robert Whitworth wrote the next
definitive book on physics of ice and he sort of came into ice because he was in
Birmingham for another reason and discovered our ice physics group and thought it was
interesting and he’s made enormous progress, he’s brilliant experimentally and pretty good
theoretically. He in fact was a great gain to ice physics –

Yes.
That I managed to recruit out of this originally Soviet Solid State Physics Institute.

Hmmm, very interesting. You mentioned him while – in – in talking about scientists with
whom you could talk about –
No, I didn’t – well I – I [laughs] specifically said I did not discuss with Soviet scientists.

Yes, and that’s why you thought of him, yes, yeah, I see.
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I remember him being a little surprised when we were staying in St Louis at the fact that I
wanted to go off to church for Sunday morning. He thought of church as old fuddy-duddy,
almost medieval thinking of the Russian orthodox church, you know, and I think it came as
a surprise to him. Whether he’s changed his views since he’s now lived in America for
quite some time and his children have grown up there and so on, I wouldn’t know, I
haven’t discussed that sort of thing with him later.
[52:42]

Have you encountered, in your professional career, perhaps even in ice physics or
glaciology, scientists who are keenly atheists in the way that Dawkins is in biology and if
so how has – how have you sort of responded or reacted or related?
I haven’t particularly, I think probably a lot of biologists are of that sort of view, but I
don’t particularly want to have arguments and they’re entitled to their view, if they don’t
try and push it on me I’m not particularly going to do anything. I mean … the … I think
that’s the sane and civilised way to carry on, I remember something similar happening
among fellows of Clare when I was on – a member of the high table in Clare and … the
dean, an atheist member there, saying they were prepared to have discussions as long as
they would accept that he wasn’t going to make them give up their orders and he wasn’t
going to make them give up their – his subscription to the ethical union …

Thank you.
[54:05]

Now staying with Birmingham but changing the question entirely, and I was interested, at
Birmingham, in the effect on your work of developments in computing?
Most of them have come too late. I did use computer towards the end of my time before
retirement for searching for glaciological references to send onto the Scott Polar Research
Institute, and they no longer publish them at the back of the Journal of Glaciology but they
did publish – still do publish a thing called Recent Glaciological and Polar Literature and
I fed into that until virtually the time of my retirement and to begin with I did it by going
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into the university library and looking at chemical abstracts, physics abstracts, writing it all
down on paper, but then just towards the last few years I went into a different laboratory, I
didn’t have it on my desk and got onto the internet and used to search for references that
way. But that is the only way I used that sort of computer in anything that I was doing at
the university. Indeed for my retirement present I asked to be given a personal computer
and I know that Professor Morrison was a bit uptee about that because he said he wanted to
give out a present which lasted and it’s true, that one hasn’t lasted till now, it’s – it in fact
broke down [both laugh] and had quite difficult in getting all the material of its hard disk.
But I had to send it off to some firm who eventually did it, it cost quite a lot of money. But
nevertheless I’m not sorry I asked for it because that was what I wanted and I used it a lot
and I have used it and its successor which is that and its successor which his upstairs quite
a bit. The – my original computer was not connected to the internet so I couldn’t get
emails and things and the Journal of Glaciology wanted me in my editing work with them
to be on the computer and so they were going to give me one of their retired ones, but that
never happened and eventually I – I did get that one and that was originally connected to
the internet and so we did have emails and I did edit papers using that. Whereas the
previous one I only wrote letters about the papers on the computer and kept the records of
them there.

So that this was the first personal computer you had, the one that you – you were given –
One that was my retirement present – present.

And you used it to write letters concerning papers for the Journal of Glaciology?
Yes I did, yes.

And so – so in the Department of Physics at Birmingham, you didn’t use computers in
order to enhance or in order to assist in ice physics work in terms of –
I didn’t, no. I think probably the – Robert Whitworth and the people up at Daresbury, you
know, doing the Lang technique, looking at dislocations, I think they probably did, but it
was, you know, we did not have a computer on each desk when I was still a member of
staff. That would be unthinkable today.
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Did you have what some university departments had, a – a group of people called
Computers, to whom you could submit mathematical calculations, repetitive type of ones
that needed a lot of sort of clanking out?
I don’t remember that as such. There was of course a computer science department, quite
– quite separately, and there were – they would advise people in the departments on the use
of computers. But I think computer technology has been changing so rapidly that it’s now
beyond recognition from what it was when – when I retired, no question about that.

Within the department, did you have a sort of big mainframe computer at any point, a – a –
Well the synchotron people did. Analysing the results of the nuclear physics experiments
on the synchotron, yes.

Hmm … thank you.
[58:51]

I’ve got a – a sort of intellectual question on your work and that is I wonder whether you
could comment on the – and this is partly inspired by looking just – just in the break at the
–
The bookshelves?

Yes [both laugh], a paper that you included in the proceedings of the first physics advice
conference, and – but I wonder whether you could now talk about this more generally, the
problems of applying what became known as the Glen flow law which –
Yes.

In the field, in other words the problems of applying – again this is this distinction between
theory and – and practice.
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Yes indeed.

The problems of applying that theory to the field?
Well I mean this is what the glacier physicists, the John Nyes and Hans Weertmans of this
world, are doing, it hasn’t much implication for you in the field, but it has a lot to do with
the interpretation of the results you get from the field. And it has stood the test of time to
my mind remarkably well, I think I mentioned one paper which I presented at the
Chamonix Symposium where one looked into how to generalise what was after all an
experiment done in compression, to something which had stresses coming from it in all
directions and there is one obvious simplifying assumption that you can make and which
most people make, which roughly speaking says that there is one … function which you
can make up from these stresses which determines how the equivalent one from the strain
happens and that that’s all you have to do. But it isn’t obvious that that must be true and
that was the experiment which Samuel Steinemann did in Switzerland and which I was
looking at analysis of in the paper that I published in the Chamonix Symposium was about,
and insofar as I could come to a conclusion, the conclusion was that it probably wasn’t
strictly true. Nevertheless theories which have been based on the assumptions it was true,
have proved remarkably good and I think people would say that the main reason they’re
not true, is not that that law isn’t true for ice which is the same in all directions, whether a
crystals in all orientations in it, but it’s the fact that ice re-crystallises so that that
assumption of sort of homogeneity is no longer true and you get preferred orientations,
which means that it flows more easily when some stresses are applied than others. In the
extreme case a single crystal of course hardly deforms at all if you’re pressing it either
perpendicular to the plane of the snow crystal, the – necessarily down the sea axis, or if
you’re going right angles to it, it behaves very much like a deck of cards if you like, where
if you press it parallel to the cards, or perpendicular to the cards it won’t move, but if you
went at forty-five degrees you can sheer the – the pack over, in the case of a pack of cards,
with virtually no force at all. And ice single crystals are a bit like that, and therefore polycrystals of ice can be a bit like that if they have a strong preferred orientation.

Yes, so just to clarify then, the – the Glen flow law was – you created it by using samples of
polycrystalline ice which had all sorts of directions in them deliberately –
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Yes.

But in the field because ice can re-crystallise in preferred directions, that may make it
behave differently in relation to stress than your laboratory –
Yes, that’s right, yes. By the way, as one of my research students, David Homer, pointed
out, Glen flow law – flow law isn’t strictly speaking a law, it’s an empirical result. I mean
it’s not like Newton’s laws of motion shall we say. Because when I got my results I didn’t
attempt to provide a theoretical reason why it should flow in a power law, I simply plotted
my results on a graph which if it was a power law would give a straight line on one, if it
was an expediential law would give a straight line, on another with different sort of law
would give a straight line. And the one which was most nearly a straight line was the
power law, that is to say … the strain is proportional to stress, raise to the power N where
N was about four for my specimens. I don’t know whether in the – is the thesis still – have
you still got it down there, I don’t know whether in that I plot it out … some of the other
options to show that they weren’t straight lines or not, can’t remember whether I put that in
the thesis, but I certainly did it to see whether other ones than the power law would work
as well or even possibly better. But they certainly didn’t. And in fact if you look at the
results, the classic one is there, those are not too bad straight lines if you look at this one,
this one perhaps is going off a little bit down at that end and that’s a nought degrees one of
course, the one which is actually relevant [both laugh] to temperate glacier flow, and these
ones are more relevant to the flow of the ice sheets which are colder.

Hmmm.
And there are reasons why, even if this law is right up here, it might go wrong at very low
stresses, because other processes than dislocations might come in, if dislocations are too
slow, then they might actually deform by diffusion and that would give a different law.

Hmmm. Given then the – all of the reasons why it might not work in the field, how do you
account for the fact that – the fact that the Glen flow law, it – leaving aside the fact that it
perhaps isn’t a law, how would you account for the fact that it has been so durable within
the scientific community of glaciology as a –
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Well it’s better than anything else anybody’s ever suggested and it in fact works in some
cases surprisingly well. It may be that there are some arguments about whether the value
of N is always the same and things like that, but it has been remarkably durable. I’m
surprised, I mean all I can say is I’m surprised and from my point of view it’s lucky isn’t it,
‘cause I’m still being quoted.

Thank you.
[1:06:16]

… Now another aspect of the history of glaciology which you may be able to comment on
given the fact that you have been involved in the Journal of Glaciology for such a long
time, as well as in the Society, is the – the change, if there has been one, in the nature of
the interest in climate change within glaciology. Now I need to say a little bit about what’s
behind the question so that you can understand what I’m interested in.
Yes, yes of course.

I notice in the early period of the Glaciological – British Glaciological Society you have
people like Hubert Lamb who in the early ‘70s set up the Climatic Research Unit at the
UEA which then was concerned with sort of the history of climate change, rather than
what we now think of as climate change, although it is –
Perhaps, yes, I mean it’s – if you don’t understand what’s happened in the past you don’t
really –

Yeah.
Understand the future.

Gordon Manley who wrote the New Naturalist Book on British Climate and you’ve got
Jean Grove who herself was looking at glaciers eventually as a way of reconstructing the
climate history of Europe.
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Yes.

So I wonder if you could talk about the nature of early concerns in the Society for climate
change?
Yes, I think it’s – I mentioned that the Commission of Snow and Ice arose out of the
merger of two commissions, one on snow and the other one glaciers and that one on
glaciers started towards the end of the 19th Century by people who started measuring the
changes on the terminus of glaciers, how glaciers were retreating or advancing. And that
of course is – was recognised I think as being related to climate change, everybody knew
that most of the glaciers in the Alps had been at their largest in historical times in the
1850s, go to Scandinavia and the largest may have been in the 1750s rather than the 1850s,
but before that the glaciers were much further back and in the medieval period things were
warmer, and then go back again and they were colder again and so on. And the … glacial
geomorphologists were looking at moraines which had been formed at these various past
periods and of course you went back and we knew at that stage there’d been ice ages.
Actually at that stage they thought there’d only been four, we now know there have been
many more, in the Alps they were known as Günz, Mindel, Riss and Würm, and there was
a different nomenclature in America, but the Wisconsin was the most recently there. So I
think people were generally interested in glacier movement and whether we were
expecting the glaciers to advance over peoples fields again, and we know about that
happening in the 18th Century and in the 19th, because of course the people who were
being asked to pay taxes on fields objected when those fields were overrun by glaciers, so
there are record – economic records which record what was happening. But that was I
think the interest and I think I mentioned earlier that at one stage during my time the worry
was not that we were going to get climatic warming, the glaciers would retreat and maybe
disappear from Europe, but that they were advancing and they might begin to advance over
North America again, because there’s a little ice cap up in Baffin Island, the Barnes ice
cap, which is sitting on a bit of flat land, and there’s no reason for it to be there other than
it’s the last remains of the great ice sheet which was all over North America, if it went
away it wouldn’t come back. And so people wondered whether it was going to advance
out and come right over Canada again. I can’t remember when exactly it was, I think it
was probably the – the last ‘60s, somewhere like that. As recently as that, that was the
worry.
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Do you – do you remember which – I may have asked before, do you remember which
glaciologists at – in – at this time in the late ‘60s were worrying about the expansion of the
Baffin Island –
No I don’t, I think it was more the popular press interpreting some glacier advances and so
on in that way. But that’s why I’ve always – one’s always been a little bit sceptical about
these things because they can change, and it’s not so much the way things are retreating
which makes one more worried now, but the fact that we know that we’re putting gases
into the upper atmosphere which will have an effect on solar radiation, which ties in with
what one is seeing, that makes one worry that if we go on doing this we may get to a
tipping point at which things go catastrophically wrong because more recent work has
shown that although we used to think that everything took centuries to happen, I think we
now believe that some ice ages happened rather much more quickly than that. And I’ve
not really been following the literature on this but that’s what I’ve gathered from people.
So there is more concern about that sort of thing now than there was. But it’s been a slow
and steady growth, and you’re right, East Anglia people were set up to look into this sort of
thing, and I imagine that just as when the meteorological office, when it was set up, was
told that the one thing it mustn’t do was issue weather forecasts, that East Anglia prudently
started looking at what you could tell from the past before they began to do – to think
about how you should interpret that in the future.

Do you remember anything of Hubert Lamb and Gordon Manley’s interest in climate
change in this very early period when you first started on the journal?
Other than knowing that it existed, no. I knew Gordon Manley through some of these
expeditions and I met him personally, but I never talked to him about this and I didn’t
know Lamb at all personally.

Hmmm. And I think we’ve explored Gordon Manley as a – as a person.
I think we have, as far as I can get, which isn’t terribly far.
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And so when would you – a date or give a – a range of dates when you felt that the interest
in climate change was becoming – taking a kind of modern form, in other words being
concerned about ice sheet retreat, icebergs melting –
Oh it’s been going on for a long time. I can remember people talking about this in the ‘60s
and ‘70s, whether Antarctica was shrinking.

So the –
In particular.

So at the same time people were worried about expansion, other people were worried
about global warming and contraction?
Probably yes. Of course it isn’t necessarily true that if Antarctic retreats it’s going to have
– the similar thing is going to happen in other hemispheres, there’s been quite a bit of work
gone one into whether ice age phenomena are simultaneous on the north and the southern
hemispheres and it’s not that easy to – to sort it out … we … but it’s – I mean if you’re
working on the Antarctic it’s rather obvious to ask, ‘Well what’s it doing?’ and I can
remember somebody, was it John Hollins saying that he didn’t think that the sort of
experiments we were capable of doing on Antarctica at that time were going to be able to
answer that question and that it’d be much better answered by an astronaut from a distant
planet looking down on earth, than by people sort of mucking about in tiny bits on top of it.

And was there a sense at a certain point when the interest in climate change became
forward looking and more about prediction and modelling and less –
I think we’ve always been interested in prediction and modelling, it’s just we couldn’t do it
very well in the early days and therefore – I don’t think we do it terribly well now, for
reasons which I’ve been making apparent, I think that your flow laws may suddenly
change if you get a lot of re-crystallisation, things like that, that some bits of Antarctica
surge and we don’t really understand the surges all that well, certainly not to the extent of
being able to predict them. I think it’s still probably a bit beyond us and it’s one of the
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difficulties of the glaciological community, that they’re expected to answer questions
which frankly we’re not yet in a position to answer.

What is your view then of modern computer predicting and modelling of climate and
glaciers and –
Well it’s interesting, but you only get out the results of what you put in and you have to
look rather carefully at what you put in. And I’m sure it’s extremely powerful and
extremely good, given that you put the right things in.

And was this beginning to develop while you were working actively and editing the
journal, the computerisation really?
Yes, I would say it was, probably. One’s still editing the journal, though I’m not sent
papers on that much because it’s not my field.

So the compute remodelling of – within glaciology, when roughly would you think that this
started?
I don’t know, I’d have to do a literature search to see.

Yes, yes.
But I mean computer modelling started as long – as soon as computers were good enough
to be able to take the data and – and work with it, and I – I would have thought that was a
long time ago, but that they were fairly crude in the early days and that they’ve got a lot
more sophisticated since.

Thank you.
[1:16:29]
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What could you say – involved as you have been in various kinds of international
glaciological work through the Society, through the conferences in the physics of ice,
through conferences in glaciology, in other words through the –
Yes.

Yeah, what would you say about the sharing of glaciological data between different
nations involved in glaciology?
Well this on the whole is good. I mean the … International Geophysical Year was – and
things like that were set up on the basis that data was going to be generally available and
World Data Centres have been set up – at one stage I was on one of the committees
looking after the World Data Centres and I think most people do send them, certainly the
Soviet Union certainly did throughout the time that I’ve known it, so there was no holding
back of data, on the contrary, but there were – the World Data Centre in the United States
for every subject, there’s one in the Soviet Union, or former Soviet Union now for every
subject, and there’s one somewhere else for every subject, though nowadays there tends to
be one in sort of Europe area and one in Far East and they are supposed to share all their
data and you are supposed to deposit everything with them and – and it all works and I
mean I – and I think this is not only true of data, but also of – of research, of papers, I mean
I haven’t had any difficulty in this, in either in the Journal of Glaciology or in dealing with
these conferences on the physics and chemistry of ice, which we haven’t talked much
about, is it appropriate, I might mention it now?

Yes, now is the time I think.
[1:18:17]
In – I think it was – did I say the date was 1969 when I looked in that book?

Yes.
Two European laboratories called a conference on ice in the same year, one was in Pau in
the South of France, and the other was in Munich in Germany. As it turned out, the Pau
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conference was a disaster, it was the year when France sort of blew up with the Algerian
problem, the whole of France went on strike and the only non-French scientist who made it
to Pau was Claude Jaccard and he did that by filling up jerry cans with petrol before he left
Switzerland and using those to get to Pau and back again, so as a conference – an
international conference that was about as unsuccessful as anything other than those which
were called just before the beginning of the war. The one in Munich on the other hand was
pretty successful, I was there, so was Robert Whitworth, I think it was the first ice thing
that Robert Whitworth went to incidentally. But at the end of it it was generally decided
that it was a bad idea to leave it to random people to call conferences because they might
… do it simultaneously and so on and it would have been an idea to have some kind of
organisation to do, it and I was asked to chair a little group to arrange for there to be
another conference in the three or four or perhaps five years time. And so I did and so I
went on doing until about a decade ago and the series of conferences, the proceedings of
which are on a shelf in my study there are the conferences which happened as a result and
the … if I can get here without detaching my thing, at the end of that they were kind
enough to – to give me that in 2006.

I’ll just read it.
Yes.

‘Professor John Glen. In appreciation of his seminal contributions to the field of ice
physics and his thirty-four years of dedicated leadership of the international conferences
on the physics and chemistry of ice, awarded by the scientific and organising committees
for the eleventh international PCI conference.’ You better say that –
Bremerhaven.

‘Germany, July twenty-third to the twenty-eight 2006.’
Bremerhaven is the port for Bremen.

Ah.
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It’s one of these things like – just like Canberra is Australian capital territory and has a
little port on the coast of its own which isn’t in New South Wales, so Bremerhaven is the
port of Bremen which is a free city in Germany. I’ll put that there rather than risk
disconnecting my microphone in putting it back. But in the early years it was quite a
business to find people to organise the conferences, later on we had people offering to do
it, and so that whole series is there, there was a second one in Sapporo twenty-five years
after the conference which wasn’t part of that series but some people have thought of as
being part of that series, which I went to in 1966, so it was twenty-five years after that was
another one in Sapporo and this year there’s yet another, but at the moment I’ve not
planned to go to it, although I’m still technically on the international committee, partly
because I’m over eighty and it’s a long way away and I haven’t got funding to go to it
[laughs] and it’s moved on a bit from then. But it is the first one I will not have been at,
since – well I don’t know whether you count it as 1966 or –

’69.
Or ’69.

Is there anything to be said about the – the kind of national styles of ice physics that have
been noticeable across those conferences?
Hmmm, I wouldn’t have said so, of course there have been rises in interest in the subject in
certain countries, and it can fall off again, and I think probably this is more obvious in
glaciology than in ice physics, because countries which have ice problems tend to have big
laboratories looking into those problems, Canada with its problems with ice storms for
example, countries which have very heavy snowfall like Japan obviously are interested in
controlling that or working with it. But it’s interesting that this country, which doesn’t
have enormous ice and snow problems, has produced a number of glaciologists and I’ve
often thought that perhaps that’s because if anybody expresses an interest in snow and ice
problems in Canada or Switzerland or to some extent Japan, though Japan’s done rather
better than others on this, they get diverted into the practical problems in their country,
rather than thinking about the more fundamental side of things. May be wrong but it has
occurred to me that that may be why Britons have continued to be interested in the more
general scientific side of it, rather than getting diverted into looking how to stop railway
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trains being damaged by ice which falls off their undercarriages when they’re going at high
speed, which is a problem that one of my colleagues in Japan had to look at.

That’s very interesting. So you think that the – possibly the absence of these immediate
practical problems caused by snow and ice in Britain, has given scientists working in
glaciology, or in ice physics, the relative freedom to explore more theoretically and
generally –
The more fundamental side, yes.

Yeah.
I – that has occurred to me as a – as a thought.

How would – how does that theory relate to distinctions between glaciology in America
and in Britain, where do they fall in other words?
Well United States is a big country, they have big ice problems in parts of United States,
notably of course Alaska … they don’t have very serious ice problems in others like
Florida or Arizona. So that they have people who are both sides of this. There’s a
question of where you should put your laboratory, I talked earlier about Henri Bader
coming to talk to me in Cambridge about snow ice and polar frost research establishment
and its move to a new site, well it was sent to New Hampshire because there was large
unemployment in New Hampshire and the federal government wanted to put a big federal,
US Army in this case, institution in there to help with the unemployment, but Bader
himself was against this because – precisely because New Hampshire was a state which
had heavy snow and – snow and ice problems in winter and he said, ‘If you’ve got
somebody who’s been down in the Antarctic suffering from cold temperatures in the
Antarctic winter, he doesn’t want to come back home to somewhere which is snowed in,’
and he wanted the thing to be in somewhere like Arizona, but he got overruled by the
federal government and it was put in New Hampshire and of course it does mean that they
have ready access to snow and its problems for their snow side of their work. But I mean I
think it’s interesting that Bader thought the best place for such a laboratory would not be
there, for the reason I’ve stated, that he – it would be better for scientists who’d been
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working in the Antarctic to come back to somewhere which didn’t have its own snow and
ice problems.

In a related way I – I gather that the reason why you and separately John Nye were invited
around American sites by the National Science Foundation is that they sensed that it was
in Britain where the work on theoretical glaciology, that ice physics was happening and I
think there’s a story of them – professor – not – Jim Crary of the National Science
Foundation wanting to give American glaciology what he called, ‘A shot in the arm,’ is –
That may be true, I didn’t know.

I wondered whether – I wonder why you think it is that – then that Britain developed –
you’ve said why in relation other places, Britain is likely to have developed this
fundamental research, but in relation to America, given that America does have problems
in some places as you said but not everywhere.
Yeah, well I’ve given a reason why, if you have these problems you put the scientists to
solving the practical problem, rather than looking at the under – underlying science behind
it. But I don’t think that was necessarily the – true of America, I – I mean the reason that
our project was started was as I’ve mentioned, the wartime experiments of the iceberg
aircraft carrier, which happened to have been done by – well he wasn’t a British scientist
because he was an Austrian refugee, but by somebody sent there by Britain, who came
back to Britain and who therefore influenced British people in geography, geology, etc, to
– to think about these things and get it going. And I – I really think that is the reason why
we started this work and – and why we were pioneers in it and that the Americans
recognised that is – is all credit to them.
[1:28:21]
There’s one field we haven’t talked much about and that is the international side of
scientific editing, early on when I was involved with the Journal of Glaciology I used to go
to meetings at the Royal Society for editors and we discussed various problems of
scientific editing there, and then when UNESCO decided to set up international bodies on
editing in the various sciences, I – I didn’t go to the inaugural meeting, but I think I went to
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the first one after that, or the one that was set up in the earth sciences, which at the time
was known as Editerra and I’ve been to most of their meetings until, well until they
merged with the life sciences one which was called ELSE, European Life Science Editing,
and then those two merged because they realised the problems of scientific editing weren’t
particularly different, as between earth sciences, life sciences, or indeed most other
sciences, and I was in fact involved in the committee which looked into the merger of those
two international bodies and I’ve been involved in the resulting body which is the
European Association of Science Editors, acronym EASE, ever since and still am in a
certain way. I was on its publications committee, was organising the Editerra newsletter
before they merged and the bulletin called Earth and Life Science Editing of which there
are a lot of copies up in the top shelf in this room, ever since. And I suppose if editing is a
bit of a – of a hard job to do, editing for editors can be more so, but I’ve enjoyed doing it,
we’ve done this on an international basis for many years now and it’s been another of those
happy associations in which I have made friends and know people – oh there’s my wife
back – who have known people who were doing similar jobs to me and we can discuss
them. And those meetings were I think very interesting, because while in theory you were
just talking in general about editing, what you were in fact doing was helping novice
editors discover the tricks of the trade, and I was involved in formulating a thing called the
Editerra Editor’s Handbook which goes through all these various things and gives general
advice as to how to do them in a professional way. And one of the things which I’ve found
encouraging about that is not only does it work internationally with people from different
countries collaborating very happily, but also between the two different sorts of scientific
editors. There are people like myself who are working scientists and university teachers
who edit as one of their side functions, and there are also people who are employed fulltime to edit for the big journals, whether they’re things like Nature or things like the
British Medical Journal and prima-facie you might have thought that each side looked
down on the other, that the people who had come through a training as editors and were
editing these journals might feel that the academics were amateurs who didn’t really know
how to edit properly, and equally that the scientists might take the line that these editors
don’t really know the subject properly and therefore might make mistakes because they
don’t really understand the nuances of the science. I have not found that as a difficulty, the
fact that I was allowed to be the editor of their newsletter as a non-professional editor, a
person who – whose salary didn’t come essentially from editing, indicated that they didn’t
have hang ups about this and I found that again very rewarding. I’ve been I think lucky in
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that in my scientific life I’ve been a member of international bodies in relatively small
subjects. I mean if you were a nuclear physicist, there would be thousands, possibly tens
of thousands of people around the world, you couldn’t possibly hope to know all of them
or indeed a reasonable fraction of them and you are, unless you are a very exceptional, a
small cog in a big machine, and also the experiments tend to be involved with large
numbers of people, when you went down to particle physics there may be hundreds of
people involved in one paper which makes life awfully difficult for all sorts of people
actually, we’ll talk about that as a different topic, but I’ve been in glaciology where on the
whole I have been able to know most of the major people who are involved in it around the
world and I’ve been in science editing where again the constituency is not that large and
one’s been able to be in a manageable number of people, I count myself lucky in that I
happened accidentally to have landed into areas where – where that was possible.
[1:34:03]

Could you say what was discussed then at this – the Royal Society meetings on editing?
Oh gosh, long time ago now and I – I don’t remember what we discussed, I expect they
were the same things that we’ve discussed more recently about how you organise papers, I
don’t remember whether we discussed problems in refereeing papers, problems of
copyright, I expect we did but it’s so long ago and I’ve discussed these things so much in
other circles since that I – I really can’t be sure.

And I know you said that Editerra and the life sciences joined because it realised that the –
there was perhaps nothing specific –
There’s more in common between editing than there was divergence.

But when – but when they were – when it was focused on the earth sciences, Editerra.
Yeah.

Could you remember the – it for the UNESCO thing, do you remember the key issues
discussed in editing international journals in the earth sciences?
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Well as I’ve said, I think they were the same as the ones I’ve mentioned, things like
copyright, refereeing … copy editing … how you’d – in the earth sciences you’ve got the
question of how you treat place names and do you use always local place names and then
you face the fact that some places on the earth have changed country and therefore the
place name has changed with time and may be totally unrecognisable to a modern person,
so you have to be a bit careful about these, how do you transliterate names in – which are
primary written not in a Roman type script, or I mean simplistic cases, how do you
transliterate Russian, more serious ones … what do you do about Arabic, that doesn’t
affect glaciology but I think it’s quite serious for those who it does affect.
[1:36:09]

And as an ed – an editor of the Journal of Glaciology, are there general things you could
say about the decisions made in publishing papers and not publishing papers, in other
words the kinds of –
The refereeing and acceptance? Yes, I mean this is one of the fundamental jobs of the
scientific editor today, that’s what I’m doing with the paper which as I say was sent to me
yesterday, I’ve sent it off to two referees who I hope will do a decent job, we’ll have to see.
The last one I had, both referees said reject so I did not in fact send the comments
immediately back to them which I would have done if they’d said, ‘This needs rewriting,’ I
sent them onto my chief editor, a role I used to play but don’t any longer, and he has to
decide whether he accepts that reject recommendation, based on the reports I’ve sent him
and if he does he has to give the sad news to the author. The difficult case of course is
where one referee said accept and the other says reject and what you do then depends on
the reason for the reject recommendation. If they are clean contrary views and in principle
I suppose those people are meant to know more about the subject than you do, what I have
normally done myself, I don’t know whether it’s what the present chief editor does, you
would send it to the chief editor and say, ‘Done my best, over to you,’ but when I was chief
editor what I did in that case was take a third person, expert in – and hoped in the same
subject, and not just send the paper to him to look at, but send it along with the two reports
and say, ‘What do you think we should do in this case?’ has the person who’s said reject
raised things which can’t be put right and which the other referee hasn’t noticed and
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therefore we should reject it, or is it perhaps that he’s said reject on the basis either of his
own prejudice or on the basis of something which is in principle correctable, in which case
we write back to the author saying, ‘We’ll only reconsider this paper if you take this
section and either remove it or rewrite it in a way which will be acceptable.’ I mean that is
typical of the sort of thing which editorial decisions have to be about and it can be tricky.

One way of looking at the job from a distance of editing that journal is that you – you
could say that the role in acting the role of editor you constitute the field of glaciology in
part by allowing certain papers and not allowing certain others.
Yes, yes.

So what – as you started to have influence over the – the types of papers that were
accepted, what sorts of things were you valuing and accepting and what sorts of things
were you –
Well what you want of course is papers which tell you something which is new, which is
reliable, and which is expressed sufficiently clearly for other people to be able to
understand it and provided it meets those sorts of criteria you ought to be putting it in. We
did have some difficulties, at one stage for example in the journal we discovered that we
were rejecting far more papers on what I’d call – what – geomorphology, you know, the
way ice affects the landscape, than we were in other subjects, which suggested that various
groups around the world had very contrary reviews and were making very critical remarks
from people of other persuasions, and it is rather difficult in that circumstance to try and
know where you should draw lines, but you have to do it along the lines that I’ve
suggested; that are these results ones which look interesting, are they reliable, and are they
described well enough for other people to understand fully what’s going on, but it isn’t
always easy and we did have that problem that we were rejected more geomorphological
papers than we were others.

What – I didn’t quite understand why you thought that might be?
Well because some groups take very different views of things from other groups.
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Do you mean groups as in geomorphologists or groups within geomorphology?
Groups within geomorphology.

So the referees were …
The referees were not liking what the authors were saying because they had a quite
different idea of how one should interpret a landscape.

Hmmm. Yes, I can see that with a – with a referee model of accepting or declining, in a
field where there is great disagreement, it would be more difficult to secure a publication?
You’ve got to try and find referees who are going to be impartial. This may not be easy
though because I’m – I’m sure that in the last century there was a problem of this sort with
geology, absolutely sure about it, there were people who were very against each other.

Why do you think that theoretical glaciology was less affected by this than
geomorphology?
Well I mean a bit of mathematics is either correct following in the assumptions put in or it
isn’t, the only thing you could really criticise, assuming the maths hasn’t got silly mistakes
is what’s put in at the beginning, and if that’s a reasonable thing to put in then there’s less
argument can take place about it.

Had geographical, geological, geomorphological contributions to the journal changed
between the early part of your involvement and later, in other words how –
Oh yes it changed quite a bit. Papers on the whole tend to be longer now than they were in
the early years and they’re probably more specialised.

Hmmm … I wonder whether you were still – the sorts of paper that perhaps Vaughan
Lewis might have written for the journal being geographical and observation – based on
observational fieldwork largely?
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Yes, geomorphological yes in that sense.

Did – were similar papers being published throughout your period on –
Well as I say, there was this period in the middle when it was rather difficult to get some of
them through, but yes.

And who – who – in terms of British geographers and geomorphologists, who were they
coming from?
You know I can’t remember now, I’m not sure whether they were British.

Hmmm, thank you … sorry to ask –
What I’m saying is I remember discussing this at editors meetings of the Journal of
Glaciology, what to do about the fact that we seem to be getting larger numbers of reject
recommendations from referees on this subject than on others.

Do you know what you decided about what ought to be done?
Well we need to be rather careful who we send papers to. If you can identify two groups
who are inherently hostile, you obviously don’t send papers of the one to the other, but on
the other hand you don’t want to send them to people who are entirely in their pocket, so it
is a question of trying carefully to choose referees. And you black mark referees who are
naughty and either turn papers down for fairly trivial reasons, or worse still of course
plagiarise papers they’ve been sent to referee.

Did you know of that occurring while you were –
Well there’s been an allegation of it fairly recently, not a paper I was handling I think was
it, or perhaps – perhaps it had been, yes, I think it had been, but the complaint didn’t come
to me, it came to the chief editor subsequently and I don’t know what’s – the outcome of
that was and I probably oughtn’t to give chapter and verse anyway if it’s a current case of
an allegation of what is essentially fraud.
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[1:44:45]

Changing again, could you describe the development of relations with your parents as time
moved on and with –
Yes, well of course as they grew older so they became more dependant and they were
living, in the case of my parents, down on the south coast as I’ve mentioned, and in the
case of my wife in North London, and so eventually we decided that the best thing to do
was them to move up nearer to us so that we could look after them and both groups of
parents in fact sold up and moved up to Birmingham. And so we had my parents in a
house in Moseley and Margaret’s parents in a house on another part of the Bournville
Village Trust estate and fortunately for us we just managed to get away with it in as I think
I’ve said, my father-in-law died when we were on a sabbatical in Seattle and Margaret and
the children had to come home early because of supporting her mother and making the
funeral arrangements and all that sort of thing, and she continued to live in that house for a
while, but she developed a cancer and she fell and things like that, so eventually we moved
her into this room which I’d said we’d built on the end of our Kerry Close house and she
was there for a while until actually her last week, we didn’t know it was her last week, if
we had known that we might have kept her there, but she was needing to be moved and it
was more difficult for my wife to do that and so we arranged for her to go to a Marie Curie
home in Solihull and as luck would have it there was an ambulance men’s strike at the time
so I had to organise some of my colleagues, some of whom I have to say were good
members of the Labour party and trade unionists to help us put her in the back of our estate
car with the back seat down and be with her while we drove her to Solihull and took her to
this Marie Curie cancer hospital, and as I say she only survived about another week. And
very shortly after that my father, who – my mother had died a year or so earlier, my father
became needing of care and moved into that room, I think it was only two or three weeks
between my mother-in-law vacating it and my father having to move into it and he was
there until he died. So that was how we dealt with the final situation where we were caring
for them. My sister-in-law was over in Canada so she couldn’t help with that in any way.

What was the effect on your of – of caring for parents who were ill and of your parents
dying on your – your sense of yourself and the world and the –
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I – I seem to have dealt with it in a pretty matter of fact way actually, I mean one didn’t
want them to go on living in the pain in which they were, so in some cases it comes as a
blessed relief to people who are in pain in the latter stages of cancer. My mother had
cancer but would never have it properly diagnosed or admit it.

How did you know that she had?
Well it was fairly obvious. I mean I don’t – I can’t – I can’t say that she had because it
wasn’t properly diagnosed, at least I think it probably was on the death certificate, I can’t
remember that, but she was so against hospitalisation and that she would do anything just
to stay at home, including not willing to being diagnosed. She was a worrier, I’ve already
told you.

Yes.
But … as I say, because they were clearly suffering towards their end … it did not hit me
in a way that it certainly would have done if they’d been cut off in the prime of life, it
seemed natural.

Yes, I see.
I don’t know whether that makes me a bit inhuman.

No, is it – my – rather the – the reverse really if you – you were concerned about their
suffering.
Yes indeed. That’s right. Prior to that up here it had been quite happy because they were
obviously nearer to us and they could see the children more often.
[1:50:02]
My parents-in-law and – I don’t know if I’ve – this doesn’t really come into me, but my
father-in-law had lost his job in Canada in a depression and had sent hundreds and
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hundreds of job applications to no effect, he’d had to send his children home to stay with
his in-laws and eventually he had to come back to this country more or less with his tail
between his legs and the house was bought for him by his parents-in-law and that was the
house they’d lived in, paying a peppercorn rent to the family, until they moved up to
Birmingham, so it was the first house that had really – they had really planned themselves
and moved in and I think that was a – a happy thing for them and I think they enjoyed it,
for the relatively short period that they had left. It ended when – essentially when my
mother-in-law slipped on ice while shopping in Northfield, they hadn’t been used to a
centrally heated house before and I don’t think they realised how icy it was out and she
broke her leg and that was a bit traumatic, and … then after that, as I say, we – we
eventually went on the sabbatical and while we were there her husband died and, well, we
had to come back and that side of it was all sad. My parents at that stage were still all right
and in their house over in the Moseley area.
[1:51:54]

And could you talk about the development of your children’s' lives, we’ve only spoken
about them I suppose as children –
Yes, that’s right. Marion went to Shenley Court Comprehensive School where she was
one of four who took entrance examinations to Cambridge and I think they all got in, and
she went up to Clare College where I had been, she didn’t I think let on that her father was
there at interviews, some of my contemporaries think that was probably a bright idea since
their children didn’t get in. But anyway, she had a very happy time in Cambridge reading
Natural Sciences Tripos aiming at medicine and she was very active in the boat club, she
was a cox in the boat club, eventually coxing the Clare first boat, she met her husband who
was a stroke in one of those boats … they – he – sorry, I’m talking about her, she then
went onto Oxford to do her clinicals and was at Green College, Oxford and has, since
qualifying, been a general practitioner in Cowley in Oxford, which she still is part-time,
though she works about as many hours as most people work full-time as a part-time GP,
but she has days off. And her husband, they got married in Oxford, he also went onto
Oxford, he was a physicist and he was first at Christchurch – no, first at St Johns, then at
Christchurch and then at Merton and he’s now a professor in the Clarendon there, they
have two daughters, the oldest of which has just gone up to Clare College herself to read
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biochemistry and Marion rang me the day before yesterday to say they’d had a letter from
the master of Clare congratulating her on being the best – getting the best biochemistry
results in the college and the best biological mathematical results in the university, so
pretty happy about that. Younger one, two years younger, still at school in Oxford, also
pretty good, also like her sister a violin player, yes, I think at the moment in Spain, night
before last I think she played in a big concert in Madrid, she’s also pretty good and she is
hoping to continue – follow her mother into medicine. My son, younger to begin with,
married when he was older than she, he read mechanical engineering at Leeds, following
which he did a design course, which is joint between the Royal College of Art and
Imperial, a two year design course, following which he moved into the film industry, more
specifically the television film industry and was involved as standby art director and then
art director and sometimes designer on a number of television programmes, like Playing
the Field, Cutting It, for a while he was on – for a short period he did something with
Mersey Beat, whole series – that sort of thing. About a year or so ago he decided that
being a freelance director was probably not a good thing long term so he enrolled for the
postgraduate certificate of education at Goldsmiths and he did that, his current year, but
he’s had such a bad experience of the school that he was doing teaching practice in that I
don’t think he will in fact follow it up, which I’m a bit sorry about because we need people
to teach physics and maths in schools, but it’s no good at it – no good if he’s going to be
unhappy at it and doesn’t like the atmosphere of schools. So quite what he’ll do after that,
at the moment he’s a house husband while his wife who works as an administrator in – I
think it’s Kings College London is the – the salary [laughs] – salary earner and they’ve
stopped having – as they had when he was actually doing the course, a … someone to look
after the children and he’s looking after the children until the youngest one goes to school.
How old are they, about – what are they …seven, five and three, something like that, not
quite sure.

And as your children were moving up through school and – and university, or perhaps
before university, what was the extent and nature of their interest in your scientific work?
Well I know James was interested was eventually Glen’s law turned up in a geography
class.

Ah which – at school, at secondary school?
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At school, yes.

[Laughs].
I think they were, you know, they were interested to know the sort of things that I was
doing and they were gratified when I got awards, I got the Seligman Crystal from the
International Glaciological Society for example.

Did they – did you take them into your department in the way that your father had taken
you into the – into his work?
Hmmm, I can remember doing that with Marion, I can’t remember doing it with James.

What did you show Marion when you –
That I can’t remember, all I can remember her – is her running across the bridge between
the two bits of the physics department over a – what she called a clanky bridge, but she
must have been in with me there because I – otherwise I wouldn’t have that memory of
doing it.

Obviously I ask about their interest in your science because they pursued fairly scientific –
Yes.

Careers themselves.
I don’t know whether that was because I’m a scientist or not, I can’t answer that question, I
think it’s because they had aptitude for it.
[1:58:29]

Could you say something about your archives? In other words places where you have
already deposited material perhaps and places –
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Well my main archive is my published papers and of course since I took a DSC from
Birmingham the papers that have been published up to that date are archived in that DSC
thesis … it’s – it’s there, if you want to get it out and look at it at some point, and that is
one place where obviously one could find all this.

Hmmm. What about letters and photographs and –
Well I think I returned to Cambridge, the Scott Polar Research Institute, I think I returned
those Austerdalsbreen photographs because I don’t think they’re still in this house, I had a
quick look around and I think I must, probably about at the time of my retirement, have
said would they like to have them and put it into essentially World Data Centre C
glaciology, they were made up as a photographic record by the young lady who came out
as our photographer and they contained panoramic views of the glacier from stated points
and things like that.

So they’re at Scott Polar?
I think – well World Data Centre C which is currently at the Scott Polar, in principle it
could have moved somewhere else.

Could you – as you’ve mentioned her, could you say something about why there was an
official photographer on the Austerdalsbreen ’55?
Well we thought it important to get archive photographs.

Hmmm. And this was –
Just a young lady who was a photographer?

Janet Thomas, is that right?
Ooh, I can’t remember her name now and if John Nye said it was it probably was.
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Oh no I think I might just – might have seen it in a – a sort of short history of this – of this
–
Well I mean you’re telling me.

Yes.
I can’t remember her name, sorry.

Hmmm, okay. And have you had thoughts about other places to put other materials, letters
and –
Not particularly, no … I don’t think I kept all the letters between me and Gerald Seligman,
there were an enormous number, we wrote almost daily during part of the period when he
was still very active, senior editor and I was an editor.

Hmmm, concerning papers and the journal?
Concerning papers that we were going through, yes. I’ve still got a number of files or
papers, but I shall probably destroy those, I don’t think files of the history of a paper before
publication are things which are great archival interest, if you tell me they are I might stop,
I’ve already thrown some of them away because there are too many, you get this much per
paper and I must have published hundreds if not thousands of papers so one couldn’t have
that sort of archive.

What – what sort of quantity of material have you still got concern – concerning papers?
Well that bottom … drawer of the filing cabinet is full of them and there’s a pile behind
you there, but those are the more recent ones before we started doing everything
electronically through the computer.

Yes, I see.
Of course, nowadays they’re all on a computer file.
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Do you still have the sort of papers connected with the sort of early work at the Cavendish
on the compression of ice and the –
I don’t think so, I may have, I’m not sure. Don’t know.
[End of Track 8]
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Track 9

Could you mention other responsibilities and posts that you’ve held of various kinds across
your academic career?
Yes, I suppose there are a few, they haven’t featured as taking up so much of my time as
the things we’ve discussed, but I was fairly active in the Institute of Physics, which I joined
in 1963 and was at one time on the editorial board of the publication, Reports on Progress
in Physics, used to go down to Bristol for meetings of that and in 1980 I think it was some
kind of anniversary offer that they offered to transfer me to being a fellow and I accepted
that, so I became a fellow of the Institute of Physics. Another rather interesting little award
was that just before I retired the Birmingham Guild of Students, which is the equivalent of
the Students Union, Students Union in Birmingham is a building rather than an
organisation, the Birmingham Guild of Students offered me honorary life membership of
the University of Birmingham Guild of Students, I suppose because they felt that I had
supported the student cause in various things before senate council court, oh I didn’t
mention court as one of the bodies of the University of Birmingham that I was on for a
while, but I was. I think those are the only which immediately occur to me which haven’t
come up in – in what we’ve said.
[01:43]
Did I mention in that that I was at one stage on the committee of the Birmingham branch of
the European Movement and was at one stage treasurer of that?

No, what was involved in – in that, you haven’t mentioned that to us.
Ah, well the European Movement is as its name suggests, a body of people who are
[laughs] pro the European Union, indeed in some countries it’s known as the Union of
European Federalists, a name which I suspect about the British branch is rather eschewed
as it would put lots of people off, though I think I am basically politically favour of
European federalism. As somebody who thinks of myself as of Scottish descent, way
back, and recognise that Scotland joined with the other countries of the United Kingdom
and that on the whole that’s been a good thing, I don’t see why it should necessarily stop
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there and I think we would be stronger if we were more integrated with Europe and I think
in the – in a future world it – Europe is only going to punch its weight relative to China,
India, United States and so on if it is much more united and therefore probably in some
sense federalised.
[03:05]

What have – what have been your sort of voting habits, your own personal political
opinions?
I’ve always regarded myself as a Liberal, I certainly formed that view as a teenager, I was
a member – I didn’t mention it at the time did I when we were talking about of the
university of the University Liberal Club, and in general I have voted Liberal. Though
while Lynne Jones was MP for Sellyoak I tended to support her, she was Labour member
for Sellyoak, she had been a member of my AUT committee, she had been a member of
staff of the University of Birmingham and she espoused a number of the political views
that I do. Indeed at one of the hustings meetings organised by the Sellyoak Council of
Churches at one of the elections where she was a candidate and a sitting MP, I remember
her explaining the various occasions she’d voted against her Labour government and I
remember the Conservative candidate leaning over and asking the permission of the
Liberal candidate and then picking up the Liberal candidate’s favour and sticking it on
Lynne Jones [laughs], so I didn’t feel that I was so much going against my political beliefs
in voting for Lynne as a Labour member because she had views on a lot of topics which I
as a Liberal and which indeed the Liberal Democrats at the time were supporting. But I
mean that’s the only occasion I think when I’ve not been voting Liberal or since they
became Liberal Democrat, Liberal Democrat.

Are there key philosophies or policies that have tended to make you attach yourself to the
Liberals rather than the – the Labour party for example?
Yes, I don’t – I mean I’m certainly nowhere near a Marxist. I don’t think in the strict sense
of the term I’m a socialist, I do not believe, but then no longer does the Labour party I
know, in the nationalisation of all the means of production, distribution and exchange, but
when I was forming my political views the Labour party did think that, and I did not
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believe it. I have in that sense personally been a capitalist, I own shares, my parents owned
shared and I inherited some from them and I’ve bought others, and I – while the Labour
party took that view I – I wouldn’t have wished to support it. I’m not enormously
enamoured of New Labour as such, though as I say I supported Lynne Jones but she was a
bit of a thorn in the flesh of New Labour, so – and as I say I was a trade unionist in the
sense that I was involved in AUT fairly heavily, and I do believe in trade unionism, but I
don’t think that in itself makes me a socialist. And AUT has never affiliated to the Labour
party. So … I think I’ve really always been a liberal, but I’ve never done much more about
it, except that I did actually do things, go round canvassing and so on in the first European
elections, when it occurred to me that this was a chance for Liberals across Europe to be
elected on a common platform and I attended the count for that for example, but that’s the
only occasion I’ve done anything like that and it hasn’t really worked out like that,
although I think the Liberals are better at it, certainly than the Conservatives who formed
rather dubious alliances and are currently in an even more dubious alliance in the European
Parliament. I did go – visit the European Parliament without really pointing that I wasn’t a
member of the Labour party, with my wife who is and has been all the time a member of
the Labour party, you can see that our ecclesiastical and political things are different, just
last month. Our Labour MEP invited people to go visit the parliament in Brussels and also
see the First World War cemeteries, we stayed in Ypres and I visited the cemeteries, a very
good thing, I much preferred staying in Ypres to being in Brussels. And of course in some
ways the world wars are one of the reasons why one feels and I mean the MEP, Michael
Cashman made this point himself in this talk to us, one of the reasons why one is so proEurope, pro the European Union, it makes it astonishingly unlikely that we’ll have a war
with Germany again and we have after all had two for failure for integrating properly and
that’s part of the reason why I am pro-European, so – well that’s gone and dealt with some
political things.

Thank you.
[08:22]

Now the only thing that you’ve referred to which is autobiographical throughout the
recording has been a very short CV which you – which you have, have you written
anything of an autobiographical nature?
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Yes, I’ve written some reminiscences. I could pull them up on that computer –

It would be –
I think if I want to – oh no I can’t – yes I can, yes I can, though I may have added a few
more upstairs since. But they’re mostly concerned with the earlier part of my life, up to
coming to the University of Birmingham. I intend to add some more with time.

And who – and who –
Would you like to look at that?

It would be a nice thing to put in your file to go with the interview if that’s okay?
Yes, I mean as I say I’ve got it on the upstairs computer, but if you could touch the white
button on that computer there …

And –
It will come up in a little while and you’ll be able to see what I have written. I wrote this
primarily for family.

Right, primarily for family.
Primarily for family.

Have you got another – what – what might be the second – secondary audience?
Oh people like you.

Ah, I see, thank you, yes.
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I mean but I had the family in mind as I was writing it, because I’m so conscious that the
things I ought to have asked my grandmother before she died and didn’t, though I did ask
her quite a bit and some of what I’ve learned from her is in this, and whether I’ve
communicated that adequately to my children I don’t know, one way of ensuring that it can
be communicated is to put it down in writing.

Yes.
And … certainly my daughter said that she had found it of great use in preparing the
speech which she made the Saturday before last during our golden wedding party.
[10:17]

And perhaps in relation to that writing, how have you found the process of being
interviewed for National Life Stories, a different kind of autobiographical exercise?
Yes, well interesting, I am rather shocked at my inability to remember some names, but I
mean I’m aware of that in general in that occasionally I find myself forgetting names I
know quite well now, and I can – have to work away to get them back. But in some cases I
think they’ve completely gone, and I’m sorry about this and that I didn’t do more to
remember them at an earlier stage of my life. But I have had to apologise to you from time
to time for saying, well, you know, I can remember the face but I can’t put a name to it
now.

It’s almost the sort of thing that can be looked up easily and so it’s much more important
to capture the – capture the –
Well it may be or it may not be, it depends what it is we’re talking about.

Yes.
Now do you want to turn that off for a moment while I get this up [break in recording] –
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Just as an additional point that I forgot to pick up on – upon, you mentioned that when you
applied to Birmingham that you were interviewed by or –
Yes, interviewed by.

Interviewed by Professor Shotton and – and –
Among others, yes.

And he has – he’s come up in research on quaternary history?
Right, yes, he was head of geology here at the time … yes, I remember him reasonably
well and I think he knew of my work, and that’s why I said I was fortunate in that he was
on the interviewing panel. He had a reputation that when he’d been a younger member of
staff he had been active in the Association of University Teachers, I don’t know if that’s
true or false but certainly people implied that he had been sort of active in that kind of way.
But when I knew him he was head of chemistry and very much an establishment figure in
the university. One story that I remember in which he features, though it’s mainly a story
about Lancelot Hogben who was at one time professor of zoology in Birmingham and who
is best known for having written a series of popular books just after the war, Science for
the Citizen, Mathematics for the Million, and The Loom of Languages but he was a
hopelessly dictatorial head of department and at one stage his staff had got so fed up with
him that they jointly wrote a letter to the vice-chancellor saying that if he remained in
charge of zoology they were all going to resign. Faced with this ultimatum the university
apparently did decide to move him away from … geology and put him into – made him a
professor I think it was of … was it mathematical statistics or something like that, but sort
of a professor without a department to hector. But while he was in zoology, one of the
things, possibly one of the things which annoyed the staff, was that he was fed up with the
zoological museum, which had a whole lot of skeletons of animals in it and he ordered the
chief technician to take the things and throw them away and he took them and buried them
in a site just north of the university, which happened to be the site which later became
designated for the university library, with the result that when they started the excavations
for the university library, they ran into these rather unusual skeletal remains and of course
called somebody and a poor unfortunate research student from geology went up to look at
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this and his impression was, ooh, woolly rhinoceros [laughs] and so he ran to Shotton with
this news that they had discovered important palaeontological remains on the site of the
library and Shotton looked at this [laughs] skull, laughed and then told the story – told the
student the story about Lancelot Hogben and the zoological museum being buried by the
[laughs] – I mean okay, that’s a story involving Shotton but it’s not actually particularly
material to what we’re dealing with but it’s a nice story.

Very entertaining, yes. And were you aware of Shotton’s particular research interests or –
No, no, I wasn’t. No I wasn’t.

And did he – I wonder whether – people have mentioned that he had a group working
under him or for him or –
Yes, but this would be in geology and I had little to do with geology here except with Ray
Adie.

Hmmm. You mentioned that he had a connection with chemistry as well, Shotton, is that
right or –
Did I say chemistry?

Hmmm, at one point perhaps geology –
I – I – that’s wrong, I meant geology.

Geology, hmmm.
I’m sorry, that was just a slip of the tongue when I was talking about him.

Yes I se, thank you very much.
Sorry.
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[End of Track 9]
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Track 10

While we’re talking about stories, not particularly related to my career, there’s another one
about Egon Orowan, you remember he was my first research supervisor, which I think
came via Gerald Seligman, but as I’ve said Orowan was a Hungarian and his English was
good, was at times erratic, and at one time he was talking about this country as compared
with Hungary and the fact that in Hungary they always have stoves in the middle of the
room, whereas in England we have coal fires and he said [adopts Hungarian accent], ‘You
know, I sit in front of your coal fires and at my front I am as warm as toast, but at my back
my teeth are chattering,’ [both laugh]. Okay, just a little story.
[End of Track 10]
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